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IION. NATHANIEL HOURS.

We do

& SHOES
address in the United States.

no

cations.
all

WILL

-__

indispensable, not necessarily
but as a guaranty of good faith.

undertake to return
munications tflat are not used.
We cannot

or

for

preserve

prcmacics
COL. II. L.

LADIES’
feet.

Ties and Fancy Slippers, in all the leading styles.

MEN’S

RIVER

TO Y AH.MOUTH,

Boots

Tuesday Afternoon, Aug. 31,1880.
There ui.il be

Band Concert in Whit© Head
Lookout in the forenoon, commencing at 10 o’clock,
iu the afternoon the steamer will make a sail, leaving the city at 2 o’clock, along Falmouth and Cumberland Foresides, up Royal River to Yarmouth, accompanied as far as Yarmouth by the band.
Tickets, round trip, Adults 26 cts., Children una

der 12, 16 cts.

CITY

will find

a

large stock

of fine

SATURDAY,

SEPTEMBER

PRESIDENT,

of Gold Boot, 421

Congress St
BROWN, THE SHOE DEALER.

Sign

4th.,

J

OH

COMPRISING

WILL

For Governor,

eod;f

WINDHAM, Tuesday After-

HON. JULIES C. BURROWS,
of Michigan,

FALL HATs

45 EMINENT ARTISTS 45

A

Popular I*rice*. Reserved seats 50 ets., ad

mission 35 ets. Sale of reserved seats will com
menee at Stockbridge’s Music Store, on
Wednesday,
Sep. 1st.

LOOK OUT FOR GRAND STREET PARADE.
au30___dlw

AND

Very
Wear—Something
Aobby in Blaek, Blue, Brown, and
Light, from $1.00 to $1.75.
Soft Hat for Street

THE

BART

FREE CLAM

DANCE,

A

LONG

ISI^lISTD,
Wednesday, Sept. 1st.

Fair

—OF THE-

County
SOCIETY,

AGRICULTURAL
WILL

HE HELD

OiB

HADE

OVEU

HALL,

PORTLAND, HIE.

Webb, Westbrook.
Sheriff—Benjamin True, Pownal.
Commissioner—David P, Chaplin, Bridgton.

Treasurer—I). M. Bonney, Farmington.

No.

$250.

Only

No. 4
5
6

Senator—D. N. Mortland, Rockland.
Commissioner—Charles B. Vinal, Vinalhaven.
Treasurer—H. G. Bird, Rockland.
Sheriff—E. C. Spaulding. South Thoinaston.
Attorney—Charles E. Littlefield, Rockland.
fJudsre of Probate—E. M. Wood. Camden.
Register of Probate—Wm. ti. Meservey, Appleton.

250.
100.

Day, *cpt.

16lh.

Third

Senators—A.
Walker, Lovell.
George D. Bisbee, Buckfield.
Commissioner—Waldo Pettengill, Rumford.
Treasurer—George H. Watkins, Paris.

ALL WOOL PANTS $1.70.

Day, Nept. 17th.

Register

Samuel Libbey, Orono.
James W. Rogers, Stetson.
Judge of Probate—Jasper Hutchings, Brewer.
Treasurer—Horace J. Nickerson, Bangor.
Sheriff—George W. Whitney. Bangor.
Commissioner—Thomas J. Peakes, Charleston.

Above races to be mile heats (excepting No. 6
which will be half mile heats, best 2 in 3), best 3
in 5 in harness, and
by tlie rules of the
National Association.
A horse distancing the field or any part thereof
will receive but one premium.
Entrance fee 10 per cent of purse, which must
accompany nomination.

governed

payable

at

the close of each

Worth from $9.00 to $13.00.

Senators—O. S. Haskell, Pittsfield.
Chandler Baker, Bingham.
Commissioner—Omer Clark,.Carratunk.

Wednesday, Sept. 8th, ayd

should he

JOHN C. SMALL,
Portland, Me,

aug27dtf

DRESS PANTALOONS

AND STRANGERS

TOURISTS

Portland should visit the Observatory on
From the cupola may be seen the entire city, the Ocean to the horizon. Casco Bay,
with its beautiful islands, Old Orchartl Beach ;
and with the powerful Telescope mounted in the
cupola the hotels on Hit**. Washington. Itenr«argc and Pleasant may be distinctly seen.
The views here are said to be unsurpassed for beauty and variety by any in the world. Congress street
aulO dtf
cars pass every ten minutes.

Coming to

CUT

Munjoy Hill.

Their reputation is fully established and giv a
Nearly 2,000 in use i
universal satisfaction.
As cheap as the Pine graine 1
Portland alone.
dried air, for the same size of other makes. It wi 1

be f or the interest of all to investigate before bu;
Manufactured, and Wholesale and Retail l y
tug.

MERRILL,

60 Cross Street,

Portland,

anil 1 Printei

Book, Card,

Printers’

,

Ladies’ and Gents’ Boots made to measure, and a
perfect tit guaranteed, in any style desired, from
French Kid, French Calf, Eng. Enamel, Fr., St.,
Gr. Goat, with Pa., oak soles, by thorough first class
workman, at reasonable prices.
We also keep in stock, all the leading styles in
hand made Newark. N. J.* Goods, and a general
assortment of Ladies* Misses’ & Children’s Boots and
Shoes of all kinds, Wholesale and Retdil.

Prof. !>. A.
is

Exchange St., Portland,
Fine Job

Cr iers by mail

or

to

Book

Price

Cramps,

the

au3U

dly

REWARD

[

pedient.
Let there ho a rousing rally of the temperanc
workers of Maine.
Eminent speakers will be present to address th 3
convention.
Excursion tickets on all the railroads at the low
est prices ever offered.
J. S. Wheelwright.
Anson P. Morrill.
C. V. Crossman.
Lot M. Morrill.
J. S. Kimball.
Nelson Dingley Jr.
O. G. Hall.
Sidney Perham.
C. E. Littlefield.
E. W. Woodbury.
W. H. Sargent.
Benj. Kingsbury Jt\
R. W. Dunn.
D. B. Kandall.
James A. Hall.
0. B. Chadbourne.
G. C. Andrews.
E. H. Banks.
Geo. H. Watkins.
H. A. Sborey.

Hold Fa*t

for

Tobacco.

I
*

|

SILK CAMPAIGN FUGS
Candidates on Gold Cole r
Silk at only $2.00 each.
one to complete its decoratioi is
needs
house
Every
Bunting Flags all sizes at bottom prices to Town 3,
With

Ac.,

the

names

of

&c.

Send for price list to

S. B. GRAVES,
119 Middle Street,

Portland

OXXiESBSnETSr

BROS. n

manufacturers,
So. Diaiuhcster,

*

auglldlm

1. Luce.
B. C. Jordan.
T. R. Simonton.
Geo. E. Brackett.
James Nash.
Guy €. Goss.
O. M. Cousens.
E. R. Staples.
D. II. Cole.

Philander Tolman.
S. D. Wadsworth.

}

Pickle*.

you want a nice article of Wine or Cider Yin
egar for pickling go to the factory, & Marker 2
Street.
li. E>. P&T'TljSGIEE.
au24
dim

S. C. Hamilton.
J. Benson Hamilton.

au26eodlm

IF
v

C. E. Allen/
j. w. Munger,
D. W. LaLacheur.
H. H. Burbank.
J. K. Osgood.

BENNETT,

J

Couu.

vamUv,U^eo^Pnan<!<‘

W. 11. Stickney.
E. O. Farrington.
Elij all Upton.
——■■■■■■■■

John J. Swasey.
Alden Chase.
J. L. Brown.
C. A. Farwell.
Andrew Hawes.

David Moulton.
J. B. Coyle.
E. B. Sargent,
S. P. Bacheldor.
George W. Woodman
Albion Little.
E. W. Stetson/
Benj. Freeman.
G. 11. Cobb.

ID.

Perry.

| David Boyd.

IW.H. Littlefield.

|C. Puriugton.
IR. L. Howard.
J. M.
Hayes.
ufus G i bbs.
IR
..

■■ ■

If ft kail been a candidate and recciv< -<1
a certificate of election to the legislatii p®
w ken 9 was certain that my opponent o
taiued more? votes than myself, 1 vvou Id
Moouer cut my hand off than take the pr« k
fered neat. 1 (should feel that ft was takii *g
o me.—John Qns ~Y
u hat did not belong
aixe^j
t-Odx.
Adams ont tile

>'*

not

parties,

fairs

relief

by Republican

work

Tue Argus is

of

admitted

nr

-T*h"~

that they have overreached the
mi-

sue

the

t..._'•'***” I
UcpuhTnv.lM’Ori J -*frrpfitpct

...

!

Congressman Chal-

up Maine, and so does every
other Democrat who gives his honest opin-

gives

subject. It still remains a fact,
however, that not a Democrat in the party
has protested against the infamous “fusion.”
Democratic journals and leaders have regarded, with approval even, an infamous
alliance in support of the Garcelon conspiracy to steal the State, and in support of
the worst financial doctrines ever put forth
by any organization. And this same Democratic party asks to be put in charge of the
financial affairs of the Government in order
that the country may have a “change.”
The country could depend upon getting it
ion on the

■

an-

nouncements the lion. L. il. Gove takes the
stump for th- Republican candidates this

Mr. Gove can do able and usefu
week.
work, especially with those Greenbacker:
who, like himself, left the party in order t.
promote what they considered a currcuc;
reform, and not in order to promote the sue
cess of the
Solid South and its Northern
allies.

n1n:m

«l,ni

which they know to be false when they
utter them. It is needless to say that this is a
false and contemptible view of politics. It is a
well known tact that the reconstruction acts
enfranchising the freedmen were not adopted
means,

until tho conduct of the Southern States had
shown that they did not intend to treat the negroes with honesty or justice, hut meant to
keen them in inferiority and ignorance if not
in actual peonage. The ballot was given to
the negroes as tho only hope for their self-protection and fer their best chance of development. The evils of an ignoraut vote were recthat tho best chance
for the negroes to learn the duties of citizenship and acquire botli knowledge and a sense
of responsibility, was in actual exercise, and, if

ognized, but

it

was

very hot

Republicans

are

making

i

for Mr. Phelps, the Democrat!
candidate for Governor, ‘by publishing ; t
bitter Copperhead speech which he mad.
| during the war.

itf.mrfl...

ilia

-j
regaru iu iuo
in order
suit rage was given to the freedmen
tliat the negro vote might secure Republican
that by frail#*
supremacy, and are triumphant
and by
and violence they have reversed this,
have not only desuppressing the negro vote
hut sofeated the design of the Republicans,
themselves.
to
additional
representation
gnipdis the current
This
rejoicing beneath the public denials of bulldozing and ballot box stuffing,
and the jiublic assertions that the negroes have
been converted to the Democracy by fair

felt

them, they would
the ballot was not granted
By this opinion the
never learn how to use it.
Republican party stands to-day. It did not
imagine that the Southern whites would at
to

the citizenonee set themselves to neutraliz
of the nogroes, to prevent theii

ship right
growth iu the intelligent use of the suffrage,
by setting up a class and political distinction,
or that
they would finally proceed to destroy
tlioso rights by fraud and violence. It hoped

show
at least that the Southern whites would
which they
(ho natural qualities of leadership
and
claim, and their superior intelligence
oi
means of influence, by a cordial recognition
the inevitable, and an endeavor to guide, diand instruct the negro voters. Instead ci
rect

The Vermont

solution and now agree to a reconciliation and
burial of the past, it woud be unjust to compel our people to assist in payment of the war
debt of the I'nitod States, and for them to refuse to allow such of the revenues as we might
contribute to be applied to the payment of our
creditors.
If it should he said that this is a liberality
never extended by tho conqueror to tho conquered, it may lie answered that the object of
the pacification is to restore the Union in good
faith, aud to reunite the people to each other,
to restore confidence and faitli and prosperity
and homogenity, then it is of the first importauce that the terms of reconciliation should
be based on terms of eutire equity ,and that no
just ground of grief or complaint should be
left to either party; and to both parties, looking not only to the presont, but to the interest
of future generations, the a mount of money
which would be involved, though large, would
be as nothing when compared with a reconciliation entirely equitable, which should leave
no sting to hover and no sense of wrong to
rankle in tiie memories of tho people and lay
me foundation for new difficulties and for future wars.
It is to this feature, it seems to me,

cess.

_It is

scope for an article even more
humorous than the one it has just published under the caption “the Blaine Disease.”

campaign

the effects of unconstitutional encroachment
of the other States, and because, in the principle of equity, allowing that both parties had
acted in good faith and gone to war on a misunderstanding which admitted of no other

[Providenco Journal.)
The Dangers of Democratic Suc-

it will find

our

the Confederacy, aud for its payment in common with the war debt of the I’nited States.
We may ask this on the ground that we did
not seek this war, but only sought a peaceful
separation to secure our people and States from

alarmed.

it demonstrate the aid lent to the progress
of education and the promotion of industry
by its party here. In undertaking this task

by

laws. The letter is in the rebel archives now
in the possession of the Government, and was
written to Jefferson Davis upon the subject of
the terms of surrender. It is as follows:
In the final adjustment we should endeavor
to secure provisions for auditing tho debt of

glad that Mr. Gove has
party that it spatters its

Ai.ex.vxeb Tboup threatens to

following

Revised Statutes which forbids any
officer of the Government to pay any account
or claim to
any person not known to have
been opposed to the rebellion, and in favor of
its suppression. It is estimated that the pas*
sago of this bill would allow the payment of
§1,000,000 which cannot be paid under existing

Bangor Whig for libel, laying damages at
$•>0,000. The Whig doesn’t appear to be

and

tho writer of the

flip Pnctmncfer /Innnrul nf tlin l*An

in the

columns all over with assaults on that gentleman calculated to break the force of his
defection.

administrations.

seen

so

left the Greenback

Reagan,

tpna

federacy, and is now a Member of Congress,
having also been a member of the Forty-fourth
and Forty-fifth Congresses. He is the author
of tho bill removing the prohibition contained

At the recent Democratic demonstration
Washington among the decorations was a
regulation Confederate flag with the stars
and bars, and bearing the words Hancock
and English in large black letters attached
to the bottom of it.

lifersti

As will be

John II.
Inttni*

in

suffering, the
in wealth and popula-

New York Tribune:

ation.

actually
ing for food, and practically outlawed.
Moreover, the resolutions threaten all persons who shall employ
Republican laborers.

social
apostles of revealed religion and
Lot it
Hull.
purity. Leo Miller and Moses
explain the doctrine of civil government
train
that Col. Blood and George brands
of this Slate.
are commending to the voters
honLet it enlarge upon the aid given to an

mers

John H. Reagan’s Views on the Terms o
Peace—Payment of the Confederate
War Debt the most Important Consider-

Tue Democratic clubs in Enfield, Barnwell and nainpton counties in South Carolina, have adopted a resolution to employ no
man, white or colored, who does not support the Democratic
nominee, and by
reason of this a large number of colored
families are now homeless,
suffer-

neut

essen-

Courlei

for the

The Rebel Claims.

the national debt?”

morality
good government by turning 'from profitless
contemplation of a golden age that has no
existence save in its own imagination to
condemnation of the evil and ill-repute
brought upon Maine by one year of that
Fusion rule which it perfunctorily recom-

\

Louisville

then,

was a much more com*
than to deprive them of it for
the same purpose. Tlio one act was done by
the operation of the law and the other against
it. The one was accompanied by peaceful and
honest means, and the other by violence and
fraud The one means the eventual elevation
of the uegro to the full knowledge and responsibility of citizenship, and the other his continued degradation. The one was real republican statesmanship, and the other oligarchical
tyranny, oven if the motives were the same in
both.
Having thus defeated the Republican party
and turned its own forces against it, os it
claims, the South was confronted with a new
danger to its political supremacy on the approach of the time for the taking of a new census.
By its political and social ostracism, it
had driven out or detorred immigration from
tiie North aud from Europe; its industries had
languished and its prosperity was stagnant.
On the other hand tiie North aud West had
flourished under the influence of peace and
good order, industry and political liberty. A
great immigration from Europe had come to
its fertile fields qiid its thriving cities. Discoveries of mineral wealth had created new
States, ar.d new tracts of fertile land had
had planted thriving communities on the unoccupied fields of the West and Northwest.
Old States had grown more populous as new
ones were created, and the Nortli had far outstripped the South in the growth of population
This might have been borne,
as in wealth.
aud the South preferred its isolation aud stagnation to allowing political freedom, but the
ratio of representation is dependent on population, and the census returns threatened the loss
of political power. The South was promptly
equal to the emergency. The same unscrupulousness that stuffed ballot boxes beyond the
limits of tiie voting imputation, is now endeavoring to swell the census returns beyond all reason or probability, beyond
the laws of nature
and beyond what is known of the condition*of
things in regard to emigration and prosperity.
If the scheme is not defeated, the South will
retain a representation by fraud, which the
North is entitled to by legitimate growth ami
prosperity, and as it now boasts of having defeated the Republican party by suppressing
the negro votes, while it retains the representation, which they give, it will be claiming
that it has also defeated it by a false count of
its population.
If the South is capable of taking such means
as these for retaining its political power, the
questiouJs what is it likely to do in the future,
and particularly if it obtains the control of the
whole government aud can use its machinery
for its nnrnose? Tiie r.omnarative difference
in growth between the two sections is likely to
continue, and the North and West to overbalance the South by natural means.
Effort will
be necessary to offset this, and alter the evidence of uuscrupulonsness and violence which
w'o have had in relation to the negro vote and
the census; wo maybe prepared for anything in
the line of political manoeuvre or worso. The
means of
increasing the Southern representation lies open to their hand. When Texas was
admitted to the Union, it was provided that it
might be divided into five States, when ConSuch a proceeding
gress thought proper.
would give eight additional Southern Senators,
thus offsetting any Northern growth for many
years. Nor is there much doubt, if the Democratic majority in Congress did not fear the
veto of a Republican President that it would
bo done without any further delay. With a
Democratic administration, the Supreme Court
would eventually come to represent Southern
sentiment, to the possible danger of the constitutional amendments. And then such laws
might be passed as would destroy the right
of negroes to citizenship by the law as is
done now in defiance of it, and at least
as would
erect such obstacles
long prevent the action of aroused national opinion
from taking effect.. These dangers are by no
means chimerical, but aro in the exact line of
what has been already done and threatened,
and they are not beyond the energy and unscrupulousness of the South. Those who have been
flattered that there is no question of difference
and no concealment of purpose, because a
Northern figurehead has been nominated as
the Democratic candidate, and those who
wish the South not to have control of the destinies of the nation, not because it is the South,
but because it is opposed to political freedom
and to the best interests of the country, its
own as well as the rest, would reverse so far as
it can tlio verdict of the war and this by false
and unscrupulous means, would do well to
consider these things.

mendable act

as they now pay from 1 to 4 ner cent.
only ■'>3,000,000. These repudiating
States propose to take charge of the national
Government. Having acquired the habit of
repudiation, with President and Congress
under their thumb, what is to hinder them
from applying the same rascally
principle to

Democratic restoration.

a

political supremacy, it

on

orrn

The Post can do service to

should

Count-Out last wimier.

against

substantial increase

THE
DEMOCRATIC OPINION OF
COUNT-OUT.
There is uo possible way in which Alou*
ao CSareelou can be prevented from malt,
ing himself Governor as long as he lives,
and keeping his precious set of vilfoi
lains in this State in Counril
uoin
secure
can
life, provided they
iuati oils for the places, and can find
courage to throw out Republican rcturm
enough each year to seat their own took
in the legislative chamber. Popular liber
ty thus far has had its throat cut iu liberty
loving New England by n scalpel of a Down
East doctor, nud nothing but the hop< !
that the infinite justice of heaven will over
take; him, stands between this nud the fu
tnre subjection of the State of Maine to hi ,
dictatorship, if he is brazen enough to con
tinuc this kind of work. There is but on
thing that w ould meet the case with per
feet justice, and that would be the shor
shrift of this man w ith a great cord froii
Rut New Eng
one of the elms of Augusta,
laud takes the more tardy, but equally *ur s
way through the ballot box, nud even pap
pet darceloii and maestro Pillsbury wil I
not have assurance to use (heir powe r
against one more verdict by the sturdy sou *
of Maine, which they will get next Neji
the

their best

Republican party gave the negroes the privilcitizenship in order to secure its own

ege of

000,

tion and comfort of living, all attest the
benefits of Republican rule, and the wise
and economical management of State af-

John Appleton,
Charles W. Walton,
Wm. G. Barrows,
Charles Danfortii,
John A. Peters.
Arte mas Libbey,
Joseph W. Symonds.

journal on

sympathy

with the deeds done

vice done

as

tember.—Democratic ;

tlio O-nlon

rurr~-^trrsTtrrfu)ra

»vitti

from the ballot altogether. But even if it was
admitted for the sake of argument, that the

Alii any Journal: The Southern States
owed $340,000,000 in 1872. Of this amount
they have practically repudiated $250,000,-

fairly

Candid men have but to compare the
Maine of years ago with the State since the
time when what the Post calls “the Blaine
disease"’ struck it, to give the preference to
the latter-day rule. The great progress made
in education, the wide spread of educational and charitable institutions, the better ser-

derived from a fair and
of
honest interpretation of the language used, and
to sustain rather than to defeat the will of the
people, and thus disfranchise the citizens.
the

Post

cratic Governors—and goes on through a
hidf-column of like foolishness. Those who
do remember the Democratic regime, and
how under it even in this liberty-loving
State friends of free soil were denied a
hearing and their meetings broken up: how
secret societies bound by oath to achieve
the
disfranchisement of foreigners and
Catholics flourished; how peaceful establishments of Catholic instructors were menaced ; how men were branded as enemies to
the country because they urged the freedom
of the black slave;—those who remember
these things will, unless they are still in

statute, unless they are declarecT^HM^LS^'1
This is specially applicable when the rights of
the public or of third persons are concerned.
The dominant rule is to give such a construction
to the official acts of municipal officers as will
best comport with the meaning and intention

p

XX Moulton

quality

Vinegar

dl

H. B.

etc.

t?1.0O per bottle. Trial bottle, 10 ct*.
Wholesale agents for
For sale by ali •Druggists.
Maine. \V. F. Phillips & Co.

Boston, April 17,1880.

Rates*

who regard the organization at this time of a sepa
rate political party as detrimental to the best in
tercsts of the temperance cause, is hereby called
as above, for the purpose of considering the presen s
and of takin,
exigencies of the cause in asMaine, he
deemed ex
may
such action in the premises

Selt'-inUiug

Dear Sir,—We have been usP. J. Eaton, Esq.
ing tbe Hold Fast Tobacco for three months, and
as
found it to he as lino a
any tobacco
It has invariably
we have ever sold at the price.
given themo8t perfect satisfaction to our customers
Yours respectfully,
ESTABROOK & EATON,
Nos. 222 and 224. Washington st.. Boston.
dtf
'>p21

supply of

Lowest

A Mass Convention of the friends of temperano 1
of Maine who are in favor of the thorough and im
partial enforcement of the Prohibitory Law, ant [

city. He i* now treating
citizens of Portland.

Price

What They »ny of

in SCHOOL HOOKS
At

—

STENCILS
If STAMPS

positive cure for Pvheumatism, Neuralgia, Weak
Backs, Sprains, Stiffness of Joints. Severe Aches,

SHORT k HAH10 Nhavo
full

'—AT
Old Orchard Camp Ground, Wednesday
Wept. l*t, at 10 A.

A Care Oiia ran teed or IVo Pay.
If your Doctor has failed to know your diseases,
send or come to me and I will give you full diagnosis in five minutes.
You have hut to hear me and he convinced of the
wonderful power God gives to man. Exarninatior
Fee $1.00.
dtf
Catarrh n Specialty.

A

SCHOOL BOOKS.

a

ever visited thi3
some of the best

$500.00

25 and 50 cent* per box.

ap5

Have

tial to the

Mass State Temperance Convention

permanently located at Room 02 City Hotel
He has been tried, tested, and found to
be one of the most wonderful

RHEUMATIC CURE.

m

—

LORINfi,

Rodgers

Where I do not describe accurately every ache and
pain in the human body without asking a question
of the patienr. Diseases of all nature treated and

MRS. JlfiYE MYERS’

TuThSt

jvlo

dtt

tlinsn wl'in livp/1 in

expected,
general principle which governs is, that ichile
I&greshouldbc a strict compliance with the pronet v;hen they are merely

—

■

DRAWING & HEALING SALVE.

Priutiag a Specialty.
in person promptly attended

Particular altrulicn paid
Pamphlet Piintiug-

now

hat has

The most wonderful discovery of the age. A sure
for Carbuncles. Felons, Abscesses, Cuts, Burns
and all Flesh Wounds, Erysipelas and Ringworms,
Sait Rheum, Piles, and all Poisoned Flesh. Corns,
Inflamed Joints, etc., etc.

Mi

WHkeneid, South Berwick,

the

It has discovered that
Argus.
Republican party in Maine is destroying
not only the Protestant hut all true religion,
demoralizing the pulpit and perverting the
priests, and it appeals for verification to

be received with favor and construed with liberhe adds, “from thepnen that usually
must be employed to
are, and of necessity
make them, great formality and nicety cannot
and should not be required.” The
be

Treasurer—Charles E. Weldprsihig, Saco.
Nathaniel
Judge of Probate
v,^"-b
Berwick.
liegister of Probate—Moses A. Salford, Kittery.
Sheriff— Zopher K. Folsom, Biddeibrd.

CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIANS,

cure

111

ii.

The returns

the suggested

tlie

ality, for,

YORK COUNTY.

J1RS. JUI.YE MYERS’

Exchange,

record, if any there be.”

free in-

out-does the

cers, but to receive the votes whenever they can
be ascertained with reasonable certainty. If no
return or any imperfect one can be received,
let it be supplied or corrected by the original

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Senators—Ezra L. Pattangall, Pembroke.
Veranus C. Coffin, Harrington.
Commissioner—J. B. Nutt, Perry.
Treasurer—Ignatius Sargent., Machias.
Judge of Probate—James A. Milliken, Cherryfield.
Register of Probate—Mason W. Wilder, Machias.
tilerlc of Courts—P. II. Longfellow Machias.
Sheriff*—Henry Balkarn, Calais.

STREET.

185 Middle Street.
my6__dtf

WM. M. MARKS

Morrill.

Beatty, Saco.
^ason
Commissioner—WiiCi-Sanborn, Parsonstield.

B. F. Whitney & Co.

M(
dtf

Means,

Commissioner—John P. Wentworth, Knox.
Sheriff—L. C. Morse, Liberty.
Attorney—George E. Johnson, Belfast.
Judge of Probate—Philo Hersey, Belfast.
Register of Probate—B. P. Field, Belfast.

W.

CUSTOM BOOTS

Sti 3 Styles and 10 Sizes.

COUNTY.

Senators—Alfred E. Nickerson, Swanville.

-ejoorgc

CONGRESS

aul9

Air Hard Wood

my*

WALDO

$0.00 TO

TTHCLex*

MERRILL’S LATEST

Xo.

AW®

C. D. B. FISK & CO.,

REFRIGERATORS!

J. F.

$5.00

Only $3.50.

TH'KETN ..III iilBTOtKnRIDfiE'S
B'EDAEKDAV MOBA'IA'B, NKP. 1st, ai
au26dlw
0 •’clerk.

^

FROM

James R.

CARY CONCERT

Improved Dry

OOWI

these evils

the rrotestant succession

clerk toperformany of these (their) prescribed
duties and upon whom shall it fall? For a wilfull neglect of duty the officers would undoubtedly be liable to punishment. But shall tfic
whole town be disfranchised by reason of the
This
fraud or negligence of their officers?
would be punishing the innocent for the fraud
of the guilty; it would be more just and more
consonant to the genius and spirit of our institutions, to inflict severe penalties upon the misconduct, intentional or accidental, of the offi-

Treasurer—G. S. Webb, Skowhegan.
Judge of Probate—Turner Bus well, Solou.
Register of Probate—M. T. Emery, Skowhegan.
Clerk of Courts—L. H. Webb, Skowhegan.

-—

lishments which its quick wit and lively
fancy suggest. In this plea for Piaisted and

iarly appropriate to the subjects under discussion. “What,” he asks, “shall be the consequence of an omission by the selectmen or town

SOMERSET COUNTY.

day’*

race*.

For

new.

party
which have always boasted of a
hereditary
of
their
possession
voting capacity, even to
stuffing the boxes and repeating the process,
and I assure you the
thinking as well as the
patriotic element of the Irish are heartily
sick of the Democratic pretensions.”

is a Democratic restoration.
Now
comes the Boston Post, repeating the tale
with the ingenious variations and embel-

not to be strangled by idle technicalities, nor is
their meaning to be distorted by catping and
captious criticism. When that meamngis ascertained there should be no hesitation in giving to
it full effect. The language of Mr. Justice Morton in Strong, petitioner, 20 Pick. 484, is pecul-

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Senator—Levi C. Flint, Monson.
Clerk of Courts—Henry B. Flint, Foxcroft,
Commissioner—Caleb J. Ford, Atkinson.
Sheriff—Stephen D. Millett, Milo.
Register of Probate—Thomas P. Elliot, Dover.
Treasurer—A. L. Ober, Foxcroft.

something

A correspondent of the St. Louis Globe
Democrat says: “God knows, the Irish
have suffered sufficiently at the hands of the
Democracy to arouse their indignation

remedy

guage ungrammatical, or the spelling erroneous.
It is enough if the returns can be understood,
and if understood, full effect should be given to
their natural and obvious meaning.
They are

I'ENOBSCOT COUNTY.

BUSINESS SUITS

CONDITION*.

Pnr*e*

Paris.

Senators—Thomas H. Wentworth, Bradford,
John L. Cutler, Bangor.

For 2.40 class—$180; $90; $30.
8
500. For free for all—$300; $150; $50.
Nos. 3 and 6 limited to horses owned in Cumberland County, Me.

Entries close
addressed to

Davis,

stitutions.

ment. The sentences may be ungrammatical,
the spelling may deviate from, the recognized
standard; but returns are not to beset atnaught
because the penmanship may be poor, the lan-

Sheriff—William Douglas, Waterford.

$300.

No. 7

of Probate—H. C.

that menaces the existence of our

the hurry and bustle end excitement of ail election. They are not required to be written with
the scrupulous nicety of a writing master, or
with the technical accuracy of a plea in abate-

H.

$30; $10.

Friday,

New Castle.
Judge Probate—Almore Kennedy of Waldoboro.
Sheriff—Henry \V. Clary of Jefferson.
Clerk of Courts—Geo. B. Sawyer of Wiscasset.
Commissioner—Horace Fassett of Bristol.
Treasurer—Reuben JVL Brookings of Wiscasset.

is

-«

trymen, “by plain people,” and "plain people"
must administer it.
The ballot is the pride, as
ivell as the protection, of all. It is the truest indication of the popular will. The official returns
required from the municipal officers of the several plantations, towns and cities, are and will
be made by “plain people." and made. too. in

Senator—Elbridge G. Raker of

Left.

0.

tered in the spirit of its founders, “it shall not
the earth.”
Its constitution was
formed, to use the apt expression of one xehose
memory is enbalmed in the hearts of his coun-

OXFORD COUNNY.

Necond

For 2.34 class—$210; $105; $35.
For 2.50 class—$150; $75; $25.
For three years old and under—$60;

$350.

Few

a

Democratic press of
New England has become, in profession, intensely
moral of late. Here in Maine it has developed a sudden and suspicious zeal for the
enforcement of the prohibitory liquor law:
and very recently it has taken up the defense of the Protestant religion with equal
fervor. A circular, printed and distributed
by Democrats, and twice published in the
Eastern Argus, stigmatizes Rum, Rebellion,

perish from

LINCOLN COUNOY.

$30; $10.
tThurftday,

COUNTY.

gives the following despatch from Bockland: “W. P. Frye held forth at Farwell
Hall to empty benches, discussing the
‘State steal,’ so called. The meeting adjourned at an early hour. The larger portion of the Republican audience attended
the Union meeting from 0:30 till 11 o’clock.”
Adjourning an “audience” composed of
“empty benches” and then getting the
“larger portion” over to a Fusion
meeting

Maine Past and Present.

B.E411TVR.W_

EASE.

it

The

This government rests upon the great constitutional axiom “that all power is inherent in the
people." “It is a government of the people, by
the people andfor the people;” and if adminis-

KNOX COUNTY.

For 3.00 class—$150; $75; $25.
For 2.30 class—$240; $120; $40.
For four years old aud under,—$60;

4(H).
100.

3

LOOon

annual

4.

LBWIS BARKER
WILL Sf'EAK AT

FREEPORT, Monday, Sept.

Senators -Colby C. Cornish, Winslow.
.Joseph S. Berry, Wayne.
•I udge of Probate—L. T. Carlton, Winthrop.
Sheriff— George R. Stevens, Belgrade.
Commissioner—Horace Colburn, Windsor.
Treasurer—Mark Rollins, Albion.
Clerk of Courts—Alanson C. Otis, Winthrop.
Register of Probate— Howen Owen, Augusta.

PREMIUMS, $2,250

SPEAK1AT

WILL SPEAK AT

Treasurer—Luther Loud, Surry.
Commissioner—John W. Somes, Mt. Desert.
.Judge of Probate—Parker Tuck, Buck-nprt._.
Register of Probate—Charles P. Dtrrr, j*:n»worili.

The Premium* and Pur*c* arc Gunrau>
Iced by the merchant* of I’ortlauri.

1
2

COUNTY.

L. A. Emery, Ellsworth.
Clerk—A. B. Saunders, Ellsworth.

GOING FAST.

9.

REN. OH AS. H. RROSVENOR
of Ohio

Senators—N. T. Hill, Bucksport.

The news department of the Bangor Commercial is sometimes almost as amusing as
its editorial utterances. Under the bead
lines “Wm. P. Frye Talks to Empty Benches
on the ‘State Steal’ While his Audience
Helps to Swell the Grand Union Meeting,”

debt has
interest is $70,000,000 less than at the close
of the war. The Democratic press aud
stump speakers might as well try to tunnel through the Rocky Mountains with a
hair-pin, as to brenk the force of this
magnificent showing*

SACO, Friday Evening, Sept. 3.
Saturday, Sept. 4.
FREEPORT, Monday, Sept. 0.
PORTLAND, Thursday, Sept. 9.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.
Senator—G. R. Fernald, Wilton.
Commissioner—Isaac Chick, Madrid.
Sheriff—Z. A. Dyer, New Sharon.

au28

Large Premiums in Stock ami
Agricultural Department.

SPECIAL TROTTING

HON.

A

$S4£,6SO,S76

current

what must

proudest boast is that they tried to
destroy the Union, and whose record since
the war has been one of continuous
attempts
to override by violence the just
rights of the
majoiity?”

a

been paid, while the

laws,

whose

fifteen years of peace,
of the principal of the National

ROVE

LIMERICK, Thursday, Sept. 2,
HOLLIS, (Clark’s Grove,) Saturday, Sept.
SACO, Saturday Evening, Sept. 4.

Treasurer—James M.

237 MIDDLE STREET. SIGN OF THE GOLD HAT.
eodtf

Sept. 15, I6^& 17, ESSO.
Special Exhibit of Fruits and Flowers,

HON. E. H.
WILL

KENNEBEC

Under

cannot enforce the

become of the condition of affairs should the
administration fall into the hands of those

a

ing

AT

HARRISON, Thursday Evening, Sept.

Senators—Joseph A. Locke, Portland.
Henry C. Brewer, Freeport.
Albert F. Nutting, Otisfield.
Tobias Lord, Jr., Standish.

$3.00.

SPEAK

in

bellion,

Republican campaign docunutshell, that weighs a tou:
Republican administration dur-

Here is
ment

NAPLES, Wednesday Evening, Sept. 8.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

M £ R R Y Hatter,

AT

PRESUMPSCOT PARK and CITY

HATS

WILL

ARGUMENT THAT WEIGIIN
TON.

AN

PROF. €i. W. ATHERTON
of IPfe-w Jersey

Fairfield.

HANCOCK

aiv»ik

WILL SI'EAK AT

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
Senator—Levi Sears of Fort Kent.
Judge of Probate—Henry It. Downes of Presque
Isle.
Register of Probate—Ransom Norton of Ilcrulton.
Sheriff—Alfred Cushman, Jr., of Sherman.
County Cominkeioner—Henry O. Perry of Fort

And Excliangc
And entire new stock, no old one made over’
but entire new silk ; the only new Silk Hat
in the market for so low a price.

4.

FREEPORT, Monday Evening, Aug. 30,
NORTH BERWICK, Tuesday, Aug. 31.
SPINGVALE, Wednesday Evening, Sept. i.
WOODFORD’S CORNER, Thursday Eve., Sept. 2.
BRIDGTON, Friday Afternoon, Sept. 3.
HOLLIS GROVE, Saturday Afternoon Sept. 4.
PORTLAND, Thursday, Sept. 9,
SACCARAPPA, Friday, Sept. 10.

Senators—Jeremiah Dincley Jr., Auburn
George Parcher, Leeds.
Commissioner—A. D. Bailey, Auburn.
Treasurer—Alcander F. Merrill. Lewiston.
Register of Probate—Nathan W. Harris, Auburn.

Just Out.

u.

>

witnesses. “If Federal officials,”
queries
General Devens, “backed by the moral
force of the party which conquered the re-

CHASE ON FUNION.
Bourbon** hare vitioiit* of Han-

cock ami glory—that is, a pull at the public
teat, aud they have agreed with a few
trading Green backer* to divide the custom
houses and post-oflices.
That is the end
and beginning of fusion in Maine. If that
nest of eggs does hatch out, it will be a
nondescrivt brood.

of Michigan

ANDROSCOGGIN* COUNTY.

$3.50

FORTY-THIRD

uvii

The marshal of Alabama reports that
he cannot raise a sufficient force to serve a
process in Covington county against persons
charged with intimidating United States
cers.

NO EON
The old

BRUNSWICK, Wednesday, Sept. 1.
BRIDGTON, Friday Afternoon, Sept. 3.
SEBAGO LAKE, Saturday Afternoon, Sept.

County Nominations.

HAT

WM. H. UIBSON
of Ohio,
WILL SPEAK AT

District—THOMAS B. REED,
Second District—WILLI AM P. FRYE.
Third District—STEPHEN I). LINDSEY.
Fourth District—CH ARLES A. BOUTELLE.
Fifth District—SETH L. M1LL1KEN.

IVobby Bound Crown Stiff Hat.
Hew.

HON.

First

THE tfUAV SILK
FALL l\llVA HAT.

If stormy, the next fair day. Music by Chandler’s
Full Band. Steamer Express leaves Custom House
Wharf for Long Island at 2 o’clock p. m., and
Steamer Gazelle at 2.15 p. m.. returning at 5 and 0
p. m.
Tickets for round trip, including free clam bake
and dance, 25 cents.
au30 d3t

Cumberland

DERBY
Something

-AT-

Annual

JOSEPH S. WHEELWRIGHT, of Bangor.
H. FOSS, of Saco.
First District—ELISHA H. JEWETT.
Second District—OTIS HAYFORD.
Third. District—EDWIN FLYE.
Fourth District-LEWIS B. JOHNSON.
Fifth District—SEWARD B. HUME.
IRA

THE HAMMOCK HAT.

smal

programmes and

names see

not abandon them now.
Remember that upon your vote depends the sne
cess
of
the
Democratic ticket.—Wade
Hampton, at the meeting in the interest
of
Democratic harmony in Virginia, at

SACCAltAPPA, Tuesday, Aug. 31.
GOItFAM, Wednesday, Sept. 1.

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.
For Electors at Large.

sustained by public
opinion, frequently
place themselves in the attitude of open hostility |to the Lnited States, and the higher
autnorities, tearful of offending this sentiment, give witness to this state of affairs by
refusing a moral support to the Federal offi-

and do

SPEAK AT

—

FOR

FOR

Consider w hat Tee and Jacksou would
do were they alive.
These are the same
principles for which they fought for four
years. Remember the men who poured
forth their life blood on Yirginia’s
soil,

AT

SPEAK

Arror.Nev-Gen kd .a Dsvrxs says that
reports he receives from many of the
officers of his administration in the South
convince him that if the Democratic
party
were to gain control of the national
administration, that whole sections would lapse
nto a condition of unrebuked lawlessness
and anarchy. The local authorities, he
says

a

WHY THE SOUTH IS SOT1D
HANCOCK.

HANNIBAL HAMLIN

HUNT’S «ROVE,
noon, Aug. 31.

DANIEL F. DAVIS.

JOHNNY ALLEN, DAVE REED, BOBBY NEWCOMB. BEN G1LFOIL, » ILLY
BRYANT, ami 40 others.
For full list of

ELA,

SOUTH BERWICK, (Emery’s Bridge,) Tuesday,
Aug. 31.

YORK.

NEW

statesmen now

the

good President, for us all.
him the best man
you couldvominate. I refer to Gen. James
A. Garfield, of Ohio.—Thomas A.
Hendricks,
Democratic Candidate for Vice President x
187G.

WILL SPEAK AT

IION.

General

helm.

Personal Iv, I consider

ofNew Hampshire,

Chester A. Arthur,

The negro

would make

WILL SPEAK AT

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

to be read of

I will tell you who V think the Republic
should nominate, and who I consider
t^cir strongest man; he is a true man, a
man of principle, nil honest man,
und

SOUTH CASCO, Tuesday Evening, Aug. 31.

OHIO.

as

cans

HON. HENRY R. CLEAVES

WILL
—

SPEAK AT

soldier

the most capable and wise

generations in the
in these States will be
slave again or cease to be. I5i* sole refuge
from extinction will be in slavery to the
white man.—Meridian (miss.) mercury.

COOMBS, ESQ.,

a

living in the United States. His knowledge
is undoubted, his moderation is known, his
commanding capacity for affairs is admitted.
This is not to be a hurry
campaign, but one
of reflection and argument. The
people are
in no mood to try
dangerous experiments.
The vast interests of the country
require a
trusted statesman of experience
at the

MEANING- OF A DEMOCRATIC RESTORATION.
“We would like to engrave a prophecy

Tuesday,

great

Hancock has to bo
compared with Garfield, who is admitted to
be by all who know him in Congress, one of

caused every son of Maine to blush we
snail lose onr faith in natural law.—Boston
Herald (Ind.) Aug. 7.

on stone

as

the whole of their task.

ord

TURNER'S ISLAND, Tuesday, Aug. 31.
CHASE’S MEETING HOUSE, Wednesday, Sept. 1.

JAMES A. GARFIELD,

traveling,

now

.'.'ILL

HON. J. II.

aui’8

greatest Minstrel Organization

A ROOT W.

assorted

OF

Portland.

HALL,

Monday, September 13th.

FOR

au30 d2t

ONE NIGHT ONLY,

The

State Election.

Hancock is

Grant, and yet the Democracy for twelve
years have been insisting that Grant, great
as he was as a soldier, was a failure in civil
affairs. Can the Democrats show any political sagacity, or statesmanlike training, or
knowledge, outside of the profession of
arms, in Hancock that is likely to make
him a better civil administrator in their
opinion than Grant was? But this is not

all party feeling. If the peonot rise up ami rebuke the
cut-throat* whose infamous rec-

political

Sept. 7.

Summer Visitors

YARMOUTH FI LL BAND.

HI

i* to

past.—-

ple of Maiuc do

future.

(Grovestown District,)

name

overcoming

SOUTH BERWICK, Thursday, Sept. 2.
SO. DURHAM, 3 onday Evening, Sept. (i.

BRUNSWICK,

way to curgrave of ihc
enter
its ranks is

thought of the politicampaign elsewhere, every lover of
good government and common honesty
should hope for the defeat of the unholy
political combination in Maine which
brought disgrace upon that reputable State
last year. We have heard prominent Democrat* express the same sentiment, their
disgust for the folly of the Garcelou crowd

WILL SPEAK AT

and Slioss, all widths, styles and sizes.

the

the

take it*

After the Demo-

through explaining that the
Democratic party has already really, notwithstanding appearances, preferred a Union
soldier to a confederate, it will have on
hand the more serious task of
explaining in
what respect the soldier they have selected
is qualified for dealing with the great
questions of governmental policy
devolving upon
the President. Nobody claims that General

Whatever may be

KRAUSTRF.ET Esq.,

A. G.

To
To

name.

Hartford Couraxt:
crats have got

cal

MODERATION VILLAGE, Tuesday, Aug. 31.
YARMOUTH, -Thursday, Sept. 2.
EAST BALDWIN, Friday, Sept. 3.
CAPE ELIZABETH, Saturday, Sept. 4.
NORTH HARPSWELL, Monday, Sept. 0.
DEERING TOWN HOUSE, Tuesday, Sept. 7.
NAPLES, Wednesday, Sept. 8.
HAKRIS&N, Thursday, Sept, lb

Your

--_

READ Til 18.

WILL SPEAK AT
narrow

across

the vindication of its evil
E. H. Gove.

HON, THOMAS R. KEIiD

Fine Soft Imitation French Kid Seamless Button, that will fit your long, slim,
large, wide, full feet perfectly fitted. Widths AA, A, B, C and D.

take its

ing, Sept. 1.

sign®‘bv

im

maintained..

be

assume

FALMOUTH EOBESIDE, Thursday, Sept. 2.
BRUNSWICK, (New Meadows School House.)
Friday, Sept. 3.
GAPE ELIZABETH, Saturday, Sept. 4.
NORTH HARPS WELL, Monday, Sept. 0.
DEERING, CiOwn House,) Tuesday, Sept. 7.

LADIES’
ROYAL

to

SOUTH CASCO, Tuesday Evening, Aug. 31.
CHASE’S MEETING HOUSE, Wednesday'Even-

t£*J?KKSS

be

to

Democratic party.

After-

Aug. 31.

noon,

long
desired, for

cannot

rency reform lies

AT

HUNT’S GROVE, WINDHAM, Tuesday

com-

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

UP

This is

PIPER

WILL SPEAK

is furnished
Every regular attach* of
with a Card certificate
Stanley Pullen,
Editor. All railway, steamboat, and hotel managers
will confer a favor upou os by demanding credentials
of every person claiming t o represent our journal.

French Kid Button, cloth top Button, oil goat Button, and American Kid Button, Now Last, New
Style, with Low Vamp, Box Toe, Quarter over vamp, widths AA, A, B, C and I>.

SPEAK AT

Ang. 81.

publica-

mmniw

The renewed energy of Che Democratic
party is but the spasmodic effort that
death.
From
tbf* national
presages
struggle it will fall back, a defeated, discordant and hopeless minority.
The hope
of federal patronage gone, its local mik

SOUTH BERWICK, (Emery's Bridge'1, Tuesday,

read anonymous letters and communiThe name and address of tlio writer are in
t

cases

tion

Postage prepaid.

LADIES’

New

PBICE 3 CENTS.
Trr—in

i<iiMiiiiBMiimnmriTnnrniTiinTrniriTiii

•___

To mail BUhBCiJbTKRH8: Eight Dollars a Year.
11 b seven Dollars a Year, U paid in advance.

AUGUST 31, 1880.

—

mi.

PRESS.

hatred
tliat. they manifested an unconcealed
drove
for the negroes and their rights, which
and
them into opposition and a separate class,
work by virnow they have completed their
tually depriving them of any use or protectior

1

fin llm |III I hi
,
.I' llilllilllll i'lice to all,
the frankness,
Mill
in
parties shall be as conspicuous
courage and
ment of past difflculties as their
if wo
endurance lxave been during the war,
would make peace on a basis which would be
perpetual.
satisfactory and might be renderedmade
whicn
In any event, provisions should be
to
will authorize the CoufcderMo authorities
hand
on
sell tho public property remaining
will
and to apply tho proceeds, as far as they
our present public liabilgo to the payment of
as
may be
ities, or for such other disposition

found advisable.

be
But if the terms of this agreement shoula
of
rejected or modified by the Government of
the United States as to refuse a recognition
our poand
tho right of local self government,
litical rights, and rights of persous aud property, or as to refuse amnesty for past particiour duty to
pation in this war, then it will be
however
continue the struggle as best we can,
be better and
unequal it may be, as it would lives and subour
more honorable to waste
than to yield both to
stance in such a contest
I am,
the mercy of a remorseless conqueror.
s humble
with great respect, your Excellency
sen ant'
joHJ[ jtEAOA.g, Postmaster-General.

so

[Boston Journal.
the Maine FuThe Breaking Up of
sionin the State of
Fusion yields to confusion
alliance between the
Maine. The unnatural
is broken beyond
Democrats and Greenbackers
leaders who have abanDemocratic
and
repair,
in the

doned every shred of political principle
and wlu< have carhope of achieving victory,
to the length of
ried their conciliatory policy
before they
indorsing Greenback nominations
of

made, have now the gloomy
Gen.
for nothing.
having sold themselves
of tho NaWeaver, the Presidential candidate
to Maine
tional Greenback party, is on ills way
of Alabama
the
Democracy
how
to tell
the
“counted out” his party and perpetrated
frauds. He
most deliberate and unblushing
solid South
has found out for himself what the
resorted to to
means and what expedients are
were

sense

the talc which he lias
preserve its solidity, and
IVnm
unfold is not one which will gratify
the Green
cratic auditors. Tho Chairman of
E. II. Gove, Secback State Committee, Hon.
Garcelon, has reGov.
retary of State under
to

«w

TUESDAY MORNING, AUGUST 31.
his

signed

and withdrawn from the

position

party. He has discovered that the Greenback
party in Maine is no longer an independent organization, and that its forceB have been so
manipulated by the crafty Democracy as to
make it one with tho “solid South.” The
the currency reform has been
abandoned for the single aim, to “beat the
Republican party.” Believing that nothing is

original

issue of

for Greeubock principles in an
alliance with the Democracy, and that the only hope for the country is the defeat of the
Democratic party in its attempt to put the nation again under Southern dominion, lie takes
the only course open to a man sincere in his
advocacy of principle, and joins the Republicao«;>arty. finally, the National View, the
central organ of the National Greenback party,
announces that a distinct Weaver aud Chambers Electoral ticket will be put into the field
in Maine. It declares that the Democracy,
resting upon a solid South, is attempting to
nse tho northernmost key to unlock the door
which lias barred it from"power so long; and it
asks with force aud earnestness;
“Will Maine Greenbackers allow themselves to be
rallied to the platform which demands hard money,
tobe marsualled under the Hag which protects
fraudulent ballots, and march to the music of men
to be

gained

who boast that success for them means disintegration and the utter destruction ot the Greenback
party? Will you pool issues with tho Democracy,
which sees nothing hut a thing to mock ill your can*
didate who defied their Congress and forced them to
a vote, who have nothing but scorn for the effort
o'a good man to give homes to his fellows? Better
far to l>e an active and solid minority than swallowed up in the victory of false allies.”

Such

declarations

these, if

they are
heeded, as we cannot doubt that they will be
by the Greenbackers of Maine, will give that
party a title to respect which it could uot have
tho Democracy
as long as the “fusion” with
lasted. The Greenback party is in its purposes
as well as in its name “National”; the Democratic party is sectional, and represents the extreme theory of “State rights.” The Greenback party is pledged to the paper money idea;
the Democratic party, having formed the
practice, as Gen. Weaver expressed it, of
camping every four years where the Republican party camped four years ago, has declared
as

for ••honest money, and the strict maintenance
of the public faith.” The only hope of tlie
Greenback party is in having every vote which
it can control freely deposited and fairlycounted; the Democratic party uses toward
Greeubackers the same weapons of fraud and
and violence which it employed to annihilate
Republican party in the South. Between two
parties as widely different as these in their
principles, aspirations and methods, it is as
idle U\talk of fusion as between oil and water.
They have nothing whatever in common except the desire for success, and the Greenbackaim

awakAiiin?

aro

to

tho fart, taimlit,

with

emphasis by the Alabama election, that in the
event of Democratic success they have nothing
There is certainly uu good reason
to look for.
why they should help put in power a party
which has just thrown out their ballots in Alabama, aud which uses them only to advance

its own ends.
Under this triple blow the “Fusion” in
Maine cannot long survive as a political force.
The disruption may be more or less open aud
speedy, but it is inevitable. The Green^okers represent a
theory which is steadily and
surely succumbing with each day of growth
and material prosperity which the country enjoys. But absurd and irrational as the Greenback theory is, those who hold it can claim
some degree of respect so long as they are honest and consistent in its advocacy.
The words
of the National View come home with force to
every Green backer in Maine: “Better far to
be <n active and solid minority than swallowed up in the victory of false allies.”

the contrary he may have sent the cash to
South Carolina for the second enterprise in that
State. It was from the Democratic Committee
rooms in the Everett House that the vote buyinfamous errand; it
ers went fort ■
on their
was there that
they received the codes of cipher and the secret instructions. And the fact
was brought out on the investigation that the
cipher despatches were received at the Committee-rooms, and were there opened and translated by several of the clerks, who had keys,
so that the character of the operations in tho
doubtful States was known at headquarters by
a number of persons.
What lias become of the guilty crew? Smith
Weed and Mantou Marble were prominent figHanures in the gathering which nominated
cock. Weed is as strong in the party as he ever
Dr. Miller was a member of the Cincinwas.
nati Convention.' Senator Kelly was “investigated,” and politely whitewashed. Tho Governor of Oregon was promoted to the United
States Senate. Cronin was paid in money;
and the man who tried to buy a Legislature in
South Carolina was appointed by a Democratic
Governor of New York to a high official position.

1876.
Having

how the Democracy tried first
in South Carolina to enable “the defeated candidate to bribe his way to the seat of a tfsurseen

per,” we proceed with the story of their attemps in other States. The first intimation of

bribery in Florida was a message from W oolley, transmitted through Marble one day of
the collapse of the South Carolina plot. “Wool
ley asks me to say,” wired Marble, “let forcej
be got together immediately in readiness for
contingencies either here or in Louisiana.”
The Florida Canvassing Board consisted of
one
Democrat and two Republicans. It was

only
Republican

necessary, therefore,
buy
and when Woolley undertook this business he
was not long in discovering that Marble was
at work too. This made mischief and was
calculated to enhance the'price; and Woolley
to

one

consequently telegraphed to New York "to
stop Marble from making propositions to the
enemy.” The next day, December 1, Woolley
telegraphed that the purchase of the Board
might make necessary expenses of half of a
hundred thousand dollars. Can you say will
deposit in bank immediately if agreed?” To
n«u.»1mJ.

■

uaiai—

On the 2d Marble telegraphed the
result of his negotiation: “Have just received

agreed.”

proposition to hand over at any hour re
quired Tilden aecision of Board and certificate
of Governor for 5200,000.” To which Peltou
of course replied, “Propositions too
high.” On
the 3d Marble sent in a lower bid:
“Proposia

tion received either giving vote of one
Republican of Rnarrl nr flis orniPllrrnnna in /inmd

notes.]

Woolley repeated
“May winning give hundred

his first proposal:
thousand dollars
less halt for Tilden additional Board member?” It was apparent that the two men were
bidding separately for the same thing. Pelton
telegraphed Woolley “See Marble and act in
conjunction with him,” and to Marble he ans-

wered, “Proposition accepted

if done only
once.
Better consult with Woolley and act in
concert.” In a later dispatch to the same
per
son he added: “It is reported Louisiana
gone;
all rests on you; see to it that is made a certainty beyond question.” But if any member
of the Board had ever been willing to sell his
vote, the negotiations had been two long de-

layed.

Woolley

telegraphed

on

the

We have seen it stated in several Democrat"
ic papers, recently, that there were moro Democratic Union soldiers than Republican in the
late war, and one paper even asserts tliaj there
than
soldiers
were
more
Democratic
Republican from Vermont. They make
this statement knowing that it is, not true, but
believing that there’s no established data from
which its falsehood can be proved. We are
willing to concede that there were a good many
Demoeratio Union soldiers in the war, and are

willing

to accord

them due honor, and we
should never have Written this statement hut
to disprove assertions made by the other side.
There were a great many strong Union men
among the Democrats during the war, and it
would have been very hard to have sustained
the Union without them, but the sympathies
of the party, as a party, were opposed to the
Union, Even as late as 1804, when the rebellion was almost crushed out, they resolved in
national convention that the war was a failure
and demanded that hostilities should cease.
But to return to their assertion in regard to
the number of soldiers furnished by them,
there are figures to show the proportion in
some of tlie States,
Several States believed
that the soldiers while in the field should not
be deprived of their privileges as citizens and
passed laws giving them the right to vote
wherever they could be reached, and we give
the result of this vote:
State
Year
J)em
Itep

Pennsylvania.1801

11,351
11,874

Iowa.1802

Wisconsin.1802
Colorado.1862

3,173

4,115
2,040

8,374

507

Wisconsin
1803
O' io
1863
Ohio soldiers in Libbyl8‘i3
California .1803
Iowa.1803

9.257

12
747

40,315

2,371
1

102
4 143

Missouri.1803

Pennsylvania.1803

140

17,041
8,827

3,004

32,751
20,712

4,590
12,349
1,921

777
53

1,302

Ohio.1804

Pennsylvania.1804
Iowa... 1804

17,310

3,291

15,450

Wisconsin.1804

0402
Michigan.18o4
2,95!)
Calilornia.1804
237
2,000
The total vote for the Republican candidates
to
the
above
was
according
222,438, and
figures
41,780 for the Democratic candidate.

The savage animosity with which the whole
pack of conspirators have since assailed Secretary of State McLin indicates that he was the
member of the Board with whom they bar-

and who deceived them at the last.
IcLiu is now dead.
While the Florida scheme was going forward the conspirators turned their attention
once more to South Carolina.
They proposed
to assist in buying a quorum of the
Legislature, and establishing all the Democratic
State officers, if the new officers would then
declare the
ayes electors intruders, and give
a fresh set of certificates to the other ticket.
Smith Tweed remaining at headquarters, another agent was sent to Columbia.
He telegraphed, December 3, “Four votes indispensato
raise
in
State
twice and half
ble; expect
times four thousand dollars, if you furnish like
amount to-morrow morning; money to be returned if unsuccessful.” The answer to this
was: “Will do as requested if it will secure
several electors. Act promptly.” There are
some dispatches in existence, never published,
which disclose curious details of the process of
buying up legislators about this time. But a
little later a telegram from headquarters proposed to the agent at Columbia an amendment to the plan. This was to obtain a mandamus upon the electors from Judge Moses,
and if thev attemnted to meet to lock them nn
on a charge of contempt of court,
and keep
them imprisoned (in separate cells, lest they
should organize and vote in jail) until the appointed day had passed. The votes “indispensable” however to organize a Dejfl${yg^,j'
islature and State ad mifcgbn.
Patrick’tele
bought, an.UVuat State: “Must purchase Re-axxcao elector to
recognize and act with
and
p.reveut troume.
deposit
510,000 my ctedit, Kount™
^ Wall streeL” Senator
J. K. Kel*
ly added at the foot th message, “I
fully jn.
Dr- Miller sent word to
ton. Do whatever our friend asks
promptly
Pelton replied to Patrick: If
you make
on result in
March, it can“be
be done, and incremable
if neces
slightly,
Patrick rejoined, “Must
sary
raise moneycan t make fee
contingent:”
bat lie
he could get along with
55,000 for the
newspaper editor.
On the d of December Pelton
telegraphed to
Patrtck at Portland:
“'Deposited
eiglit for
counsel fee as directed.
advised you at
They
your home. Understand not to be used unless
arrangement, recognize Demcdu,y forward his vote to
Vice-PrMident.
But
before this was reMived Patrick had gone to San
Francisco,
^nds of Senate^
Kelly, and Kelly could not draw the
because it was deposited in Patrick's money
name
back and fonh
could
be adjusted by the
difficulty
transfer of another sum of
$8,000 from New
tbe fuuds did not reach the
capital
unu) late on the 0th of
Deceinber,
electors had cast their
votes for Hayes and
Wheeler, while Cronin in
a corner of the same
room, organized a college
of his own by
appointing two persons to
and went
vacancies,
through the farce of
casting one ballot for Tilden and Hendricks
Thus ended the attempt of the
Democracy in
1876 to enable “the defeated
bribe
his way to the seat of a usurper.”
Who were
the responsible pei-sous behind the
i.nfortunato
clerk Pelton in these transactions?
That win
a question for
the Democratic Committee of
Investigation to look into, but they preferred
to leave It unanswered.
They declared, and
i. Convention after them, that it was not Mr.
lie <«-uspij«* .>r.s
s«.\ it was nj.t
1 ‘*•
a\i«>rc that hie ntg«.tia1,1 K*«d faith, and he
f
luliy
expected to pay the large sums which lie
promised, though he had absolutely
nothing of
his own. How did be intend to
be money?
lie believed, as be tesiithd
oath that ii ■
National Committee would iu nim
or if
it;
the committee, then some of the rich
of that body. Ho did obtain the
the
Oregon bribery, and for all that we know to

Sained,

wrcTor*6
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INDICATIONS FOB

THE

NEXT

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Aug. 31, 1 A. M.)
For New England,
stationary followed by rising barometer, stationary followed by higher temperature, variable winds shifting to southerly, and partly
cloudy weather.

BY TELEGRAPH.
RALLY AT ROCKLAND.

One of the Biggest Meetings of the
Campaign.

EFFECTIVE SPEECH

BY HON. W. W.

HICKS.

f?n

R,0ffV

!if?i„Cary.0Ut

l!2nlng!h5^1S}feSS m,,tho

beforeTht.^^

[Special Despatch to the Press.]
Rockland, Aug. 30.—The Republicans of
this city held a grand meeting tonight in Post
Office Square, which was addressed for more
than two hours iu a ringing and effective
——L WiTnn^W. W. Hicks of Florida. The
Democratic platform auu me lireSuRTg-or-cmr
Solid South were exposed and dwelt upon by
the speaker. The methods of Republican disfranchisement were explained in clear, convincing and eloquent terms. The assemblage
was estimated at from 3000 to 4000 people.
The meeting was one of the largest and most
effective of the campaign.
Previous to the
a

ixorg.

uj

me

lauius

ui iutl'

souic street, was raised, appropriate remarks
being made by Dr. Boyuton. The street was

beautifully

illuminated.

MAINE.
Fire in Lewiston.

Lewiston, Aug. 30.—Fire this morning destroyed 25 cords of sleepers belonging to the
Maine Central

railroad

near

the

grounds.

State Fair
•

MARINE NEWS.
The Burning of the Marine City.
OVER

THIRTY LIVES

SUPPOSED TO

HAVE BEEN LOST.

Detroit, Aug. 30.—There is little news
from the wreck of the Marine City. The boat
has floated ashore but is burned to the water’s
edge. The latest statements are that books
and papers were lost so that the work of ascertaining how many were lost will be difficult.
It is estimated tliat there were 120 passengers
and a crew of 40 on board.
About 130 were
saved and the rest are feared to have been
lost. Three bodies have been recovered. The
proximity of the boat to the life saving Btatiou
at Sturgeon Point, of the two tugs, the coolness of Capt. Comer and his crew of the burned steamer and the fact that it was daylight
all aided in rendering the loss of life comparatively small as it is now hoped.
Captain Comer, of the burned steamer Marine City, telegraphs that as near as he can ascertain six passengers and two after crew were
lost. It is impossible to accurately determine
the number of passengers as the trip slip is
lost.
NEW

YORK.

Tammany and Irving Hall.
New York, Aug. 30.—Irving Hall this
afternoon sent to Tammany Hall a series of

roenllltimia

ln/tl/intr

tn

on/1 mumnoinn

n

lawf,u'

“ffll

candidate?0
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fmflWfl'fo adiftst the dlfferences existing.
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question by one of the
t!'e cause of the removal
of Gen
a

[ T®,’;,C0
Vork. Sherman
d
”TaLC°1,eCt0r of. .New work
Pm,—J,'la!e,neversaid
impugning
as

t0

sa

one

genSanUbnthprr

”

inlosrhy aS

aVan o?

gentleman, but; ho was not in harmonv with
the administration in the
management of the
customhouse.
While I would perhaps not
have recommended this
would vote for him for Vice nomination vet T
Preside.”
non times before I would for Win. H.
English
with whom I served in Congress.”

COLOMBIA.
Minister Uiechman Affirms the Good Will
of the United States.
New York, Aug. 30.—On the 20th anniversary of Columbian independence July 28
Mr. Diechman, the United States Minister to
Bogota, addressing the President, said the
conduct of the United States had been erroneously interpreted by tlie people of Columbia;
that the decree of the United States was to
forward the interest of the Spanish American
republics. President Nunez replied thanking
the minister for the good intentions of his
government towards Columbia.

SPORTING.
The Boat Race at Geneva.
Geneva, Aug. 80.—All the profesional oarsmen except Ten Eyeck entered for the
regatta
this week are here and are in active
practice.
Plaisted arrived Saturday evening with his
boat.
He claims to have sent the entrance
money Aug. 16th, but tlie Secretary never received or heard of it.
He claims the right to
enter now, but will be barred out under tlie
rules.
St. Julien Premised to Washington.
Washington, Aug. 83.—The managers of
the National Pair Groumlf Association have
lectin,(i a telegram
announcing that St.
Ju.it u will
positively he in Washington and
trot against his best time at tlie Fair
Grounds
of the Alsooiation on tlie 0th of
October next.

membtra

fundTfcr

J. S. Morgan, member of an embarrassed
Cincinnati hrm, shot himself dead in a creditor s honge last night.
Yhe

,C®[1SU? gives

the population of Kansas

ways

At Atlanta, Ga., Saturday night, William
Tirrell outraged Ills 1-1 year old daughter. He
is under arrest.

FINANCIAL AND COF^liffERCiAL

Flour.

..

Turkeys.

Ex Mess. .10 75 a 11 00
Ohio Kens.
Plate
11 60@U 75
Fowl
i Ex Plate..12 00@12 50
Pork—
Eggs. 16 17
NewPotatoes,bush50@551 Backs.. ..20 25ia20 50
Sweet
;iear.19 60@19 75
Jersey4
Norfolk 3 00@3 25
less.14 60@15 00
bbi.4 50
75 -f uns.
12
Onions,
crate
I, a re!.
@2 00
Round Hogs...Gy2@7
Tub, p lb.9Mt@ 9%
Cheeme.
Tierces, Jb p.. 9 @ OVfc

log

Oranges.

Palerinos. !i>bx 7 OOrLH 00

Closing prices Aug. 30tl»,
reported by
Pink ham, Stock Broker, 50 Exchange street:
RALES.
Deer

Favorite
Milton.

0 12

N.

Hell Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—C A
B -Morse & Co.
Sch Mary Willey, Williams, Bangor—Kensell &
Tabor.
Sch Nonpareil, Gott, Bass Harbor—master.
Soli Lahaiua, Houghton, Luhec—J S Winslow &

of Maine Cenral.

Co.

SAILED—Brig Anita Owen; sells HMCrowelb
Clara Fletcher, J Nickerson, Ethan Allen, Emma
Green, and others.

ebandise

W.

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
Commeal to G

water conveyance—1000 bush
True & Co.

FROM

30.]

4%@5% per cent. Sterling Exchange
nominally unchanged, but the market is a shade
weaker for actual business at 480% @481% for
long and 483@483% for short. Governments are
The stock

Railroad bonds
market closed

Ar at

Ar at Marseilles 28th,
New York.
Ar at Cardiff 29th inst,

ionowing are to-day’s closing quotations of
Government securities :
United States 6’s, 1881, reg.104%
United States 6’s, 1881, coup.104%
United States new 5’s, reg.102%
United States new 5rs, coup.
102%
United States new 4%’s, feg.110%
United States new 4 %'s, coup...111%
United States new 4’s, reg.110
United States new 4’s.110
Pacific 6’s of 95...
..125
xae

Walnut. New York,

_

GALVESTON—Sid 24tli, brig

Alta.

1%

Julia

Belcher. 2%
Best'& Belcher.10%
Bullion. 1 %

reux, New York.

2*4

Mexican.11
Northern Belle.13*/8
California. 2*4 Opbir.
71/2
C ho Jar. 3% Overman. 1*4
Kureka Con.10
Union Con.
23*4
Crown Point. 2*4 Sierra Nevada.11%
Exchequer. 2*/s Yellow Jacket. OVa
Gould & Curry. 4% Bodie. 5
Savage. 2% Potosi. 2*4
Belvidier. 1% Con. Virginia... 3%

to

the Tunisian question, and attributes it to the
foreign consuls.
The Porte Stubborn and Desperate.
Constantinople, Aug. 30.—The Porte is
preparing a fresh note to the powers making a
distinct offer respecting the cession of territory
to Greece, declaring in firm language the impossibility of going further and throwing upon
the powers the responsibility for the consequences of the rejection of this offer.
The French Jesuits.
Paris, Aug. 30.—The police will to-morrow
visit
the Jesuit scholas'ic
estacIishmentE
Jhroughout France to execute tho decree
unauthorized
against
congregations.
Amnesty for the Capan Insurgents.
12
—On the birth of an heir
Madrid, Aug.
to the throne the govarnment will grant
amnesty to the Cuban insurgent leaders now
imprisoned in Spain.
Floods in Spain.
Floods have greatly damaged tho houses
and lands in Guadalajura, Alhamn,Calatagud,
Alamudja, Granada, Larea and Alcante; but
no loss of life is reported.

...

nuimioivu,

(By Telegraph.)

Chicago.Aug. 30.—Hogs—Receipts 20,000 head;
shipments 17,000 head; market steady; good to
choice heavy shipping active and strong at 4 356
6 00; common to fair mixed 4 5064 90; light 4 80

@5 00.
Cattle—Receipts 5000 head shipments

2000

head;

market steady; common to medium at 3 50@4 30;
good to choice at 4 50@5 00; butchers quiet and
steady 2 2063 30.
Sheep—receipts 000 head; marxet firmer; common
to medium at
4 40.

3

6064 10;

West, Kennebec; Tennesse, Kennedy. Vinalhaven;
Teaser, Eittlcjohn, New Rochelle; Nellie Doe,Trask,

good to choice at 4 206

PJomeatic PUnrkef*.

(By Telegraph.'

New York.

Aug. 30—Evening—Flour—Receipts
26,429 bbls; exports 24,015 bbls; generally w
in some cases 10@15o lower with a light ex
t
and moderate home trade;sales 14.500; No 2 at 2 25
63 36 latter very fancA; Sup Western and State at
3 30@3 90;extra Western andState3 7564
25;good
> choice do

'

t
at 4 30(60 25; White Wheat Western
extra at 4 2564 06; fancy do at 4 70,66 25; extra Ohio at 4 00(65 75; extra St. Louis”at 4
10(6
0 50. patent Minnesota extra at 0
00@7 00; choice
t» double extra at 7 1068 25,
including 2000 bbls
Mills
extra at 5 25(65 40 for W
City
I; 1100 bbls
No 2 at 2 25@3 35; 800 bbls Superfine at 3 30fa;
3 90, 000 bbls low extra at 3 7564
25, latter for
choice; 4900 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 4 156
8 00; 4100 bbls Minnesota extra at 3
8068 62
closing heavy. Southern flour isdull and
sales 00Q bbls; common to fair extra at 4 7666 5uchoice at 5 0060 75. Rye Flour abou'.
Corn Menl is unchanged. Wheal—receipts 350,500 bush; exports 593,797 bush; Winter
opened
stronger and closed heavy and */2@lc lower; Spring
firmly held but very quiet;sales 1,079,000 bush, in215,000 bush on spot; No 2 Spring nominal
at l OAaKk, afloal; ungraded fieri
No 3 do l 04® 1 05; No 2 do 1 07® 1 at98c@107;
07% ; Tilixed
ungraded White at 1 03
1 d0- 33.000 bush at
ui7
30,000 at
1 00%@1 07V2. Rye dull and
easier; No 2 Western quoted 87®87y2C. Corn
unsettled; cash Vt
lower; options opened shade higher closine
with advance lost; receipts 302,300 bush;
129,528 bush; sales 805,000 bush, including 2(11
OOOon the spot; ungraded at
No 2
at51®51V4c; do m store 50c; No 2
forAugust at
do September at
51@51V4c; |Jdo October at
November
Uat»
lc better with fair
demand; receipts 85 030 buslr
H' 35y2®3(lc for
?o.2; 37i®37y2c do
uo ™ *ute;Mixed
Western at
‘i-fi/

15,000 Men Opposed to Ayoob Khan.
London, Aug. 30.—The Standard says the
garrisons of Khelat-I-Ghilzai and Candahar
will increase Gen. Roberts’ force to 15,000
Ten thousand will probably remain in
men.
the citadel of Candahar, leaving 11,000 for the

declining-

Ayoob Khan.

steady!

THE DOMINION.
One of the Defunct Montreal Banks.

Montreal, Aug. 30.—The assignees of the

defunct Mechanic Bank have issued a second
dividend sheet. The total amount outstanding
is $348,950, the dividend upon which is $153,213. There is still $56,838 of circulation outstanding, for which no claim is preferred. A
final dividend of probably 15 per cent, will be
paid, making 50 per cent, altogether.
A St. John Policeman Shooting too Free-

Si mi2/ d°v i°?,;
1 nr?/}A7n2r,\r'0A Ke? „ior

.Au«ust,

@.V2C

exnorrS

50y2@5iy2c;

ly.

53k@53%c.

while en-

fnp i^rnnlrunnaco

Sflewu5,’U°m!>Ss*,35®35-1/20101

the crowd, severely
wounding Corbett
aged _0. Currie was arrested.
Arrival of Shipwrecked
Passengers
The passengers by the steamer
Cybele,which
went ashore at
Anticosti, have arrived at Quebec. The total number on board
was 14 including the crew.
A New Bank Established
on

SK-fSpIS-SFiF^?

aiiig^IsfiFFfSj*

&MSS^SdSm

issslIS

of Quebec mortgage back has been founded
by the bank of Paris with a capital ef $25,000,000, the first issue to be $5,000,000.
Beet Sugar Factories to be Built in Canada.
Montreal, Aug. 30.—A new company has
been formed in Paris with a capital of l‘i,000,0p0 francs to establish beet root factories in various parts of the Province of Quebec, each
factory to cost $100,000 to $126,000. A scientific expert named Delalonde has been sent
from Paris to report upon the capabilities and
resources of Canada.
A Successful Strike.
The laborers’ strike on the Lechiue canal
works has ended, contractors conceding an advance of five per cent in wages.

ftfam7htit0 UTCrp<X)I

quiet

and’fl™>;

Wheats

acti^TLighfc^Snfeas^No
2'L"^, “
92c;
2) Chicago Spring'at87c Vasb- Krv'1?^4
No

o/t^cr’^.vl1^

ssfegsslffo?
ftC ^or

'"September;
October, 89%c November:
sales shs wuu
October; No 3 Chicago

Soring 7MMnJ8(T?9*8? f?r

fsauTjjsf'Its Ste
°

r

rejected 22c. Hve steadv 71:1/
i>c A? September:
/a
Barfey is dull and
lower at 72 i/„n
555??is «farm
Pork
at 17 00@17 05 for

/,?S,C2

MUUm at 6 to; °^o»at?U^; “a

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

§ Freights—Corn to Buff alo 4%
Keceipts-8,500 bbis hour. 69 000 i,„»h
471,000 bush corn, 83,000 hush’oats
a(a- 7Wn
7.500 bush
rye, 20,000 bush barley.
Shipments-9,500 bbis faour 399 orut hn-i

wtsr buM-

S3O§,trt^'doV00«4 357TainU?Uaie46|^
wkIo*
50, choice to fancy 4 7025 2:»
higher, but afterwards declined- No ■» Ked Fa??6.
at
98S98J/SC for August- s?*197J4@98ysccash;
for Septemberr 90W@W)%c fS?
4?%c
’octo%,®
3
So
do at 83@93Hc; No 4 do
81@82%S Con. u
ower at 3414
^'34020 for cash; fUifeSiuS f™
38@30%C for October. uSts dull
i<.'/2
c for
oB2<,9*
cash; 2t>y2c for August
at 74. Pork is quiet at 15 75.
Lard
285,000 bush
,30n«PK~i1’000 bbls “ourbUBh °atS’ *.«»

ol

nomfnaf

ower

wheat
bEfc

we^OO^ush^ieT
Shipn,ents-24,OOl,bb]s Hour, 20,000 bush wheat
0,00«
S«S-rf3s:°°°b™h
,.P

or’ia?.f°r AUgl'St;

91%C «*

1

While

at

September;1^

AUg' 3°-- Cottou easier;
Middling
demand
1

|

New Haven.
Ar 29th, barque Daring, Oakes, Cardenas; schs
Irving Leslie. Guptill, Jeremie; E A DeHart, Farnham, Gonaives 10 days; E H Herriman, Pierce,
Fernandiua: F A Pike, Noble, Stouington; Franklin, Thomaston.
Cld 28th, barque F B Fav, Hardwick, for Batavia;

Ormus, Sliackford, Stettin; brigs Mary Bartlett,
Welch, Morlaix, Fr; Clytie, Dow, Caibarien; schs
St Croix, Haskell, Galveston; Annie L McKeen,
Patterson, Jacksonville; Pride of the East, Lord,
Brunswick.
Passed the Gate 28th, schs Fannie Pike. NYoik
for Calais; Jed F Duren, (lo for Boston; Ximena,
Hoboken for Dover; Mary Fletcher, do for Bangor;
Gamma, do for Boston; Alaska, Rondout for Portland; Bramhall, Weehawken for do; Marion Draper
do for Portsmouth; Delaware, do for Thomaston;
Geo B Semes, do for Lynn; Nellie Chase, Amboy for
Portland; Julia Elizabeth, Elizabcthport for Kennebec; S S Bickinore, do for Boston.
NEW HAVEN Cld 28th, sch L-ouisa Bliss, Strong
New York.

PROVIDENCE—Ar 28th, sch Altavela, Al ey, fm

Ellsworth.
Sid 29th, sch Geo W

Glover, Morton, New York.
BRISTOL—Ar 27th, sch Silver Spray, Hall, from

Thomaston.
Ar 28th, sell Prudence. Randall, Wiscasest.
PAWTUCKET-Ar 28th, sch K F Hart, McCobb,

Pascagoula; Mayflower, Bangor.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 27th,

schs Winner, fm
Amboy for Boston; Viola May, Hoboken fordo;
lookout, do for Cambridge; J F Carver, New Bedford for Calais.
Sid 27th, schs Harry White, Zampa, Maggie Mulvey, Laconia, Rival, L B McNichols, Ariel, Sea Lark
Maggie Ellen, Delaware, and others.
EDGARTOWN-Ar 27th, schs Maggie Ellen, So
Amboy for Portland; Laconia. New York for Bangor; Maggie Mulvey, Weehawken for Gloucester;
Zampa, New York for Boston.
In port, schs Fred Smith, for Boston; Neptune,
ior Machias; Melville, for Bangor; Chase, for Bos
ton; South Shore, and Light of the Ocean, from
Fall River for Bath; Melrose, Providence for Millbridge; M C Moseley, Brunswick for Boston; Alfred
Keen, Baltimore for do.
toBOSTON—Ar 28th, schs Edward & J-rauk,
land. Bangor; Isola, Small, Provinceto^jfcahe, KenCld 28th, barque RalphJVJ^dttJfflng, and Nellie C
nebec; schs Albert_V5£J*»v;an, do.
Paiueih^U*»«‘trTi?}’9as McCarty, Race, Portland;

-^ftrvTTiTv Fouruth. Wood. Port .Inlmnnn-

Pmnney, Rondout; Active, Wilson, Calais; J H
Bartlett, Kelley, Hoboken; Josio Look, Fickott
Bangor; G W Lewis, Hutchinson, and Regulator’
Paterson, do; Hannah D, Reed, Boothbay.
Sid. ship Hercules.
Ar 30tb, barque Henry Warner, Reed,
I-ingan CBschs M C Moseley, Dow. Brunswick; Alfred Keen’
Henderson. Baltimore; C B Paine. Hillyard, Philadelphia; Zampa, Sanborn, and Viola May, Cole, Hoboken; Alabama, Rawley; L B McNichols, Fanning
and Jos W Fish, Watts, Hoboken; Maggie
Mulvey
Hart, Weeliawken; Helen Thompson, Bradford
Rondout; Native American, Clendenin, from Calais'
Good Intent, McLean, Lubec.
SALEM—Ar 29th, sch L B Sargent, Sargent, from
Bangor for New Haven.
Old 28th, sch Zeyla, Hallowell, Hillsboro.
LYNN—Ar 27th, schs Lucy Wentworth,
Robbins,

Calais; Levant, Rich,
chanic, Hammett, do.

and

Mist,

from

Bangor;

“

«

«

«
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without extra

charge.
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M. G. PALMER,

”"ji.Gold Bonds
OF

and

Fall line of JIi**e*’ Boot*, new *tyle*.
Jli**e*’ nml Children’*
Heel Boot*
(the mo*t*en*ible *tyle) in Kid, Goat and
Calf, all width*.
Infant*’colored Boot*, all *ize* and half
*ize*.
We have the excln*ive *ale of all the best
manufacture*.
Boot*, Shoe* and Clipper* all kind*, *tyle*
and color* made to order.

H^Goods by mail
■ ■

English Walking-

fa*! Bal*.
line of low priced good*
a**ortiueat of

Bonds,

Exchange Street

No. 32

Street.

middle

230

TS&Ttf

ap29

THE

Fort Madison & Northwestern Railway Co,
1905.
DUE
DATED APRIL
1, 1880,

IN

AND

Bonds of $500 and $1,000 each,
Principal and Interent Payable in Geld in

does not contain
Caustic.

New York.

UNION TRUST CO., New York, TRUSTEE

Schlotterbeck,

Length of road, lOO miles; whole issue of Bonds,
$700,000, being $7,000 per mile.
Location of Road—from City of Fort Madison,
Iowa, on Mississippi River, to City of Oscaloosa

501 Congress street, Portland, 31 nine.

sntf

Wiudhniu.
The Republicans of Windham, will meet at th
Town House, on SATURDAY, Sep. 4th, at :
o'clock p. m., to nominate a candidate for Towi *
Representative, and to select a Town Committee.
PER. ORDER.

BUY NOW

Iowa.
Interest payable April 1st and October 1st.
For Hale at 95 without the coupon due
in re*erv<*«l to
October l*t next. The
make a further advance in the price without notice.
Applications for Bonds, or for further information, Prospectus, &c., should be made to

-AND-

rijght

Save

DRAKE & CO., Bankers,
Drexcl Mini,ling, 29 Wall ISt., IV. V.

ICE!

Ladies’ Heavy Under Vests

dim

aut,

ICE!
ICE!

and Convalescents.

Luxurious
healthful.
TARRANT *V CO., Sole A sente.
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS.

je21

JVIoney.

JAMES M.

HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT.
HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT.
HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT.
Invalids

Leg Boot*
Congre** Gaiter*,
Lace Bal*.,
French Tie*,

—

—

54 CENTS, WORTH 75.

an

dsn3m

AT

] BRACELETS.

Children's Wool Stockings
25 Cls. Pair.

in.,

5 1-2 to 7

7 1-2 to 8 1-2

Bracelets.

THE NEW

NEWSTYLE PASSEMENTERIES
25 Cts. TO $1.00 PER YARD.

PAIRS

400

IN ROMAN AND PLAIN

IMPROVED

-AT-

Self-Threading

“

Oft PTWirQ

Bracelets.

AMERICAN

“

35

in.,

GOLD, IMPERIAL LACED KIDS
AT $1.25.
Every Fair Warranted,

SEWING MACHINE

GLOUCESTER—Ar 28th, schs Cinderella, from
Tangent, Bangor for Warren; Sarah
Eastport for do.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar 27th, sch Robt Woodruff
Caswell. Bangor.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 27th, sch Ophir, Thurston,
Calais.
MACHIAS—Sid 25tli. sch Chalcedony, Thompson
Portland.
BATH—A r 28tn, barque Henry Nor well, Burgess
Portland.
Sid 28th, sch Addie Jordan, Leavitt, New York.
Ar 29th, brig Goodwin, GoogiDS, Portland.
Sid 29th. sch Grace Davis, Davis,-.
FOREIGN PORTS.

|

CO.,

Congress Street.

441 & 443

LATEST IMPROVED

au28

dlw

‘z:

V

?

MONT POPl’EAR,

NIMPEICITY,

509 CONGRESS ST.

DURABILITY

|]
"L

THREADING SHUTTLE,
ADJUSTING TENSION,

! SETTING NEEDLE.

GOLD AND SILVER PLATING.
jy31

Perfection, Noiacleu, Eniiy Running,
RighcNt Award)!*: Vienna, Paris,Ceritcu

F.A.ROSS&CO.

:

Office and

Salesrooms

at the store of

eodtf

nial, 1876*

:

WE ARE DAILY OPENING

444

Congress Street

H. B.

GREAT

CLEARING UP SALE

CREIGHTON, Manager,

H. I.

MAINE

LORD,

REMNANTS.

Manager,

BIDDEFORD,

We shall go through our entire stock this week, selecting
all
SHORT
REMNANTS,
LENGTHS, and SOILED GOODS;
besides which at this sale, we
shall MARK-DOWN many goods
to CLOSE OUT before moving into our NEW STORE.
While this
will show a heavy loss to us, it
will afford our customers a rare
opportunity to PURCHASE a
Bargain in Dry Goods. This sale
will be in our CLOAK ROOM, will
be a STRICTLY CASH sale, and
will commence

]VIain.e

Agents and Salesmen
Country.

wanted

for City am 1
jyl6 d2m

PORTLAND, Aug. 25,

1880

BARGAINS

IX

—

-OF-

PORTLAND,

ALL KINDS

OF

—

DRY GOODS.
We

Now

are
A

—

Offering

LARGE LOT OF

—

DRESS GOODS
—

AT

—

PRICES MUCH BELOW THEIR VALUE.
A visit to

our store

will

pay you.

LADIES:
We have opened the lot of FAN
CY RIBBONS advertised to arrive
and cordially invite all to call a
our store and examine them. The:
are remnants of the latest produc

F. A. Ross & Co.,
Cor.

tions of the best French manufac
turers, and are offered at less thai
half the price of regular goods
Sncli an opportunity is seldom of
fered, and we feel confident thai
none who examine will be disap

BURLINGTON R. R. CO.

School

Owen, Moore & Co,
505 and 507

codtf

TOLEDO, DELPHOSAND

Respectfully,

au25

Congress & Brown Sts.

jne!9_

pointed.

6 PER CENT

Books!

Congress St.

FIRST MORTGAGE

BONDS.

dtf

30 YEARS TO RUN.
Interest payable Jan. & July 1, in New
York.

T

T

A

T

Buy

T

your School Books at

Large Stock of

NEW

CROP

Me-

Round Pond;
E Nightingale,

H. I. NELSON &
I

dust received at

The entire imne of H.ce First
iWortgnce
on the .Ham Line from the
t'iirof
Toledo. Ohio, to the C ity ot Kokom.,
is
miles,
9l *£50.000, or less than #7,.
1^45
000 per mile.
Bonds

!^!

For Sale at 921-2 and Accrued Interest.
The

TEAS,

Right is Reserved

to Advance the
Price without notire.

GEO. WO.

Parker’sT Store,

47

OOLONGS,
FORMOSA,
JAPAN.
ENG. BREAKFAST,
YOUNG IIYNON,
GUNPOWDER, and MIXED TEAS.
For 25, 30, 36. 40, 50, 68, 00, 70, 75, 90 cts. and
$1.00 per pound.
50 cent Tea is the best in the city for the
money.
The 58 cent Tea is my celebrated Formosa, sold
everywhere for 75 cents.

nii30

Exchange St.

,011 & CO.

BANKERS,

J3t

72 Devonshire St.,
14 Wall St.,

Boston.

New York.

___eodam

NOW
Is

the time, ami

Ar at

cl±

Ao«- 30.—Wheat is dull; No

i/ia jdiuuii.

Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 2Sth, schs E A DeHart, and Irving Leslie, for New York; E H Herriman, City or Augusta, Elva E Pettengill, Grace
Webster, Geo Walker, and others.
NEW YORK—Ar 28th, ship C B Hazoltine, Gilkey, Riga; schs Susan, Stanley, St John,.NB; Annie
Lewis, Parsons, Port Royal, SC; Empress, Lord,
Rockland; White Sea, Storer, Kennebec; Yreka,
Drieko, St Martins; C A Ropes, Whalen, Kennebec;
Anson Stimp ou, Iliggins, and Geo W Cummings,
Chadwick, do; Ann T Simple, Turner, do; Diadem,
Avery. Thomaston; Idaho, Peck, and S J Lindsey,
Kennedy. Rockland: Gen Hall, Simmons, Bangor;
B F Faruham. and Forest Belle, Bangor; Virginia,

Chicago Live Slock Iffarket.

•

.,

oomery. Elizaoethport.
BALTIMORE—Ar 28th, brig F H Todd, Maguire,
Windsor, NS; sch Ella M Watts, Watts. Kennebec.
Cld 28th, sch D Sawyer, Keene, New York.
Ar 29th, barqua Aithur C Wade, Sherman, Kennebec; Ocean Pearl. Henley, Portland; sclis Catawamteak, Kennedy, Rockland; Alta V Cole. Mitchell, Boston; H G King, Aylward, Windsor, NS; P H
Crowell, and West Dennis, Kennebec.
PHILADELPHIA- Ar 2Sth, sch Lena Breed.
Powell, Kennebec; A L Mulford, Shaw; F L Porter,
Sherman; J Ii llalladay, Cranmer, and J L Bryan,
Lee" Kennebec; E G Willard, Adams, Portland;
W L Bradley, Chase, Boothbay.
Ar 29th, schs Ella Brown, Brown, Maehias; E M
Wright, Chase. Dresden; Ruth T Carlisle. Smith,
do; Curtis Tilton, Riley, Kennebec; G M Brainard,

the

•*
«

Case,

GEORGETOWN. SC-Cld 20th, sch S E Woodbury, Putnam, Wilmington, Del.
PORT ROYAL, SC— Sid 28th, sch Jos Souther,
*"
Watts, Boston.
CHARLESTON—Ar 28th, sch Fred A Carle, Condon, Belfast.
_r
4liixiiLxmxn—siA25th, sch E Arcularius, Mont-

consolidated..

Grand Prize

Clark,Whitney,

Dcrinott, Savannah,
SAVANNAH—Old 28th, 6ch B W Morse, Deve-

mining Stock*.
are

Jos

barque Will W
MBRUNSWICK—Arto24th,
load for River Platte.

New Jersey Central.75%
Union Pacific. .!* 93%
Western Union Tel. Co.103%

(By Telegraph.)
Francisco, Aug. 30.—The following
closing quotations of Mining stocks to-day:

Me Gil very

DOMESTIC! PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 20th, ship Majestic, Hatfield, Seattle.

—_;1

California

E

“
•<

Al*o full

BANK STOCK, AC.

BUNION

jy2

For

GENTLE HEN.

FOR

Banister A Tichetior'*
Newark Hand Sewed .TIorocco

CITY AND TOWN BONDS,

APOTHECARY,

ON
ON
ON

I1ST

Government

PREPARED BY

A. G.

eodtl

barque Evanell, Colcord,

barque Clara

•
MEMORANDA.
Sch Allegro, Reilar, from Martinique for Delaware Breakwater, with sugar and molasses, struck
on Point Henlopen night of the 28th and remains.
She i3 in good condition, and two tugs were near Dy
29th to assist.

The following were the closing quotations of
stocks:
Rock Island.114%
Illinois Central.
112%
C. B. & Quincy.134%
114
Chicago & Alton.
Chicago « Alton preferred .125
New York Central.
130
94
Michigan Central..
Lake Shore.
106
Erie. 38
Erie preferred. (56
Northwestern.
99%
Northwestern preferred.

or

by

Side Lace.

Cloth Top Button Boot* (the leading Myle
thi* Sipring).
Something new in Dre** Boot*.
Burt’* French Patent Calf mat. Kid Top
(very haud*ome),
Wood inn a*ee A Gnr*ide’* Freuch Kid
Button, Box Toe and French Heel.
Complete line of Clipper*, all price*.

a

FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.
New York 30th, sch Irving Leslie, from

Jeremie.

ed 212 470 shares.

San

Port-

C V Minott, of Phipsburg, has the frame up for
ship of Hit).' tons, to lie launched next December.

strong.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregat-

that five Prussian officers of fie general staff,
comprising representatives of the infantry,
cavalry, artillery and gendarmerie, with tiio
sanction of the German government and war
office, have finally accepted appoiRtments in
the service of the Sultan and leave soon for
Constantinople. Some civil functionaries are
expected to follow.
The Tunisian Question.
Rome, Aug. 30.—The Diretto says the reDort
is unfounded that the government of Italy in-

Bath,
Grant,

leaky. Put in to
Sch Martin W Bates, lately ashore on Bantam
Ledge, has been purchased by Wm Sawyer of Boothbay and is now undergoing thorough repair.

tile paper at

any Acids

offered In this State.

SPECIALTIES:

splendid

BUNIONS
CORNS,
CALLOUS AND WARTS.
it

ever

Gout.

HANSON,

DEALERS

REMOVES

Entirely Harmless;

BOOTS AND SHOES

H. M. PAYSON & GO.,

SOLVENT,

Geo Washington,

from Ellsworth for Boston,
’^so ar, sch Grampus,
recaulk.

York Stock and ill one v Market.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, Aug. 30—Evening.—Money easy at 2
@3 per '•ent. on call, closing 2@2%; prime mercan-

bonds dull.

sch

Lewis, bVestern Banks; Waterfall, Brewer,

New

AND

jargest Stock aud Finest Assortment of

**

SCHLOTTEEBECK’S

CORN

SPRING GOODS!

Curacoa Kid Boot*, Box Toe, Button and

194 MIDDLE STREET.

dsntf

CORRESPONDENT.

Parsons, Boston.
Aug 28—Ar, sells Kate Mitchell, Oliver,
(and went on the railway for repairs;) Gen

$16,000 Eastern Railroad new 4%8. 95
: 15 Eastern Railroad. 35%

quiet but firm. State
active but irregular.

OUR

BOOTHBAY, Aug 27—Ar,

Boston Stock market.
[Sales of the Broker's Board, Aug.

German Officers Going into Turkey’s Service.

During a row Sunday evening among the
passengers on an excursion train on the Delaware Railroad near Middletown, an unknown
man shot two other men and leaped from the
train while in rapid motion and escaped. The
injured men were not fatally wounded
The bodies of Mary Boyle and Nellie Hulbut, who were drowned on the lake at Buffalo, Sunday, have not been recovered. A young
brother of Mary Boyle, aged five, was saved
by clinging to the up-turned boat.
Thomas Scott and Mrs. Keffner, while walking on the railroad track at Pottsville,Pa.,were
killed yesterday.
The Republicans of the 13th district of Pennsylvania yesterday endorsed all tlio Greenback
-icket, including Charles N. Brurum for Contress.
The condition of ex-Gov. Fenton, of Now
York, is somewhat improved.
Gen. James H. William lias been nominated
jy the Readjusters of the 8th Virginia district.
The unpaid and underpaid census enumeraors of New York held a
meeting at the new
;ourl house yesterday morning and formed a
lerinanent organization.
It was decided to
•aise subscriptions to send a committee to
Washington to urge their claims on the Govsrnment.

Steamship

Portland, Aug. 28.
For Portland, 20 cars miscellaneous merchandise;
for connecting roads, 45 cars miscellaneous mer

By

ClearA.
Eleanora, Bragg, New York—Henry

1

_

2 00
0 50

Young Hecla.

EUROPE.

night,

Davis.
Sch bVar Eagle, Goldtkwaite, Boston.
Sch Commerce, Gray, Boston.
Sch Chalcedony, Thompson, Machiasport—canned
goods to Burnham & Morrill.
Sch City of Ellsworth, Grant, Ellsworth -lumber
to Berlin Mills Co.
Sch Caroline Kriesoher, Devercux. Bucksport—
firewood for a market.
Sch Baltimore, Hutchins. Brooksvills.
Sch Albert. Wallace, Bath—salt to Dana & Co.
Sch N .1 .Miller, Lewie, Boothbay, (ar 28th)—coal
to Randall & McAllister,

ASKED
1 50
4 00

BID.

Isle.

Douglass

0270 in 1870.

fired

H.

as

Kansas Republican Convention.
Topeka, Aug. 30.—A large number of delegates to the Republican state convention and
It is
many candidates have already arrived.
very uncertain who will be nominated for any
office.

vrr 9 n

0 II O’Brion.
Sch Frank Maria, Alley, New York for Ellsworth,
(put in to land sick man.)
Sch Reaper, Smith, Boston—dry llsh to Curtis &

(

—

Lndiea’ Walking Boot* in French Nlraighl

Default.

in

mhl6

J. Henry Rines&Co.,
augl3

or

and Sold

SAMUEL

AVe shall sell this week one lot
line, all wool, 45 inch, 50 and 02
cent Dress floods at only 33 cents!
One immense job lot of over
12,000 yards perfect prints, dark
anti light colors, at only 5 cents.
These are some of our own,
marked down from 8 cents, and
also recent purchases of regular 8
cent qualities.
Also an assorted lot of 35 dozen
25 cent hose marked down to only
17 cents. All linen ulsters marked
down to 92 cents to close balance
of $1.25 and $1.50 styles.

..

Mailing Stock.*.

Flattering Fall Trade Prospects.
New York, Aug. 30.—The Commercial
Bulletin to-morrow will say:
The fall trade
prospects as outlined by bulletins of reporters.
They could not well be more flattering than
they are. We take merchants’ and business
men’s words for it rather than venturing any
opinion of our own.

9

l!iui#»

LcmtfHS.
Choice
22@25
Messina.4 00@4 50 Good. 18@20
PaJermos .4 00@4 50 Store.
17:al8
Nuts.
Apple*.
PoaniU8—
Sweet Apples.l 75@2 00
1 25@l 75
Wilmington.! 60@1 70 Sour
1 60@1 75
Virginia.1 60@1 (52 Pippins..
Tennessee...1 20a)l 35 Dried Western 6(& 6%
10a
6@ 6%
lb.
11c
do
Eastern..
Oastana, V'
Walnuts,
a2@14c Peaches,basketl 25@2 00
1
Filberts,
crate
50(5*2 25
12@14c
'*
Pecan
13@14c
Sugar.
Granulated....
@10%
Extra C
@10%

Secretary Sherman at Cincinnati.
Cincinnati, Aug. 30,—Hon. John Sherman
delivered his first speech in the campaign at
Pike’s Opora House to-night, Major A. T.
Goshorn presided, and the Opera House was
profusely and most tastefully decorated with
flags and flowers and was crowded with people
long before the speaking began. The Secretary
had an enthusiastic greeting.

30.—Last

Steamer City of Portland, Tike, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
Barque Brunswick, (of Boston) Hall, Cow Baycoal to John Main. Vessel to Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sell Henry B Ritter. Peterson, Philadelphia—coal
to Sargent, Dennison « eo.
Sch T 15 Witherspoon, Slieppard, New York for
Rockport.
Sch Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, New b ork-coal to

(Mediums.1 76@
! Yellow Eyes 2 20@2 25

ValenciaJP'cast: $00@$00 Creamery.
26@28
Gilt Edge Vermontw28
^box
m

will undoubtedly be Ouray’s successor as ch ief
of the Southern Utes is bitterly opposed to
signing of the treaty.

appoof.

MONDAY, Aug. 30.
Arrived.

—

Frui

.,1.

tended sendinva desnatch to France relative

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Maine.12M>@13M> Pail........ lOliall^
Vermont.12y2@13y2 Kegs
•
<. Y.Factory 12y2 cr 13y2
HranM.
Skim Cheese
5@8
|Pea.1 90@2 00

Receipt*

to

NEWS.

MARINE

—

THE INDIANS.

n ir

j

25@4Ms;

week the 1st of November.
Census Report on Oysters.
The Superintendent of the Census at Washington has received advance sheets of the
special report on the oyster interest of the
Chesapeake Bay. This is an interesting paper
relating to a curious industry. It appears that
it has been the plan of the legislatures of Maryland and Virginia that each state should derive revenue from the natural oyster beds belonging to it. Many laws have been passed to
this end.
The expense of enforcing them,
however, is very great. Last year the amount
received from licenses in Maryland was less
than the cost of maintaining the oyster police
force.

St. John, Aug.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.AUGUST 31.
Sun rises..5.22 J High water. 8.So
1,05
Sun sets. G.38 1 Moon rises.

j
j

16@18
14@16
14@15

Paying

Dividend

sndtf

OK

—

BONDS

SECURITIES

DRY GOODS.

Aug.

..

SEW STILES

And all dn«e< of

Bought

Cape Elizabeth, infant child of William and
Maria Cash, aged 8 months.
In Bath, Aug. 2G, John B. Pennell, aged 31 years
7 months.
In Baltimore,
27. John S. Landers, formerly
of Portland, aged 38 years 8 mouths.

..

CITY or TOWN

STATE,

—

eodtf

jy27

marked

au31

in

..

w

Exchanges.

RINESBROS.

DEATHS.

..

bullion as it arrives. After the bullion is assayed the superintendent of the assay office
checks against tlie gold coin to his Credit in the
sub-treasury to the amount of the assay. It is
officially estimated that about 84.000,000 of

on

69
68

—

Preparing for Receipts of Gold Shipments
Washington, Aug. 30.—The Treasury department directs that 830,000,000 of gold coin
in the New York sub-treasury be placed io the
credit of tlie superintendent of the assay office
in that city.
This coin is to pay for foreign

AFGHANISTAN.

lots

Oats
44
Spring
Wheats.7 50@8 76 Sacked Bran
18 Ms
Mitls...
Michigan Win@23 00
tor best— 6 75@G 00 Corn, bag lot*-.
GO
"*•
Low Grade
68
.Meal,
Michigan....6 00@6 60jOatP,
47
St. Louis Win20
iBrau,
ter fair.6 75<g6 00 Mid'ngs,
®g6
'*
110
Wmtergood...6 00ift6 25 Rye,
Winter best.. .6 50@G 75)
Sh nviNfoim.
Produce.
{Mess Beef.. 9 50a 10 00

WASHINGTON.

XT,,.,,

Corn,
car

Patent

engineer of the excursion train stuck to bis
post and used every effort to stop liis train.
He bad both legs crushed and died about an
hour afterwards.
The freight brakemau was
The excursion train was 40
slightly injured.
but
minutes late,
had the right of way arid
the freight train should have waited at Long
Hill until it passed. Both engines were badly
wrecked together with several freight cars.
The track will probably be cleared by morning.

r..;n

In this city, Aug. 28, by Rev. J. F. Morgan, Clias.
E. Conant of Freeport and Miss Edith M. Stinchileld of Portland.
In Harrison, Aug. 7, Lyman II. Cobb of Windham
and Miss Nellie A. Dawes of Harrison.
In Casco, Aug. 9, Frank H. Smith of Casco and
Miss Nellie M. Barton of Naples.

t*ra»n

Supertiuo.3 76@4 25 Yellow
Extra Spring. .5 00@5 251
6 00@0 60;H. M.
X.X Spring

uud sell first-class State, city,
Intown and Bailroad Bonds.
vestments for trust funds constantly on hand. Correspondence
Orders in Stocks and
solicited.
Bonds executed daily in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia Stock

OF

—

Buy

bargains.
Fringes, Buttons. Laces, Corsets,

Kid and Lisle Gloves
down to closing prices.

OMDOfHtra"

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.,

ors, at rare

MARRIAOEM.

Portland Wally Wh«le«al« llarkrl.
Portland, Aug. 30.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Flour
Grain. Provisions. &c.

Brakeman In-

a

Long Hill station saw an excursion train
He and his fireman
rounding the curve.
jumped from the engine and escaped. The

.1 no trori

SLADE’S ISNOLIBH MUSTARD is alreliable. (A pure mustard not only helps digestion but cures Dyspepsia.) Sold by all leading
grocers in full weight tin cans.
ESfrPIEUKrsT, Dumplings, Doughnuts, Biscuits, Flapjacks &c., &c.. made light and sweet with
Congress Yeast Powder. Try it.

yesterday.

jured.
BniDOEroET,Conn., Aug. 30.— An up freight
train on the Housatonic Railroad which loft
this city at 11 a. m
collided this afternoon
with a down excursion train from Great Barrington near Parlor Rock picnic grounds. The
engineer of the freight train just after leaving

attack

Gd; Winter Wheat, at 8g 4da,8d 10s; Spring
Wheat at 7s 9d££9s; California average at 8s Od
@9s Gd; club do at 9s Gd a 10s; Corn at 5s Id; Peas
at 7s 2d. Provisions,&c.,—Pork at G7s: Beef 02s Gd;
Cheese at G5s; Lard at 43s; Bacon 42s^45s; Tallow
3Gs, at London 38s.
Liverpool, Aug. 30—12.30 P..YL—Gotten market
tending down; Middling uplands at 7 l-lCd;Orleans
7 Vsd; sales 7,000 bales; speculation and export 1,000.

Connecticut.

An Engineer Killed and

On Sept. 15tli we shall vacate
our store, and up to that time we
shall sell our Dry and Faucy
Goods at less Ilian their real value. One lot hall' wool Dress Goods
12 1-2 cts. One lot all wool Dress
One lot all wool
Goods 17 cts,
Brown Cashmeres 45 cts.; these
Cashmeres are fine quality and
•.veil worth 65 cts.
.4 very large stock oC Fine and
Medium priced Dress Goods, that
must be sold.
Silks, Matins. Cashmeres and
Momie Cloths, in black and col-

fa)lls

Mary Low Campbell, victim of a mock
marriage, committed suicide at Atlanta, Ga.,

~

raised

not

carrying

Telegraph.)

London, Aug. 30—12.30 1*. M.—American securi8ies—United States bonds 4s, 113%.
Liverpool, Aug. 30—12.50 P. M.—Flour 9s Gd

MISCELLANEOUS.

Woodbury & Moulton,

REMOVAL

European Market".
Bv

FINANCIAL.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

UV4«.
New Orleans, Aug. 30.—Cotton quiet; Mid Gin*
uplands ll%c.

a

there; that Fusion is
committee is now to concentrate all its efforts
on Indiana.
The same gentleman said that
the Democrats also had very little hope of

nnn.

,5

Jf rL™
°^^Son

window.

no more

Population of Wyoming Territory.
Cheyenne, W. T., Aug. 30.—The poDula,
tiou of Wyoming Territory is 21,000, against

thnu<r&

Ileimfli!

<T. C. Miller, one of the proprietors of the
Washington Daily Critic, died yesterday from
injuries received by falling from a third story

money is to be sent
a failure, and that the

Mobile, Aug. 30 —Cotton nominal; Middling up-

lands at

en-

an

and injuring several train men.
Ex-Gov. Herbert, of Louisiana, died at New
Orleans, Sunday, of cancer.
One negro killod another at a picnic in Se
dalia, Mo., Saturday, and the murderer was
shot dead while resisting arrest.

Boston, Aug. up.—A Washington special
says a prominent Southern Democrat, who has
been speaking in Maine and who has .just returned, said to some friends to-day that the
Democrats had abandoned all hopes of carrying
Maine, and that the outside speakers aro to be

withdrawn; that

Cleveland, Cv, killing

at

gineer

Ouray’s Successor Opposed to the Treaty.
Los Pinos, Aug. 30.—Chief SaDaronari who

METEOROLOGICAL..

4th;

“Power secured too late;” and Marble reported the next day, “Proposition failed.’’

Sunday night

RAILROAD COLLISION.

Democratic Impudence.

ouuiboo

On the 4th

Maine.

FUSION DECLARED A FAILURE.

Manchester (Vt.) Journal.

»»

tion preventing electors’ vote from
being cast
for half hundred best United States documents” [i. e., $50,000 in United States

The Democrats Abandon

_

HOURS.

[N. Y. Tribune.]
More About the Great Fraud of.

Dr. Rice, inspector of the national board of
health at Vicksburg, took five sick people off
the towboat Raven, but the boat proceeded up
the river against bis protest. She will not he
allowed at Memphis.
A switch engine and freight train collided

GIVE IT UP.

an’tuTiy/ct1'8' m_Corton i3 steadyjMiddling

up-

Shanghae Aug 15, ship Brown Brothers,
Goodell, Antwerp.
Sid fin Hiogo July 15, ship Alice Buck. Herriman
Hong KoDg and New York.
Sla fm Hong Kong July 2d, ships El Capitan, Lin-

coln, Manila, to load for Now York; 10th, Grecian
Dunbar, Iloilo, to load for New York.
At Manila July 17, ship Bullion, Reed, for London
Ar at Iquique July 12, ship Helicon,
Howes, from
Burrard Inlet, for Pisagua and Arica.
Sid fm Buenos Ayres July 16. barque Samuel B
Hale, Haven, Rosario.
Ar at Port Spain July 28, brig
Starlight. Tucker

sailed 30th for Long Cay.)
Demarara,
At Barbaaoes Aug 13th, brig Lucy W Snow
from Philadelphia, ar 7tL, disg; Charlotte,
for New York, ldg.
Sid fm Demarara July 22, sch F L
Schepn,
inson. St Domingo.
In port Aug 5, sch Harry

(and

Hall

Briggs’

Jacksonville,

ar

4th, disg.

bb

*

R. H.

PARKER,

Center & Free

Cp|’.

Sljp.

BON TON

SCHOOLBAGS.
Wc have

a

4

Very Nice School

Bag for

Dick-

nn!t<)_._d2w

TRAVELERS

White, Hopkins, from

SPOKEN.
Aug 10, lat 40, Ion 44, ship Scotia, Oliver, from
New Orleans lor Havre.
Aug 21, lat 44 25, loti 40 15, brig Joscfa, Davis,
from New York frr Sables d'Olomie.
Aug 2S, S by K Of Barnegat 10 miles, brig Motley
from Port Spain for New London.
(OaptSmitli
died Aug Jd.)

25 Cents.
au30

is the

SHORT
%

Way procure THROUGH TICKETS to
CALIFORNIA and all points West and
South at reduced rates, at the Old Ticket

I

Agency

auodtiw

of

W. D. LITTLE Ac

CO.,

0fflcc 31 Exchan»e Street.

place, to buy

I'liWS anil IIIKH®
Stools and Covers.
Be.t Article*.

1 Free St.

n>y?_

I.ovreat Price*.

Block,
_

PORTLAND.
_dtf

4V allied
A FURNISHED HOUSE located in the western
of
the
rV part
city, front Oct. 1 to June 16, or a
ease would he taken for one or two years if dtwired.
Apply to U. J. LIBBY.

Aug. 14,51880.

Mlddtfia

^

THE PRESS.
3lT

TUESDAY MOUSING, AUGUST

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

TO-DAY.

Neck

Hosiery

Co.

aug28eodtf

Eat Slow
afld clean your mouth afterwards with SOZODONT, and your teeth will be in condition
to do their work for
Thousands of
years.

dyspeptics bolted

their food because they bad
no good teeth to masticate
properly. Chew
tine, eat slow, and use SOZODONT.
AuK 35
ThST&w.

Everything

cost for 20

at

days

at

Hill &

aug28eodtf

H. I. Nelson & Co. sell a Ladies’
Heavy
l ndervest at 54 cents, worth 75
cents; also
children’s Wool Hose at 25 and 35 cents
per
pair. The above are ali new goods. afig28d3t
Buy your Underwear for the fall at Hill
&
Co’s. They are closing out broken lots at cost
for 20 days.

aug28eodtf

Just received

400

pairs Imperial Laced
Kids, every pair warranted and only SI.25.
New fall shades. H. I. Nelson & Co.
ang28dot
_

Fancy Shiiis at cost.
Preble House.

Hi]l

&

Co., under
ang28eodtf

New patterns in Beaded
Gimps, 25 cents to
S1.00 per yard, at H. I. Nelson & Co’s.

aug28d3t
_■,
Anyone looking for bargains will obtain
them of Hill & Co. for the next 20
_

cylinder-head yesterday, delaying

days.

Aug28codtf

The careworn and overworked tiud comfort
and strength in Malt Bitters.

Semi-annual dividends of the Eastern Railroad and Maine State sixes are
payable in
Boston, Sept. 1.
This afternoon the steamer Gazelle will
make an excursion up Royal river to Yarmouth, and the Yarmouth band will furnish
music.
There will be a concert at White

Head in the forenoon.
If the weather should
prove favorable,
Messrs. Fletcher & Littlefield will proyide a
free

clam

O’BIERNE,
YORK,i

Will address tlie Citizens of
Portland, in

CITY

HYLL,

ciglit

o’clock,

REPUBLICAN MASS MEETING
—AND—

TORCHLIGHT PROCESSION
-AX-

*

Grorliam,
WEDNESDAY EVE’G, SEPT. 1.
Hon. Julius C. Burrows
AND

—

—

Hon. Thomas B. Reed
will

speak.

hy Chandler’s Band.

Music

Island

tomorrow.

crowds that will be sure to attend.
Hard Luck.
g
Some people claim there is no such
thing as
luck. Perhaps not.
The case of the captain
and owner of a small schooner,
at Central

Wharf,

would seem to

ment.

lying
disprove this

state-

This captain lias fished on the Georges sev'
enteen {years, and last spring concluded he
would go home
to Gloucester, sell
his
little home, pay
off
the mortgage, and
with the proceeds go to
and live

Boothbay
quietly. He got as far as Portland and had a
new dory stolen from his vessel.
Arrived at
Gloucester he accidentally lost his right index
finger. He lifted the mortage, by selling his

house and had $233.50 left.
This money he
put in an envelope, and the envelope in an inside breast pocket. He set sail for
Boothbay
with his family in his vessel, and on
{Saturday
last, when off Cape Elizabeth, leaned over
the side of the vessel to pull in a rope. As he
leaned over the envelope fell from his
pocket
into the water, and as $1.50 of the
money was
in silver, it sank before his eyes.

Republican Meeting Ta-Night.

.1

W

vumiarou

«

GRAND

UUU-lLCUUy

dUU

gentleman.

He entered the army at the outbreak of the war as a private soldier, and
by
his courage and ability worked his
way to the
proud position of Brigadier General. He bears
upon his body the marks of wounds received
while fighting for his country,
having been
wounded in the breast, leg and head.
Mr.
Morrison is the leader of the Irish Republican

movement, and is said to be
forcible speaker.

TO-NIGHT
at

Lung

city will preside and make the opening speech.
Gen. O’Bieme, one of the speakers, is a
gallant

MORRISON,

NEW

OF

bake at

Chandler’s full band will furnish music, fand
there will be dancing during the afternoon.
The Gazelle and Express will take down the

Let every Republican attend the
meeting at
Hall tonight.
Wm. H. Looney of this

II.EINOIS, AN®

GENERAL

the

ated excitement at Pine Point, Sunday, and he
was taken to Old Orchard.
A temperance meeting will be held at the
Gospel Mission this evening. Good singing.
All are invited.

—w

OF

an

eloquent

and

The Gorham Rally.
The Republicans of Gorham have made arrangements for one of the grandest demonstrations of the campaign to come off tomorrow
evening. The Republican companies from

Portland, Saccarappa,

Standish and Buxton
will he present.
Hon. Julius C. Burrows of
Michigan and Hon. Thomas B. Reed of Portland will speak. The Portland companies will
leave the P. & R. depot at 7.15 p. m. and return after the meeting.
Fare for the round
trip has been placed at 20 cents, and tickets
may he had at the Republican headquarters.
Chandler’s band will furnish the music.
Isish Republican Club.
A number of young Irish Americans of this
city met last night and organized an -rtish
American Republican Club by the -«ction of
the following officers:

President—James P. M«rphy.
Vice President—Wt“- H- Dugan.
E.

Flannegan.
Secretary—Jam*1?
Executive Committee—Pete Jennings,

John

Murphy, PatrickiFlynn.
Tho club

numbers 30 men, and they
expect to increase the member-

now

confidently

ship to at least 75 before the state election.
The club propose to hire rooms and hold regular meetings.

Probably Drowned.
has yet been heard of Dr. Robert
Stanwood who went out rowing from Brunswick, Friday. Mr. Stanwood is a native of
Brunswick and a graduate of Bowdoin college. For some time past he has been en-

Nothing

gaged in teaching in Connecticut, and was
visiting relatives in Brunswick, and his intention was to return to that State, Friday.
His
friends are very anxious respecting him and
fear he may have perished.
The islands have
been visited, but no intelligence respecting lift
fate can be obtained.

-AT-

Lake

Maranacook'

Narrow Escape.
Sunday afternoon a family were coming in
town from the Ocean House in a hack, and a
little child two years old, was leaning against
one of the doors, when it flew open and out
yycuii iuc

at 1.30 P. M.

Friday, Sept. 3d,

SPEECHES BY

Col. Robert 0. Ingcrsoll
—AND—

A. Sheridan.

Cen.Ceo.
Special

trains will be

from

run

Portland,

BanBath

gor. Belfast, Dexter, ftkowhegan,
and ADguata at
reduced rates.
Due notice will be given of the running of the
trains.
Train arrangements will be announced
hereafter.

greatly

A GRAND MASS MEETiNG
Will be

Tuesday Afternoon, Ang.

31.

Addresses will he made by

SENATOR IIAMLVN
—

joined

tillery Company and received

a

Artillery.
Garfield Arunitorm, and who
the

company, please return
'lie uniform to Capt. J. H. B. Morrill, at his place of
cannot turn out with the
business

on

Exchange Street,

fill every uniform at

as

it is determined to

every turn-out of the

com-

pany.

The Temperance Mass Meeting.
Hon. Henry W. Blair, U. S. Senator from
New Hampshire, ex-Governors Anson P. Morrill, Sidney Perham, Nelson JJingley and other
distinguished speakers will be at Old Orchard
on Wednesday, Sept. 1st.
Let all true friends
of temperance rally and give that day to the
cause.
_

Gen. Weaver Not Bude.
Me. Editoe:—The following, which I find
in your account of General Weaver’s meeting
at Biddeford Saturday evening, does manifest
to that gentleman. I quote:
Weaver while in Boston was made aware to

injustice

rangement in regard to electors. Thi3 feeling he
showed pretty nearly all along the route after entering this State. The Greenbackers were not pleased
when they read the following in the Dailv Times of
this afternoon, and freely said that they did not pro|iose to run after a man who was not willing to lie
The Times said:
seen.

gentleman who came through

Garfield Artillery Attention.
Every member of the Garfield Artillery Company
requested to be at their headquarters, Ward
Room, Ward 3, in uniform, at 7.30 o’clock this evening.
J. H. B. MORRILL, Captain.
is

Garfield and Arthur Glee

Club

Attention.
Members arc hereby notified to meet at Army
and Navy Hal! this Tuesday Evening at 7.15, sharp,
in full uniform, to attend the Republican rally at
City Hall.

order,
1st Lieut. Com’dg.

H. F.

LIBBY, Clerk.
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

AUERLE’S

MINSTRELS.

This minstrel organization which will appear at City Hill Saturday night includes
Johnny Allen, Dave Reed, Bobby Newcomb,
The SpringBen Gilfoil, and Billy Bryant.
field Republican says:
Aberle’s minstrels had a good house at Music
Hall last night, and on the whole gave a very
good performance. The figure dancing by 12
men, and tlie playing on the bones were excellent, while the closing piece, a burlesque
on the current circus
doings was a capital takeoff, in some respects absurdly funny, and in
every way superior to the ordinary after-pieces
of minstrel troupes.
Tickets will be ready at Stockbridge’s tomorrow.

THE

CARY CONCERT.

The tickets for tlie Cary concert will be rsold
to-morrow morning, at !l
at Stockbridgo's,
o’clock.
__

Deering.
The Hon. XI. G. Horr of Michigan will
speak to the Republicans of Deering next
Thursday evening at Lewis Hall, Woodford’s
corner.

from Boston

on

sembled at North Berwick station for the purpose
of seeing their great leader. Gen. Weaver, much to
their astonislunent and disgust, refused to show
himself, and they were forced to go home without a
sight of the “big mau.”

large crowd of Greenback
ers assembled at North Berwick for the purpose of greeting their distinguished candidate
for the Presidency, but it is not true that General Weaver “refused to show himself.” He
had no knowledge that his presence on the
train was known to any one along the route,
and, of course, did not anticipate any such
demonstration, hence he was quietly engaged
in

Per order.

Per

sitiing

hysterics.

A

Attention Garfield
who has

iauy

nearest made a grasp and seized the child’s
clothes and pulled it in just as its head was
about to be crushed by the hind wheel of the
carriage. The mother fainted and went into

It is true that

man

me

icu

the train witli Gen. Weaver says that a large crowd
of Greenbackers from the rural districts were as-

II. L. PIPER, ESQ.,
Of Washington.

Will every

no

reception likely

held at

AND

uiiuu.

Borne extent of the
to await him in
case he were to speak out on the Southern question,
and he was not inclined to attempt to conciliate
men who were willing to make a three to four ar-

HUNT'S GROVE, WINDHAM,

—

As Fine an Illumination as was Ever Seen
In Portland.

the

City

ANOTHER RALLY.
JUDGE A. L.

on

PAtiTropaafinn

a

xiri+lt

friamla

in +

zx

feumrord

Pullman when the train reached North Berwick, the writer being of the number. The
coach in which the party w'are seated being in
front of the other coaches and next to the locomotive, was carried clear past the station
and the assembled people, and neither General
Weaver nor any of those accompanying him
saw or had any knowledge of the assemblage
till an instant previous to the departure of the
train. The undersigned, noticing several gentlemen on the platform hurriedly looking into
the windows of the coach divined that they
might he looking for General Weaver and
stepped to the platform of the coach just in
time to hear an employe on the train directing
the people outside to look in the rear coach for
General Weaver. I at once called them back
and quickly asked General Weaver to show
himself, whereupon he quickly stepped to the
platform and was greeted in a very confused
and hasty manner by the few ouly who could
reach him before the train started.
If there was blame anywhere it was with
those in charge of the train, who, knowing
where the General was, did not gratify the
people by pointing out his whereabouts. General Weaver expressed his regret yesterday
over the disappointment of
the people of
North Berwick. As you would not willingly
do General Weaver an injustice, I trust you
will publish this explanation of the annoying
incident at North Berwick.
Respectfully, &c..
R. M. Springer.

Pottland, Aug. 30th.

[Certainly

the Press has no

disposition

to do

injustice to Gen. Weaver, and therefore cheerfully publishes the above. The Press would
take this occasion to remind Col. Springer, and
through him Gen. Weaver, that there are
many Greenbackcrs in this State who would
like to knowr about the Alabama business,
whether Gen. Weaver did really charge the
Democrats of that State with a false count in
his Faneuil Hall speech or not. Gen. Weaver
neglected.to tell his friends about this matter at

Biddeford,hut undoubtedly lie will supply the
oversight at Portland tomorrow night. Lest
it might slip his mind we respectfully
request
Col. Springer to refresh his recollection.]

The first parade that has boen made,
the present campaign, in the eastern
the

city, by

the

during
part of

Republican battalion,

took

place last night and Munjoy is entitled to the
highest praise for the elegant illuminations
with which she received the procession.
Not
only were the houses lighted from top to bottom but in many instances the decorations
were most elaborate, hours
apparently having
been spent in preparing them.
It was the
opinion of many good judges, who have witnessed every illumination for the
past twenty
years, that a finer or more artistic display was
never witnessed in Portland. The
night was

all that could be desired, the moon
rising late
and enabling the illuminations to
on t
with startling distinctness in the darkness.
At 7.30 p.m. the battalion formed in front of
Lancaster Hall in the following order:
Portland Pioneers, GO men.
Col. McDonald and etalt'
Chandler’s Band, 25 pieces.
Drum Corps. 40 men.
Garfield Guards, 53 men.
Garfield and Arthur Glee Club, 74 men.
Garfield Artillery, 25 men.
The route of procession was then taken
up.
The steps of the public buildings along the
line of march were covered with people and
the battalion never looked better.

stand"

Surely

never were

greater opportunities afforded to

it to advantage. As it ascended
Munjoy
Hill it looked ltke a long line, of fire in the
distance, and when it had reached Fore street
it resembled a mammoth, glittering snake
see

coiling for a
crowned with

spring, while
houses, lighted

the

hill itself,
from dome to
cellar, appeared from the water like a fairy
scene.

On

reaching Engine House No. 2, that building was discovered handsomely decorated and
everything in readiness for the flag raisin g.
As soon as the procession arrived a fine
flag

thrown to the breeze amidst the ioud huzzalis of the great crowd that had assembled
and the music of Chandler’s Band.
Then the
line of march was resumbed around the corner
of St. Lawrence street to Mr. E.
Goding’s
house. The scene here almost defies
was

tion.

descriplight, flags

The street was ablaze with

and Chinese lanteyns, and, in some cases, colored tapers in the windows, adding their attractions to the brilliancy of gas.
noticeable were the residences

Especially

of

Rev.

Mr.

Hayden, George Gray, Mountfort, Sweat,
* lckett, the Codings,
George Trefethen and
R. S. Maxey. The latter residence in
particu-

lar

marvel of the decorator’s art.
The
boys cheered most heartily, and all along the
line fireworks were let off in great
profusion.
When the battalion reached Mr. E.
Coding’s
another elegant flag was raised, Chandler’s
Band played a choice selection and the Glee
was

a

Club sang with fine effect “In the
morning by
bright light” to campaign music.
On Fore street it would be impossible to im-

the

buautiful spectacle than that presented by the residences of Mr. Frank Cummings, H. P. Dewey and Capt. Dennison. Fes.
tooned and draped with colored lanterns and
bunting, with pyrotechnic lights of all calors
setting out the harbor and the islands with
startling distinctness, rockets adding their
graceful flight, the scene was such as the eye
could dwell on for hours without
tiring.
When Capt. Dennison’s and Mr.
Cummings’
were reached, the battalion, by the invitation
of these gentlemen, broke ranks and partook
of some excellent lemonade especially prepared
for them. The boys found the treat, after
their march, particularly grateful and they expressed their thanks in hearty cheers.
Atlantic street looked superbly and her £rew-rK8 were displayed without stint while the
residents seemed to have stri'"®1110 866 U they
could outdo their frier-*5 on the adjacent avenues. Alderman fiargent had laid himself out
agine

a

more

fact Mr.

Berry

Square. This route may be said to have partaken of the character of a triumphal procession.

Fireworks blazed on every hand, the
artillery fired salute after salute, the Glee
Club joined in their most stirring songs, and
cheer after cheer rent the air.
On Congress
street Alderman Taylor’s residence was so no-

everybody as

soon as

they

within sight of the house; the Messrs.
Floyd and Conway not only illuminated their
buildings but their floral decorations were simE
came

ply superb,
All

on

and Mr. John York’s, from its emthe hill, loomed up like a beacon.

along

the right hand side of Congress
street, from below tranklin, the houses were
streaming lorth lights of all colors. Just this
side of Locust street the house of Mr. G. H.
Merrill, formerly of the Press, and now of
Boston Journal, was decorated from top to
bottom with red, white and blue tapers in
every window.
In mentioning the illuminations were have
only mentioned thus far a few of the more
Below we give
prominent among the many.
a list of those on each street our
reporter was
able to collect.
Not only were they lighted
but many of them also adorned with colored

lanterns.

Several men who have been Greenbackers and Democrats also illuminated and
did all they could to add to the effectiveness
of the

display.
CONGRESS STREET.

Alderman Taylor, Messrs. Travor,
Sawyer,
Coffin, Mrs. Fern aid, Messrs. S. L. Carlton,
Floyd, Conway, Decelle, Green, Mrs. Hamlin,
Frank Hanson, Messrs. Mansfield, Freeman,
John York, Moses Sweetsir, G. H. Morrill,
Dr. True, J. S. Heald.
MOMUMENT

STREET.

Messrs. Hatch and Smith.
NORTH STREET.

John Cousins, Clias. Chase, Sir. Berry, E.
S. Field, Slarshal Bridges, H. H. Shaw. O. P.
Shepherd, Sloses Gould.
VESPER STREET.

Sir. Denham and John Shaw.
ST. LAWRENCE STREET.

Iiev- Mr-

Hayden, Geo. Gray, Messrs.
Mountfort, Sweat, Thorndike, G. H. Waite,
Coburn, Taylor, Kennedy,
C.
Goding,
Fickett, Capt. Davis, Geo. W. Beal, Geo.
Trefethen, E. S. Maxey, K. Goding, C. W T
Goding, Higgins, Capt. Wait, Marks.
FORE STREET.

J. J. Gerrisli, John Kandall, Mrs.
Munroe,
Ira Hamilton, Clinton Libby, John, St.
Clair,
Capt, W. E. Dennison,D. B. Ricker and Frank
Cummings, H. P Dewey, Capt. Hamilton,
Wm. Gray, Mr. Duffret.
MUNJOY STREET.

Daniel Bartlett.
ATLANTIC

STREET.

Messrs. Graham, Haskell, Sargent, Mrs.
Pettis, Messrs. Gatley, Mills, Mrs. Worcester,
Messrs. Woodside, Jack, Capt. Davis, Capt.
Poland, Rev. Mr. Ladd, Messrs. Sawyer, Stinson, J. S. York, G. W. York, Rev. Mr.Wright,
°
rpuT ...-.Li:,.
*
sir
v

1

!•

ir

uau^uuu,

Capt. White,

Alderman
gess, Mr. Lemont.

i'll.

Sargent,

V^UUU/V,

H. tf. Bur-

very large number of those who, for the
past two years have voted the Greenback
ticket, will this year go to the polls and deposi1
a Republican'ticket.
It is not so much those
who openly leave the party—although the
party cannot afford to lose many men like A.
T. Denison and E. H. Gove—as those who will
say nothing, but who will vote. Mr. Gove will
have a very considerable following, and Mr.
Denison is well and widely known as possessing great local influence; but men who vote,
and who talk the situation quietly over with
their neighbors, are the men who will be far
from unimportant factors in the sum total
election day.
Cap’n Chase is still another element of weakness.
There is not the slightest doubt but
that the Cap’n has given liberally in money—
when Fogg has been the man to be helped—and
when he could see that there was the prospect
of a “vindication” ahead; but while he has
given some money, he has placed a good deal
more of his time at the disposal of his
political
associates than they have felt themselves entitled to. It may, perhaps, be seen before the
campaign closes, how far the efforts of the
Can’n have resulted in making the steal and
the vindication” of fcarcelon and his Council
the issues of the campaign.
And, it will also
be seen that if he had been a little less industrious, the result might have been better for
his party.
Not even Andrew Johnson, it is
said, was a more careful saver of letters, dispatches and memoranda than Cap’n Chase,
and his note books and letter books have bellied immensely to make the state question the
one great issue of the campaign.
Another thing that is greatly troubling the
Fusionists is the Irish Republican movement.
The Argus is indeed trying to make believe
that there is no strength to the movement, just
as it has been trying to prove that Mr. Gove
was not a power in his party, and just as it will
endeavor to show that Mr. Denison is not a
man of influence, but when it is
found necessary to send a Democratic committee to Boston
to endeavor to get Fitzgerald and Collins to
speak in this state, in order to counteract the
influence of the Irish Republicans, all such
talk seems absurd.
The presence of Gen. Weaver in the State
is adding to the discomfort of the Fusionists.
He came here from Washingtonheraided as the
anti-Fusion leader.
He is himself in a most
uncomfortable position.
If he speaks for
he
will
Fusion,
damage himself with the people of other States, if he opposes Fusion he
Will disgust many here. In short, the
general
,s between the devil and the deep sea.,.11
S
has one hope left, and that is»speeches without saying ajv’*?;AU 7*5?®
,lves
01
the
things conbined go
afo attempting to run the
'usiou oampu’fiU anything but a joyous one,
1110
13th
of next month some orator,
and »f*“
...iy lie of “the rue, the cypress
and the
deadly night shade” speeches, who is now doservice
for
will
be
ing
able to say in an
Fogg,
appropriate funeral address that if they had
not any special hope in death, they had a
good deal of very much needed resignation.
that

CUMBERLAND

STREET.

W. H. Fassett,

E. A. Gray, Isaac Daniels,
Capt. Chandler, H. Billings. J. Liscomb, Mr.
Matthews. E. B. Knapp, Messrs. Fallara, Conley, Turner, Pennell and Littlefield.
FRANKLIN STREET.

C. J. Farrington, S. B. Kelsey, Howard
Chase, A. B. Holden, Milton Higgins. H 11
Sargent, W. H. Hall.
INDIA

Dr.

STREET.

Ordway, Capt. Nickerson,

G. H. Lord.

FEDERAS STREET.

C. H. Holland, W. C. G. Carney, J. N. Martin.
On the Promenade, while the Artillery were
about to fire a salute, a lad was discovered at-

tempting to set fire to the ammunition wagon
of this company. His pocket was filled with
matches. Officer Lawton conveyed the
young
scamp to the station.
The bands politely escorted the Glee Club to
their armory after the pars',de was dismissed.
The residents of the lower part of the city,
especially

Ward 1, can congratulate themselves
on their efforts last night.
Personal.
Gen. James B. Weaver of Iowa, the Greenback Presidential candidate, arrived
yesterday
and is at the Falmouth.
Hon. R. G. Horr of Michigan and Edward
Sherer, Turkish consul at Boston, were at the
Falmouth yesterday.
Prof. Moses Lyford of

the city.

Colby University

is in

language.

The italics are ours:

“A careful examination of that

j

[tho cut]

convinces us, and we think that we can convince others, that the Hebron town clerk intended to write ‘Henry G. Walker' in the return, although by careless penmanship the
middle initial was not fully completed and so
appeared something like a C.
Bearing in
mind the undisputed fact that the votes as deposited were plainly printed ‘Henry G. Walker,’ now turn to the fac simile. Leave out of
consideration the added broad stroke, mid we
have the name as it was written by the clerk:
The middle letter is not a C; to be that it should
commence on the line. It is not a <1; it lacks a
tail. It is true that, us it was left, it rcsentbled
a C more than a G, but on the whole
there ivas
much more reason for

calling

it the latter than

the former. ltisaperfect G so far as it goes,
that' it is only necessary to suppose that thi
penfailed to shnl the ink properly in milking
the tail, to make that letter as plain as the rest.
It will be seen that other letters have the same
defect, there being numerous gaps in the
curved strokes, and that just under and to the
left of the letter in (question, and
exactly where
the tail would have ended had it been formed,
is a dot, showing where the
pen stopped. This
indicates that the clerk did write a G, and that
his pen failed to mark a portion of the letter,
just as it failed to mark a part of the H. The
Governor and Council undoubtedly could have
properly taken this into consideration, in connection with the fact that the votes were all
printed G, and so tabulated the vote returned
as theydid. even if it had
been a legislative
return, and they had no right to correct any
errors.”
so

This

explanation ought

fentlemen

Green

to

your
sign mine.
You and I are about the same age—something more than 50 years. We were both educated in the Whig faith and acted as such as
long as the Whig party lived. When the Republican party was born we became part and
name or

parcel of it. Many a time have we exchanged
political ideas and opinions, many a pleasant
hour have we spent in discussions of Horace
Greeley before ho fell. In the campaigns of
’5G, ’GO and ’G4 it was our lot to work together
in the same municipality, and in those campaigns I am sure we did what we could to sethe triumph of Republican principles and
candidates. Since about the last mentioned
date we have been separated by the demands
of business, and haven't had any chance to
talk politics, i have kept on voting the Republican ticket, straight, ever since. Sometimes I have hesitated—when the candidate
was
personally distasteful to me, or when it
was in the power of the nominating conventions to nominate men for certain offices whom
I considered better for the place, but on the
whole I deemed it best to let the Republican
party decide it, and I could afford to abide by
the verdict. This used to be your view of the

cure

case.

Since then you have changed your action, as
I understand, sometimes not voting at all, and
sometimes voting the Greenback ticket. It is
on this point, that Jewish to say a few words.
In 1873 for somo years following there was
a great business depression, not only here in
the U. S. but all over the world. We were,
really, all the time in better circumstances
thanmanyparts of theold world, butwedid not
feel their ills—only our own. Trade, manufactures, commerce, everything was deranged
and thrown out of joint. Corporations failed
individuals faiied, crops failed. Money was
hard to get, and if we got any we didn’t know
what it was worth, or what to do with it.
In this great crisis, everybody in the U. S.
instinctively looked to Congress to devise some
trouble.
method of relief. But here was
All the different ideas that honest men and
dishonest men could conceive were presented
and urged. Wo were in a new place and the
wisest men we had in Congress or put were in
doubt.
There was a very general belief that our
Government, owing the immense debt that it
did might put its promises to pay that debt into such shape as to furnish the circulating
medium for the people, and by making these
promises non-interest bearing thus relieve
the people from a great bnrden of interest
money.
After considering all these ideas, from the
most conservative hard money notions to the
wildest schemes of inflation and irredemability, Congress at last settled that on the 1st of
January 187!) specie payments should be resumed. This gave a slight relief to the country, but it was only slight, for so many declared, and same believed that this was im-,
possible, that there was great doubt and hesitancy about resuming business.
But as the time grew near, the matter
seemed to look easier, and before January 1st
came round resumption had practically come.
I know that we are told that it is only partial
and transient, but it is practical, nevertheless. The United States Bank notes are so
easily converted into coin that Inobody is incommoded in the transaction of business
Resumption settled, confidence restored, the
pent up money began to seek an outlet. Manufactories, workshops, trade of all kinds started
up and kept up. We are told that the great
crops of the country contributed more than all
else to the success of resumption. Very well;
I don’t think any very discouraging augury
cati be discovered in that.
Now I think that all that was good in any of
the Greenbaoker’s ideas was dead when resumption took place; that settled it. For
about two years all that has been said about
r.q

is unst.

in nr

t Am

me
is that a man like
you should continue to act with the Fusiouists.
I know that you are in an unnatural and uncomfortable alliance. I know that you are
acting, politically, with men forj whom you
can have no respect or esteem, while men for
whom you entertain the most respect are acting with the Republican party. I know you
well enough to be sure that you understand
the State steal of last year, and that you cannot have any sympathy with it.
I am sure
you cannot have any great anxiety to aid in
electing Gen. Anderson to Congress. He isn’t
your kind of man at all. Reed is; why not
vote for him'* I don’t see how you can be very
zealous for the election of Gen. Flaisted. I
am sure that every nerve and fibre in your
system thrills with fire when you read of the
recent splendid success of the Democrats in
Alabama—60,000 majority. You know very
well that if all the legal voters in Alabama
dared to vote, the Republican majority would
bo more than half that.
A vote for Plaisted in September will be
counted everywhere as a vote for that kind of
Democracy in November.
It seems to me that you can’t throw that
kind of vote. Gen. Weaver has just been in
Alabama and is coming to Maine. Ho can, if
he will, substantiate tho truth of the deviltry
in Alabama—at any rate he has done so since
he left there.
Gen. AVade Hampton, very unguardedly, at
Staunton, Virginia, in his earnest effort to
heal the breach in the Democratic
party in
Virginia, let the cat out of the bag. He puts
it that this is the same old fight, and that the
principles at stake now are identical with
those for which Lee and Stonewall Jackson
fought. This is true, only he let it slip out,
and now it is troubling the Northern wing of
the party.
I know you will pardon me in saying the
above to you. I cannot believe you will longer act with a party with which you have so

little in

common.

Repcbucan.

to

place the Opinion

the head of the list of fuunv papers.
It
will make everybody laugh but the Tabulatat

distinguished individuals will
like to be accused of tabulating a letter as a G because it looked like C, or of
supposing for the purpose of counting in a candidate that a pen failod to shed ink at a critical
Those

ors.

hardly

Important sale
-OF-

AUGUSTA MEETINGS.

BATES COLLEGE.

A New Speaker on the Stump.

How the College Boys Rally for Garfield
and Arthur.

State, opens to-day with the prospects of

Representatives

and President of the Garfield

Arthur Club, and Mr. J. E. Risley ad.
dressed us the other evening atMeonian Hall.
and
Mr.

Risley created more

enthusiasm than any

speaker we have yet had in the campaign.
His sharp, original points and inimitable illustrations were immensely applauded. Speaking of Mr. Nye’s mongrel so-called temperance
move, he said as to brains the temperance people of this State with the brains to secure and
sustain a law which is the admiration of thousands outside the State, will not blacken the
Republican party, to whose influence that law
owes its success, just to please a handful of
men who were never accused of having any

brains, and especially to please one man, who
shall be nameless, but who does not happen to
be Ngc enough to the Republican party
to hold an office. Of the State steal, lje said,
purify your State, pour in your votes as a disluieciani, iu restore its ouor ol original iresnness and the glory of its former record. If
ever an issue appealed directly to the conscience, if ever a feeling of delicacy and honor
should influence a vote for the redemption of
a State this is the issue and this is the election
and this is the State. He closed an eloquent
eulogy of Garfield as follows:—This republic
in all its vastness and glory, in all the magnitude of its powers, in all its unrivalled possibilities will have a head massive and grand as
itself, its stupendous energies will be led by a
force greater than its own through every emergency, safely by every crisis. The soul of the
nation will have an inspiration in its President.
Senator Hamlin at Kittery.
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin addressed

a

largo

and appreciative audienc o in Kittery on Saturday evening. He spoke for an hour and a half
with his usual vigor, and it was hard to realize
that he had passed the allotted age of >—“
^-aL discussed
(three score and ten years). Hnational issues, slio'^:'& conclusively that to
party the country is indebted
the Republpresent prosperity. He then reviewed
the doings of the Democratic party
during the
war, and their vacillating course since the
close of the war, if by any means they

might
giving

get control of the Government.

After
Gen. Hancock full credit for his services during the war, and heartily approving the way in
which his “musket was a-pintin” then, he as

heartily disapproved the way in which his
“musket was a-pintin to-day.” He very clearly and convincingly set forth the reasons why
we should not vote for Gen.
Hancock, and
why

should vote for Gen. James A. GarThe Hon. Senator then took up State
matters, and iu a most scathing manner reviewed the doings of Gov. Garcelon and his
Tabulators in doctoring the returns last fall,
urged the importance of rebuking the attempted steal by an old fashioned
majority on the
13th of September. The meeting closed with
cheers
for
the
rousing
Senator, Gov. Davis and
our next President, James A. Garfield.
Amoukell.
we

field.

In bill/ JLilllt? OI

JL»Uty.

Steep Falls, Aug. 30,1880
Me. Editoe;—Our little village in its history
has never seen such a large and enthusiastic
political demonstration as that of last Friday
evening, on the occasion of being addressed by
the Hon. R. G. Horr and Geo. M. Seiders, Esq.
The announcement of the meeting was only
ordinarily given, and it was a complete sur

prise, both in numbers and interest

as shown.
village
generally illuminated and the
speakers were escorted to a large canopy where
the meeting was held, by a battalion of Wide
Awakes from Staudish, Baldwin and the village proper, headed by the Steep Falls Band,

The

was

gratuitously

furnished the music. The
meeting was called to order by E. R. Wingate,
Esq., member of the Town Committee, who
nominated E. F. Sawder, Esq., as chairman,
who

presided

who

meeting with

very acceptably. Opening the
a few remarks, he introduced

kjcmoia,

uw.

ikaij.,

vcijr cuoctuituy

nuu

showed up the late attempted State steal to the
dissatis'action of the Fusionists present. Mr.
Seiders was followed by the Hon. R. G. Horr,
who dealt telling blows to the opposition by
showing up the past history of the Democratic
party and its profession at the present time.
Take it in all we feel confident that this district
will not be derelict in duty, and will send a
Republican to represent us at our next Legis*
lature.
Is It Maranacook or Maranocook?
Dr. W. B. Lapham, agricultural editor of
the Maine Farmer, has made a careful investigation of the derivation and orthography of
that lake in Winthrop over which there has

The Bates students met en masse
Friday
night and organized a Garfield and Arthur
Club. The following officers were olected:
President—II. E. Foss, ’81.
Vice President—W. H. Coggswell, ’82.
Secretary and Treasurer—E. 13. Rowell, '81.
Executive Committee—C. S. Cook, '81; W.
S. Hoyt, ’82; J. L Reade, '88;
Hackett,
’SI.
It was voted to organize a company of cadets
to be officered by Oscar Davis, ’81, Captain;
W. \ Twadle, ’82, First, and V. E.

Perham,

’83, Second Lieutenant.
The students are very enthusiastic for the
ticket that is going to win in th% State in September, and in the nation in November. Active measures are being taken to havo a llag

raising and procession sometime during the
coming week, for which able and eloquent
speakers will be secured.
Methodist District Campmeeting.
Martha’s Grove, Aug. 28.
The chilliness passed away’ J with the appear
ance of this morning’s sun, and those
tenting
under the maples now know the pleasure of
praising God on a perfect August day in one
of his most beautiful

temples.

The several

meetings today were largely attended, many seeking and finding Christ,
while a largo number are becoming deeply in-

terested in the subject of personal salvation.
The Rev. Mr. Bartlett of Cornish, who

preached

10

took for his text “If 1 may
but touch the hem of His garment I know I
shall be healed.”
His discourse was an earnest and thoughtful production, calculated to
arrest and hold the attention of the hearer.
At 2 o’clock the R«’ A. S. Ladd of Portland deliver*"-1 a practical and well prepared
sermon from Amos
4:12—“Prepare to meet
thy God.”
At the close of the discourse several ministers

at

The

spoke briefly

being

thirty

minutes spoko on State issues. Hon. R.
G.Horrwas then introduced, and for two
hours “chatted” with the immense audience
on the political
issues of the day. It was one
of the most simple, forcible and telling arguments in favor of Republicanism that has ever
been heard in this vicinity. He speaks again
in this town Friday of this week, aud will receive a cordial welcome from all who heard
him this evening and hundreds of others.
The Bridgton Cadet Band furnished good
music. After the meeting there was a torchlight parade, ending with a seranade to the
*

speakers.

Judge

Morrison and Gen. O’Bierne at
Lewiston.
A large and enthusiastic meeting was held

at

City Hall, Lewiston, Saturday night. The
speakers of the evening were Wm. H. Looney
of this city, Hon. A. L. Morrison of Illinois,
and

Gen. O’Bierue of New York.

McGillicuddy,

the

most

Patrick

prominent

American of Lewiston, presided, and

a

Irish

large

number of Irish Americans occupied seats upon the
platform. The largo hall was filled by
an
appreciative audience which applauded enthusiastically the sentiments of the speakers.
Mr. McGillicuddy has heretofore been a tower
of strongth in the
and he has a

large following who

Democracy,

will vote the Republican
The Democracy are in a bad

ticket this fall.
condition in Lewiston.
r

ely

upon

a

Tho.y

solid Irish vote.

Americans will vote the
there this fall.

can

Over

longer
100 Irish
no

Republican ticket

SEPTEMBER 1, 2,

only change

in the board of instruction is
in the position of instructor of Mathematics
Natural Science, to which tho executive committee have wisely appointed Charles L Nickerson, A. B. of Saco, a Bowdoin gradunte in
the class of 77.

At our Art

The Rev. C. W. Barber cf
stand at 7 p. m.

Gray spoke

at the

THE SUNDAY SERVICES.

Martha’s Grove, Aug. 30.
Sunday is with us, usually the great day;
yesterday morning despite the rain the night
before and the threatening
clouds, people began to iloek in from this and
surrounding
towns.

The exercises commenced at 8
love feast in which some 200

with a
took part.

a. m.

testified who had been in the
way 30, 40,
and some even 30 years, that
they had fonnd
it a goodway in which to walk.
Daring the morning meeting a large number
of people arrived and at the
preaching service
the seats were full and
many standing outside
the line of seats. The
meeting was opened by
singing hymn 033, followed by a fervent prayer
by Rev. Mr. Waterhouse.
Rev. Mr. Lindsey of Gardiner,
preached
ashamed of Me, of him shall the son of man be
ashamed when lie shall come|iii his
glory.’.
.1 ust after this service the ram
began to fall
and many left the ground.
Meetings were held ut 2 and 0 p. m. iu several of the large tents.
But few were left on
tho ground for the evening
meeting and these
gathered iu the Chestnut street tent and Cornish chapel for social meotings.
The six days of meeting came to an end toThe speaking has been uniformly good,
the social meotings excellent and the attendance on the whole a little smaller than on
former occasions. The absence of any disturbing element in the audiences is marked with
No noise or trouble lias been atpleasure.
tempted except at the beginning, when a man
was arrested
for
selling strong drink. The
success of the meeting in a spiritual
way has
been oven more than expected, and much
credit is due to presiding older Jaques.
At 8 o’clock tnis morning a social service,
the last of the series, was held at the stand,
followed by the usual hand-shaking and farewells. All soem satisfied at the result of the
week’s work and feel that much good lias re-

day.

At the business
it

meeting of

Sale embraces a
rjllIIS
X ii g8 by eminent

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

this collection
and 31.

choice collection of PaintEuropean, Boston, New York
and Philadelphia artists, and nearly all were
painted the past season from sketches taken from Nature.
Many were collected by Mr. Johnson Turing his recent trip abroad ami never have been exhibited in
this country.

particularly request

SPECIAL

dm

sell the entire Machinery, Stock
ShurtletPs Shoe Factory, So. 135
Middle Street, Portlaud, Me., consisting in part of
Engine and Boiler, Shafting and Pulleys, Die Machines, Cable Wire Machines. Taeker; 36 inch
Stowe Splitter, Star upper leather
Splitter, Buz/.ell’s improved edge trimmer and Setter. Heel finishing machine, Stripper, Trill*Skiver, Heel rounding and other desirable Machinery used in the manufacture of tine Boots and Shoes.
Entire tit out of
Lasts, Dies, Patterns, Trees, &c. Also Store Fixtures, Counters, Scales, Desks, &c., Ac.
This sale
offers extra inducements to manufacturers in need
of First-class
Machinery, as .Mr Shurtleil' is retiring

Only.

Desirous of closing out many broken
lots before putting in a full stock of
FALL GOODS, I shall olfer my customers and the trade generally, the following inducements:

from business on account of his health and bis
tire stock will be sold without reserve.*
B RAIliEY Ar CO., Auctioneer*,

augl’l

a

Sunday

Christian
Temperance
at Old Orchard.
This series of meetings, which closes to-day
noon, has not been so fully attended as similar

we

a

stock of Groceries and Fancy Goods,
Sugar,
< HI, Teas, Tobacco and
Cigars, Coffee ami Spices,
Tails, Tubs, Brooms Canned Goods, Toilet and Fancy Soaps, Starch.
Ac., Ac. Also a large
assortment of Fancy Goods. Platform and Counter
Scales, Cans, Show Case, Measures. Ac., Ac.
P. O. BAII.KY A CO., A ■■ctioncrrM.
au2»
«
,lt,l

Blacking,

$1 pair
45c pair
87c

“42c
75c

121/ac

pr

F.

the past years, owing to the
lateness of the season and the fact that three

ing to announcement.
Arrangements are being made Cor a grand
mass meeting on the grounds tomorrow.
Senator Blair of New Hampshire will bo present
nere win ue an excursion

lo too

grounds from stations on tlie P. & It. railroad.
Only half-fare will be charged on the P. &. O.
railroad and B. & M. railroad using campmeeting tickets. There will be reduced rates
on Maine Central railroad.

AliTIONEEUN,

38c

“20c

,

ALSO—

Plum

Street, Portland

Me.

BiiUoiim, I" r in go*,
Oimpa, Ijuccm, Jewelry,
WorMtedM, CauvaN, Ruthing,
IIundkerehiefM, dr., Ac.,

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. .M.

Cheap! Cheaper! CM!

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Agvul.foi tlx- OlrbrnK <1 I'onctr.l flarnru

F. «. BAILEY & CO.,
Sati-M-eota

IS Kuhauge Hi.

P. 0. BAILBV.

Now is the Time to Save

W. E.
455

Money,

PLUMMER,

Congress Street,
BLOCK.

pLAPP’S

New Music Books!
The Anthem

tains music

Friday evening, Aug. 27,1880.
following preamble and resolution were
adopted at a regular meeting of tho Lodge of
Good Templars in this place, and ordered to
be published:
The

Whereas, There has been a move made to
organize a separate and independent political
party, having for its object the better enforce-

prohibition

laws, and

Whereas, It also appears that the real object of said movement is not so much temperance as personal and political spite, thus dividing the temperance strength into factions and
greatly weakening its influence, therefore
Resolved, that we, as a temperance organization, do most emphatically disapprove of
such a move, as damaging to the temperance
cause, and encouraging licence, intemperance
and all the evils attending them.
Anti-Fusion Greonbackers.
Messrs. J. F. Hilton, H. W. Ramsdell,

Watson, and J. S. Field, publish

in

II.

Chase's
Enquirer a call for an anti-fusion Greenback
convention at Ripley, Sept. 1st, to nominato a
straight Greenback ticket for Somerset county.
In their appeal these gentlemen say that the
Greenbackers of Somerset have been sold out
to the Democrats, and that hard
money Democrats have been put on the fusion
county
ticket for them to vote for.

W.

AM

M

REPUB
LICANS

Harp.

perfectly

within the reach of

destined to have

is

o.

Furniture and General Mercian
Kegular
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m
solicited.
Consignments
oc3dt
sale ol

1*1.25.) ny Dn. w.
Perkins. (Just Out.)
A new book intended as a successor for “Perkins’
Antllem Book,” published some years since and
which was a decided success.
The new book conO.

DEMOC
RATS

common

great sale.

a

DlTSON & CO. also call attention to their three
books*for SINGING CLASSES; recently
published,
already very popular, and worthy of universal

adoption:

The Temple

($1.00.) By Dr.

The Voice of

Worship.

Perkins

W. O.

and all other

Outlit,^

parties, can timl a eompleto Campaign
consisting of 1'apM, Capew. ISaltlrio*

lieggingh,

Emerson.

Johnson's

Method

<*1.00.1 By

for

CltiMMc*.

1.. o.

Singing

(00 cents.) By A. N. Johnson.
The Teuipie contains an excellent Singing
School Course, and a large number of Glees. Songs,
Sacred Tunes and Anthems for practice, and for
use in classes.
L. O. Emerson’s Voice of Wor.
Mb ip lias exactly the same end in view as the other,
but has a different method, and entirely different

music. JoIiiimoii’n .Tic I hod is for
wish a low-priced book; is admirably
clear, has plenty of music and has
course in Note Beading.

%3BT~Any

book mailed for retail

those

who

simple ami
thorough

a

price.

shape

Belta nutl

1’•*!■»««»t,

quality, by applying to

or

COE
THE
HATTER
where

OLIVER DlTSON & CO., Boston.

au31

samples

can

be

seen

TT&S&wtf

COE

SCHOOL BOOKS.
Largest stock and lowest prices.

is bound to reduce bis large stock of Straw IJats and
will sell all kinds at cost for a few dajs.

NEW at BOTTOM PRICES.
2d. HANDat 1-2 PRICE.
We have a very nice
IS AO for 15 cents.

S. H.
too
X. B.

SCHOOL

COLESWORTHY, Jr.,
EXCHANGE

COE
Has the largest assortment of Hammocks,
Carriage Robes, Fly Nettings, Trunks,
Travelling Hags, Ac., and will seU them
20 per cent less than others are selling.

STREET.

COLBY will be at my store for

one

au31

week.

dlw

COE,
LORING, SHORT k HARMON
Would inform the Public
that

they

prepared to

are

exchange

New Arithmetics

and Grammars for the old

hooks, at Exchange Rates.
Also have the
at

same

BfATTER,

THE
197

Tliddie

Street.

PORTLAND, ME.

jy24

eodti

GREAT SALE

for sale

-OF-

Introductory Prices.

LORING, SHORT k HARMON.
*

au31

—

|<l3t

REWARD.
Sunday, Aug. 29, at Old Orchard or
LUST
therefrom, a small enameled, gold facod

FOR-

DAYS.

20

on

watch. Liberal reward if returned to
57 Wilmot St.

WM. SHEAL,
au31 d3t*

CAUTION.
caution all

T

hereby
people against
II>0 trusting
my wife Bell Lobdell,
or

harboring

on

my

ac-

count, as she has left my bed and board without any
just cause. I shall not pay any bills of her contractE. LOBDELL,
ing after this date.
au31dlw
Deering, Maine, Aug. 30th, 1880.
«V IIIIIL'U.

A

WOMAN

BOX

country

02, Gray,

general house work in the
farm, 5 in the family. Address

to do

on a

Mo.

tie shall ofTer our enlire line of
lirsl-clnss furnishings at CON r,
FOR
TIIE
NEXT
TWENTY
DAYS, in order to reduce our
:md
to
clean
stock,
up all odds
and ends, prior to receiving our
fall goods. WE OFFER
OF
TIIE
GREATEST
GAINS EVER SHOWN.

HILL &

HI. €. HI. A.
STATED Meoting of the Maine Charitable
Mechanic Association will be held in the Library Boom, Mechanics Building, on THURSDAY
EVENING. September 2d., at 7.30 o’clock.
ar.31dtd
It. B. SWIFT, Secretary.

A

Under Preble House.

Wanted.
HOUSEKEEPER. Enquire at
POTTERY on Brattle Street.
References required.
au31 dtf

AliUOD

BEAUTIFUL

ASSORTitIE\T

Kovel Designs in Bir ilitlay Cards.

ART STORE 8 ELM STREET.

P.

Cyrus

Fine Picture Frames

eodtf

Wm.

Girl to do general housework.
Call at 17
iA. DBERING STR'EET from 0 to 10 o’clock a.
in. and from 7 t" '•> p. m.
ftoSl dlw

of

BAR-

CO.,

au28

4

A

SOME

au31dtf

Wanted.
Denunciation of Mr. Nye’s Party.
Hall of Crystal Lake Lodge, 1
No. 142, I. O. O. F..

of tho

BAILEY & €0.,

0.

5c pair
38c pair

...

meetings during

ment

Auction

at

Wednesday, Sept. 1, at 2 o’clk p. m.,
shall
ONsell
at salesroom 18 Exchange St„
large and
fresh

session.

Meeting

More

en-

t

Groceries aud Fancy Goods

Eureka 100 ytl. Spool Silk,.Only 8c spool
Eureka 10
2c
Twist,.
A ery Best Dress Braid,.
Uc stick
Good Dress Braid,
4c
Best Quality $1 Kid Gloves,
75c pair
(Blacks, (>peras and Street Shades )
...

0., Auctioneers.

and l lxturcs of

FOR

Garibaldi.Kid Gloves,.
Extra Quality 3 button Kid Gloves
Best $1 Corsets,...
Best 50c Corsets.
I)r. Warner’s Flexible Hip Corsets....
Ladies’ Unbleached Hose,
(Extra Long and Finished Seams.)
100 Pairs Ladies’ Lisle Thread Gloves,
Ladies’ 50c Fancy Hosiery,.
Children's 50c and 02c Fancy Hosiery,
Children’s 95c Fancy Hosiery,.I

examination of

liiiltoi'laiil Auction Mule of SliurtIcfl's Shoe Factory, Machinery,
Stock, Fixtures, Ac., by Auction.
THURSDAY,
Sept. 2d, at 10 o'clock A. M.,
ON wo
shall

BARGAINS
10 Days

an

Monday aud Tuesday, August 30

aulS

National

-i

on

F. 0. BAILEY &

tho Association

was ordered that the
temperance meeting
begin Wednesday instead of Monday next, tbe
fall session, and close Saturday night..
The
district meeting to be held the following week,

speiuc.

Gallery,

Buxton.

THE SERVICES YESTERDAY.

aim

4,

1-1 %. ,tj. and :{ p. Tl.

AI SO

Republicans of Buxton met in caucus
Saturday and nominated Samuel Hanson as
tbeir.candidatc to represent this district in the
next Legislature.

choirs, and

people

Many

The

:i &

‘45 &• 37 Exclian-c Street,

The

and the choir sang several

so

able to talk in the open air, the meeting was held in the Town hall, and notwithstanding the intense heat an audience of over
800 remained till the close. A. F. Richardson,
Principal of our High school, presided. The
first speaker was G. M. Seiders, Esip, who for
not

On Wednesday. Thursday. Friday & Saturday,

appropriate hymns.

will thus avoid

AUCTION.

JSY

suc-

a. m.

religious gatherings have preceded it upon
much controversy.
The following is
these ground this year.
The addresses have
the result of his enquiry:
been pronounced excellent by those who had
There does not seem to he any good authority
the pleasure of listening and the programme
for the present orthography of “Maranacook”
to the North Winthrop
as applied
pond. roffects much credit upon the persons in
Colonel Litligow aud Jabez Bradbury, both
charge. The attendance yesterday was small
old residents on the Kennebec, testified before
as usual on Monday.
a court in Boston, the former in 1762 and the
A^Snference of workers was held in the
latter in 1763 that the Indian name of this
pond was “Maroonocook,” aud Captain Joseph Biddeford House in the forenoon in charge of
Bane of York, who was eight years a captive
Mrs. Mary H. Hunt of Boston.
Several disamong the Indians, gives the same orthogratinguished ladies offered remarks at this meetThe
William
late
Willis of Portland
phy.
who had given much attention to the language
ing which was very profitable to all present.
of the Abenaqui Indians, in his list of Indian
In the afternoon a fair audience assembled
works spells it “Maranocook.”
Now we canin the grovo for tho address.
Rev. D. W. Lenot state which one of these two spellings is
Laclieur began the meeting by reading the
correct, but we feel quite sure that “Marana-"
cook” is wrong. As this is to become a fascriptures, and was followed by j.rayer by C.
mous resort, we suggest that the truo Indian
B. Pitblado.
name should be applied, or if this cannot bo
Rev. S. S. Wood, D. I)., of Boston, deascertained beyond a reasonable doubt, then
livered a very able speech upon “The Governthe orthography sustained by the preponderance of testimony should be
used.
In our
mental and Individual Responsibility for the
judgment the evidence of such men as Col.
Liquor Traffic.” The Doctor presented staLithgow, Jabez Bradbury and Capt. Baue, all
tistics. comparing the working of the license
of whom were acquainted with the Indians
and prohibitory law in Massachusetts, which
and more or less familiar with their language,
showed the advantage of prohibition over liis entitled to great weight.
cense
He took a position on the political
phase of the temperance question, which
Rally at Bridgton.
seems hardly advisable at present
to most of
the leading temperance men.
Bbidoton, Aug. 28, 1880.
In tbe evening an address was given by Rev.
The Republicans of this place had another
D. W. LeLacheur of Biddeford upon the subgrand rally this evening for the purpose of lis- ject: “The Maine Law: Is It a Failure?”
Tlrs forenoon Hon. Joshua Nyo and Rev.
tening to the well known and famous ConC. B. Pitblado will address the people accordThe speakers
gressman Ilorr of Michigan.
been

a

cessful year. The faithful and efficient services of Rev. A. W. Burr, Principal, and Miss
M. E. Wildor, Preceptress, will bo retained to
the thorough satisfaction of all concerned.

Augusta, Aug. 30,1880.
Hon. J. E. Risley, of New York,will be here
on the stump until our State election.
Hon.
Geo. W. Weeks, Speaker of the House of

ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS

Hallowell Classical Academy.
The Fail term of this Bowdoin preparatory
school, one of the best fitting schools in the

moment.

a

Now, wliat bothers

Messrs. Charlton and Smith.

anxious to say
Hebron; it has only been waiting until it had
the cut. It wants to give the Opinion’s explanation of how the Council counted a plain
“C” a “G.” Here it is in the Opinion’s own

saying last evening, anyone may go, even
the New Era-Leader.
There is hardly a
Greenbacker but that will say, if an honest
opinion can be got from him, that he believes

th a Or a An hank a

BECKETT STREET.

j

The Press has been vory

as

As there is to be nothing personal in this
letter except my unchanged personal
regard
for you, I do not deem it necessary to call

rill, Melbourne, North, Cumberland, Franklin, Congress, India, Franklin and Federal
streets, back to the headquarters in Market

return forgery, but since we have done so
it does not seem anxious to continue the discussion of the case. It has not said “Hebron”
since our last issue.—Rockland Opinion.
ron

Merchants’ Exchange, occupying rooms that
are connected by a door, as well as having
soparato entrances, and while Mr. Berry and
his brother Greenbackers sit in one room and
talk over matters, Col. Lyman and his crowd
are in tho other, tho aged Democratic leader

magnificent appearance with those of Messrs.
Thomas and A. W. Laughlin and Councillor
R. K. Gatley. At the corner of Atlantic and
Wilson streets a third handsome flag was
raised amidst renewed shouts and a most inspiriting air by the band.
After the third flag was raised the route was
taken up through Atlantic, Congress, Mer-

Tho Portland Press was
very anxious for the
Opinion to publish the fac simile cf tho Heb-

to be

making frequent calls to the adjoining room
to give his young Greenback brother the boneThe great trouble is, hotvlit of his advice.
evor, tho lack of confidence, not only between
Democrat and Greenbacker, but even more
generally between members of the Greenback
party. The fact that first Mr. Gove and then
Mr. Denison loft the Fusion crowd, has quite
naturally raised the question of “who next?”
a
question that almost every Greenbacker
seems ready to ask, but a question that no one
cares to answer, for, as Col. Lyman is reported

AUCTION SALES.

and said to be a racer.
Slie was built last
spring. Tho race will take place at 1 p. m.

the member of the
committee from all the counties, and is running the campaign pretty much to suit himself. The two shows are now. at last, exhibiting under one roof, being established at the
seems

To My Old Friends, Republican
backers.

inence

Ofa£Jt,

Hon. E. H. Gove in gong over to the Republican party, took from tfce Greenback section of
the combination its head, and Mr. S. A. Berry
of Deering, the Secretary of the Greenback
stato committee, is acting at present not only
as chairman also, and in
as Secretary, but

and his house was worthy of the effort.
The
residence of Hon. H. H. Burgess presented a

ticeable as to attract

Yacht Race.

Wednesday there will be a contest for
tho cup belonging to the second class yachts of
the Portland Yacht Club, between the
Mary,
Capt. Bean, which now holds it, and the E.
W. Hill of Yarmouth, Capt. Richardson. The
latter is a new yacht, of twenty tons burden,
On

The Fusionists are feeling very much discouraged and demoralized. The aotion of tho

transacted was to
Wiswell to the Insane

Asylum.

J

LAST

NIGHT.

was

Two large yachts from the westward arrived
in the harbor yesterday.
A man suffering from delirium tremens cre-

Wear. Silk Handkerchiefs, Fancy
and Gloves at cost. Hill & Co., un-

Cos-

Why They Feel Despondent.

DEMONSTRATION

SUPERB

The

train from Boston.
It is thought the loss by the accident
Grand Trunk will not exceed $30,000.

C. K. Hawes,
au31d2t

der Preble House.

THE FUSIONISTS.

noon

Wanted.

by

A

Mayor

A locomotive on the Boston & Maine blew

Books—S. H. Colesworthy, Jr.
Reword—Wm. Sheal.
Caution—E. Lobdell.

Drums made and repaired
177 Middle street, Portland.

send William Morse

out a

School

Woman Wanted.
Stated Meeting—M. C. M. A.
New Music Books—Oliver Ditson &
Special Bargains—W. E Plummer.
Loring, Short & Harmon.

MUNJOY.

northeast then east.
A special meeting of the Board of
and Aldermen was held yesterday noon.

only business which

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES:
W. K. Hawes—1.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Removal—Rines Bros.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT'S.
Girl Wanted.
Housekeeper

Brief Jottings.
Cold northeast winds yesterday.
Mercury
56° at sunrise, 70° at noon, G4° at sunset; wind

Davis,
a

aulO

IIS

Hennessy & Co.,
CENTER

STREET,

Would call the attention of all using the
above goods to the fact that they are making CUSTOM H ARN ESSES, in the latest
styles, and from the best of material.
On Riding Saddle Outfits, we shall
offer special inducements, and when you
want a good Hi»RSE> COLLAR at a low
price, buy our WOOL STAGE COLLAR.
Trade solicited, satisfaction guaranteed.
cod3m
ang3

GREAT

BARGAINS

Specialty.
eodtf

_

CADIZ AND LIVERPOOL SALT ROLL
For

For

Fishing purposes, In bond

sale by

or

duty paid, for

EMERY & FURBISH
Head Union Wharf.
S. T. TAYLOR S SYSTEM
OP

BKJ2SN IIA KING !
Children’s work

a

we

FROM $38.00
only

will

sell Roll Top Detks

UPWARDS.

a few to sell at
We have
have also a full stock of Office
and show ('««•».
Call at our new rooms,

18

Exchange

these prices. We
t>e«k», Table*

Street.

F. 0. BAILEY A CO.
.nr

mils

specialty. Prices very low.
ISrowuN Block) Corner ( on.
a

Ko«in No. 0
grew* nail Brown Ntreetn.
iK«. A. LOKING.
iiS. A. IttORT
apSldtl

DESKS.

TOP

short time only

BOARD.
genilon*en

can

And

Monument St.,
TWO
ly,
Lawrence St.
on

board In a private famisecond door from St.
auSSdlyr*

•>.

♦

Wit and Wisdom.

BATH LOCALS.

tfOETRY.

MEDICAL.

Overboard—Bets—Personal-Excursions—

Longing.

Court News

Deal lady:

“What’s his name?”
Deaf lady:
me, what a name! 'Bustliis Biler?’
you must be making fun of me.”

lady:

Building'—Drouth-Dead

Horse.
_

BY JAMES RL'ssELL LOWELL.

Betting

Of all the myriad moods of mind,
Which

through
one

a>

*

Tile

the soul cum: thronging,
e’er so good, so kind,

CANADA.

Eliza,

A SURE

Nervous, sleepless and overworked find
and nourishment in Malt Bitters.

Ex-Gov. Dingley and Gen. Sheridan of Lou-

Great drouth in the suburbs.
Mr. L. P. Blair left for Boston to-night
where he re-enters Bryant & Stratton s busi-

is God's fresh heavenward will
With our poor earthly striving:
We quench it, that we may be still
Content with
Jiving,
But would we learn that heapt’s full scope
Which we are hourly wronging.
Our lives must climb from ope to hope
And realize our longing.

college.
Dr. Stephens is in towD.
Mr. F. T. Simpson will take Miss Cushing’s
place at the High School the coming term.
Schools begin next Monday.

ness

merely

>

|£

A

Oh! let us hope that to our praise
Good God not only reckons
The moments when we tread His ways,
But when the spirit beckons—
That some slight good is also wrought

large

number cf

teams at

house last night.
Mr. A1 Page, the jeweller, has returned
from Mt. Desert brown as a berry'.
Capt. Prince, who was pardoned from State
Prison last week, goes to Boston to-night.
The captain has been at Thomaston thirteen

Beyoud self-satisfaction,
When we are simply good in thought.
Howe’er we fail in action.

ESTATE.
.

Valuable Beni F»tnte nml Water Power
within five mile* of the City of
Portland, Maine.
subscribers will sell at public auction at the
of F. O. Bailey & Co., 37 Exchange
on TUESDAY, Sept. 7, 1880, at
11 o’clock in the forenoon, all the late F. O.
J. Smith’s interest, being about three quarters
of the water privilege on the Presumpscot river,
at the Lower
Falls in Falmouth,
with
the
rights of fiowage and land connected therewith on
both sides of the river, including the Waite farm of
about 2G acres on the west bank.
This power consists of a fail of ten feet at high w ater aud nineteen
feet at low’ water, and may b« used at a point within
thirty rods of the Grand Truuk Railway, three and
a half miles from Portland Harbor, either by rail or
water. Lighters can reach the dam at low water and
vessels» f ten feet dra:t can lie within forty rods of it.
By building another dam, a pond of at least 2 5 acres
might be made at a moderate expense, from which
ice could be delivered at small cost on board vessels
in the river. The immediate source of the Presumpscot is Sebago Pond, which contains 117
square
miles of water and is fed by fifteen smaller ponds
aggregating an equal area. 1 he region drained by
these ponds is so level and so extensive that this
river i- rarely affected by freshets, and never by
drouth. It is estimated that the power offered for
sale is sufficient for 35 runs of stones tor
ri ding
grain with a!l attending machinery, and it is believed to be one of the most valuable and desirable
privileges in New’ England.
Also, at the same time and place, about 55 acres
of grass land on the norih-wes erly side o1 the Veranda road, between the line of the G. T. Railway
and the U. S. Marine Hospital grounds at East Deering measuring over 2200 leet on the road and
within two miles of the City Hall.
C. W. GODDARD
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Ex’rs.
D. W. FESSENDEN,
)

THE

rooms

street, Portland,

f

*ul9

eodtd

Aaiion

FOR SALE.
house with commodious stable, corner
and Spring streets at “Woodford’s”—
3 minutes walk from Port. & Rock, and Maine Central stations and horse cars, one mile from Portland
Lot of about 34,000 sq. feet land and 150 fruit
trees. The whole or part of this property is for sale.
Fine bouselots on Mechanic St. Apply on premises
to A. A. MITCHELL, or address.
FINE

High

EVERETT SMITH,
105 State St.. Portland, Me.

16

Exchange St.,

Portland

A'fOHvu

onuuite,

For
year opens Sept. 17.
apply to the Principal at

t.hA miActirtn

aul7TT&S4w

Franklin

iiuu

SALE.™*"'

story and half House with addition,
Stable and outbuildings all in good repair and nearly new. Lot contains
about one acre, excellent garden and
well of water. This property is situated
A

about fonr miles from Portland on the
Gray road. A good title and immediate
possession will be given. The above
will be sold for $675.00, and is
lie best bargain in Deering.
Inquire on the premises of Z. 0. LAMBERT, or of JOHN C. COBB, 31 1-2 Exchange Street, Portland.
All but $200 can remain on Mortage.

Sroperty
-marl

circulars,

or

To Let.
house in a desirable location in the west
ern part of the city, consisting of fourteen
rooms.
Convenient for one or two families. Apply
at 3u Emery Street.
au27 dtf

To Let.
Rent,

GOOD

A

Apply
augl2

to

6

central, rent low.
W. W. CARR, 197 Newbury Street.
rooms,

dtf

To Let with Board.
Rooms, single or

ed. Centrally located.
DE8IBABLE
au20d2w*

connect-

Address

BOX 1168. City.

House To Let.
Franklin and Heath streets, six rooms
Enquire of JOHN TURNER, on the premises
or LUTHER REDLON, 119ya Middle street.
anlO
tf
corner

ON

Cottages To Let at Libby Neck.
containing
TWO
all furnished.

rooms each, one containing 4,
Inquire of F. M. RAY, 100 Exchange St, Portland, Me., or to -J. M. ALLEN,
•
Saccarappa, Me.
jy23dtf

6

To be Let.

City Hotel,
occupied by vj,rW
& Co. Possession given August 1st. Apu.v to
STORE
RUFUS DUNHAM
under

now

,218 Fore St!

jel4tf

TO LET.
SCHOONER YACHT

y3f|

BAY,

having

been thoroughly refurnished this
is now ready to accommodate
parties by the day or week at reasonable
rates under the charge ot a cureful man and good
pilot* App.y to D. H. BURNS, on board, formerly
of Yacht Alarm, or at DYER & BURNS’, No. 123

_4gAtt^^season,

Commercial Street, Portland Me.

summer

TWOEnquire of

Preble House.

je2d4m

To Let.
cottage* at Evergreen Landing.
CON ANT, Photographer, opposite
juldtl

meet in

1, 1880,
premises now occupied by r. O.
Bailey A Co., No.’s 35 A 37 Exchange St.
Apply to
HENRY BEERING,
No. 37 Exchange St.
dtf

To
myl»

their respective ward

are

hereby notified

or

then and there to give in their votes for Governor,
Four Senators and Five Representatives to represent them in the Legislature of this State,
Representative to Congress, County Commissioner, County Treasurer and Sheritt'. Also to
give in their votes upon the following question,
viz: Shall the Constitution of the State of Maine be
amended as proposed by resolves of the Legislature,
approved on the twenty-seventh day of -January, in
ihc year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty, to wit:
The election of Governor by a plurality instead
of a majority of votes.
Shall the Constitution be amended so as to provide for the election of Governor by a plurality instead of a ma ority?
Those in favor of said amendment will vote “yes,”
and th086 opposed, “no.” upon their ballots.
Also upon the the following question, viz: Shall
the Constitution of the State of Maine ne amended
as proposed by resolves of the Legislature, approved
on the eighteenth day of March, eigateen hundred
and eighty, to wit:
Changing the terms of office cf Senator and Representatives, to conform to the Amendment of the
Constitution providing for Biennial Elections and
Biennial Sessions of the Legislature.
Shall the Constitution be amended so as to change
the term of office of Senators and Representatives,
as proposed in said resolve?
Those in fav r of said amendment wiil vote “yes,”
and those opposed, “no,” upon their ballots.
The polls will close at four o’clock in the afternoon.

The Aldermen will be in open session at the Aldermen’s room in said city, from nine o’clock to
twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and from two to five
o’clock in the afternoon, on each of the four secular
days next preceding such dav of Election, for the
purpose of correcting the lists of voters, and for
receiving evidence of the qualification of voters
whose names are not on said lists.
Per Order.
II. I. ItOBlNSON, City Clerk.
Elf-Advertiser copy.
au27 dtd

Motice.
person shall in any way fasten any horse or
other animal to any of said trees, or allow
any animal owned by him or under his control, to
stand so near to the
same
that
they may he
gnawed, or otherwise injured b^ any horse or other
animal so fastened as permitted t stand.
Any person violating
any of the provisions of this section,
shall be liable to
of not less than five, nor
more than fifty
dollars, for each offense.
This ordinance will hereafter be
stiictly enforced.

NO

Manufacturers of

CITY FORESTER.

Star Brand.

and

Litharge,
Pat. Tin-lined Pipe,
-Pure Block TinPipe,
Copper anrl Iron
Pumps,
LEAH PIPE ANH SHEET LEAH.

S0«C.L
OIBc*

JM

itt Oliver

„WM-«o*ion,

t|a*».
♦***!.fcwlV

Frank L.

Collins,

Middle

Street, Portland, ITIaine.
d&mo

ftpSO

mmm & omimonii
Counsellor s-at-Caw,
Q3

Exdiango

JOSIAH H.. DRUMMOND.

St.

JOSIAH H.

:

«

v>

6

R f '*•' A

_

Oak Piles, ship 1 smber
OKI

PINE,

DEt K

&

Plank,

PLANI4.

Lui

Timber and Plow Brain*, Treenail*.
Treenail Wedge* and Planning
edge*.
Pine and Hemlock Building Lnm
ber, Box Board*. Hbingle* Ac.
00a

JORDAN, Alfred,

K^-tnsuratice

SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over SO years duration in every
section of our country of Udoipho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale nncqualed
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For s'ale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

BERRY,

SMEW YORK.

jel

____dly
Dr. O, O'. CHENEY.
STREET,

Artificial teeth inserted, from one tooth
full sot.
Teeth tilled, cleansed and extracted in the best
possible manner and at low prices.
Residence, S4 Align, corner Pleasant St**,
tf
_

WAflTS.

WANJED.=
us

work the jear round.

Sheet Iron

experienced jobber.
pay good wages

To a
with

Address with

reference
WOOD, BISHOP & CO.,
au28
Maine.
Bangor,
d3t_

tency, and all dis-

follow,

eases that
as a sequence

preicrrea.
it»terences required
Call at 181 Cumberland Street from 9 to 10 o’clock
a. m. or 4 to 6 p.
au2G dtf

m._

Wanted.

A

Good

au_

i ntf

No. 3 Mechanics’ Block, Detroit, Mich.
Sold in Portland by all Druggists and by
Everywhere.
Druggists
nov2 d&wlv

HOTELS.

KMJiittJ!;

WASTED.
A capable, faithful woman for
general housework-one that would
take an interest. Family of two
or three.
Address, Miss L. W. S.,

$2

Slaine,
Up

one

flight only.

uoldtf

$1,140,057.04
MARK

WJ. LITTLE & CO.,

erto unrivalled
y

Policies written for these OLD AND FIRSTOLASS HARTFORD
COUFAAIKS, on
Dwellings, Household Furniture, Merchandise, and
all other good
at
the
LOWEST
property,

dlw

CONNECTICUT
FIRE INSURANCE

COMPANY,
HARTFORD,
in 1850.

OF
■

ASSETS.
U. S. Government Bonds.§
National Bank Stocks.
State, and City Bonds.
Railroad Stocks and Bonds.
Secured Loans.
Premiums in hands ol Agents.
Cash on hand and in Bank.

$3

Kiddefor.l

191,972.00

Total Assets, Jan.

1,1880.$1,483,580.02

Benxf.tt, Jit., President.
Charles R. Bert, Secretary.
James H. Brewster, Ass't. Sec’y.

CO.,

!‘p,\-J*g«ford
0.30,
U.30, etoptn-a

excellence

o*

CONNECTICUT.
dlw

_

CAPABLE GIRL WANTED.
Housework, at 320 l)an-

For General
forth Street.

dtf

LEAVITT,

for

Boarders

Transient
Bowling alleys, dance floor,
and

and good stabling.
Ajj^ftWiiJSswings
MaBfr'^Ykfii The house is connected

with Portland and Biddeford.

WATERVILLE, MAINE.
O. 3D. SEAYEY, Proprietor.

40 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.

mrlB_eodtf
NOTICE.
my wife, Nellie F Hart, has left my
bed and board without Just cause: all
persons
are hereby warned not to trust her on
my account,
as 1 shall pay no bills of her
contracting after this
LEROY 0. HART.
dal®;
Windham, Aug. 26,1880.
au28d3t

This elegant new hotel is now open to the public.
The rooms are spacious and airy with fresh and
handsome furniture. Good table. On the ground
floor are convenient sample rooms free for Com-

mercial
&u20

*

OF NEW

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after

Monday, Jnne 28, |
81880, Passenger Trains will leave

ENSURE

AGAINST

RISKS

dim*

OORI1LDI, \. II,
Hilhorn A Leighton, Proprietors.
We are prepared to carry parties to Mt.
ton and all points of interest around the mountains.
Also have tirst-class teams to lot at low prices.
Board furnished at any of the popular
houses at reasonable rates. Call and see us,

Washingboarding
dtf

Be

mire

to boy ticket* (at any railroad
boat office in New England) Tin

BOUND

>

™

YORK,

VIA

Portland & Worcester Line
AND

—

Norwich Line Steamers.
Express

Train with Parlor Car attached leaves
Portland at 1.00 p. m., connecting at New London
same evening with the fast steamers of the Norwich
Line, arriving at New York next morning at 6

o’clock.

Tickets, State Rooms and Seats in Drawing
Room Cars secured in advance at Rollins & Adams
22 Exchange Street, and at the Depots.
*T. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WESCOTT, Supt.je20dtf

Portland & iflpn Railroad
ARRANGEMENT.
vouuucuciDg
—

..Until further

passenger trains
follows:

leaving Portland
8.35 n. m.—For all statious running through to
8 wanton, Vt., connecting with all White

Bartlett and intermediate sta-

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
Bartlett and intermediate sta-

8.40

n.m.— From
tions.
1.00 p. ns.—From

Fahyan’s and White Mountain
points.
5.51 p. in.—From Swanton, Vt., and all stations
on through line.
The 8.25 a. m. and 12.45 p. m. make close connec-

AGENCY,
Street Boston.
H. P. BALDWIN,
Gen. Pass Agent G. R. R. of N. J.

Waterville, Augusta, Hallowell,

diner and Brunswick at 7.00
&15. and 11.15 p. m.

c?
via

and all station* on
Rockland
»hd for Cewi*ton and
**■

Briuwwxo,.

at

tor Bath at

7.00

40 PER CENT.
Losses

Paid

in

Thirty Days

After Proof.
J. r>. ,)ONES, President,
CHARLES I It: NX IS, Vico President
W. H. If. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
febl7
dlmtTT&Sl 1 m&wCw

a. m.

a> m

a.

m.,

Knox &

Old

For 30 Cents Each tlie Round

Trip.

Trains leave Portland, at 10.00 A. M., 1.00, 5.30
P. M. Returning, leave Old Orchard, at 2.13, G.4J,
9.44 P. M.
A trip to Old Orchard Beach is not complete without a ride in the obseravtion cars on the new “Orchard Beach Railroad,” ami that ail may
have an opportunity to enjoy this delightful excursion, the Company will sell tickets—Portland to
Saco River and return— *OR
CENTS
50
EACH THE BOUN D '4 KIP on the days
above mentioned.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
6. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent.

JOHN HOPKi 8,
WM. LAWRENCE,

Lin-

Farmington

and 12.55 p. m.
12.56 and 6.15 p.

passenger tratD for Lewiston. The 11.15 p.m.
is the Night Express Train with Pullman sleeping
attached making close connection at Bangor
for all stations on the Bangor & Piscataquis R. R,,
the £. & N. A. Railway, and for St. John nnd
Halifax, Houlton, Woodstock, St. Andrews, St. Stephen, Fredei icton, Fort
Fairfield and Caribou.
a

Passenger Train* arrive in Portland

jy24dtf

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and
through rates given.
Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all
Points South and Southwest via Va. and Tenn. Air
Line. C. P Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington street.
To all points of North and South Carolina and beyond via Atlantic Coast Line, John S. Daley, Agent
•06 Washington Street.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Washington
street.
Ship via Seaboard Air Line to Raleigh, Charlotte,
Spartans burg, Greenville, Atlanta, the Carolina*
and Georgia Points. A. H. Torricelli, Agent, 290
Milk St. Through bills of lading given by the above
named agents.
Pauuage to Norfolk and Baltimore including
Berth and Meals, 1st Class, 8CU 2d Class. 89.
Round
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
no2 Itf
Centra] Wharf. Boston.

Trip,

ns

follows:—The morning trains from Augusta. GarBrunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and

8.40 a. m. The day trains from Bangor, I>exter,
Belfast, Skowhegan. Farmington, K. & L. R. R„

and all intermediate stations at 1.00 and 1.05
p. m. The afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath,
and Lewiston at 6.45 p. m. The Night Pullman
Express train at 1.50 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t

ISLAND STEAMERS.

For the Islands.

Portland, June 21,1880

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

STEAMERS.

Steamer GAZELLE, Capt: A. S. Oliver.
Steamer EXPIIESS. Capt. Kath'l East,ell.
Steamer MAlt Y IP. LIBBY, Capt. J. A. King

FOR MT. DESERT.
Portland, Bangor & Machias

TIUK TABLE FOB 1NSO.
Leave end of Custom House Wharl, Portland,'
Peak’s, Cushing’s, Long Island and Little CMbeague, as follows:

STEAMBOAT CO.

FIVE

Summer

for 1SSO.

TRIPS

Arrangements,

PER

from the different landings as
follows:
Peaks’Island.
Cushing’s Island.
Scott's. Evergreen. White Kit. Ottawa.
Return

Leave

WEEK,

Portland.

Commencing June 2S, 1SSO.

__

M.
6.30
7.00
9.00

A.

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND,
tfBK***
K.
wCapt. W. E. Dennison, will leave
Railroad
vr-aStSf
Wharf, every Mou-

taSSaE&Mdny, Wednesday*
day evenings, at 11.15 o’clock, or

and Maton arrival
of Steamboat Express Trains from Boston, for
Mount Desert, (Southwest and
Bar Harbors,)
touching at Rockland only, and arriving at Bar
Harbor, at about 10.00 A. M., next morning.
Returning, leave Bar Harbor about 7.00 A. M,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, touching
at Southwest Harbor and Rockland,
arriving in
Portland, about 5 P. M., connecting with G o’clock
p. m. express trains and steamer for Boston.

Steamer LEWISTON, Capt. Charles Deering.will
Wharf, every Tuesday aud Friday Evening, at 11.15 o’clock, or on arrival of
Express Trains from Boston, for Mount Desert and
Machiasport, and intermediate bindings, arriving
leave Railroad

at Mount Desert at about noon.
Returning, will leave Machiasport, every Monday and Thursday Morning, at 4.30, and
Mount Desert, at about 10.00, arriving in Portland,
the same evening, connecting with the Pullman
Train for Boston.
Both Steamers connect at Rockland, with Sanford
S. S. Co Steamers for Banger and
River-landings,
From Bangor connecting Monday and
every trip.

Thursday.
Passengers from Portland, forwarded to Bangor
and River-landings at usual rates.
Freight for same points from Portland, forwarded

at REGULAR TARIFF RATES of this
company.
Tickets and staterooms at Union Ticket
Office, 40
Exchange St.
All communications by mail or telegraph for
rooms and circulars, should bo addressed to
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,

E. CUSHING, General Manager.

WM. CRANE,
D. H. MILLER.

From Bouton direct every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY at 3 P. all.

m.

car

Popular

UNF,

Nteaxnuhipn.

Oar-

Passenger Trains leave at 12.50 and 5.05 p. m.
The train leaving at 11.15 p. m. also has a passenger car attached, connecting at Brunswick with

New

Washington

Class

12.55,

Portland.

je21_dtf_

A. M.

10.30

9.45
11.15

P. M.

P. M.

11.45
it. M.
*2.00

4.10
5.30

5.00
6.45

0.30

17.30

0.30
7.20
9.45

10.60

P. M.
1.16

2.45

3.30

A. H.

11.06

1.25

4.30
6.10

I

A. m!
0.16
7.30
9.30

A. SI.

0.30
7.40
9.20
11.16

P. M.
_

2.30

2.20

5.30

5.15

6.45

0.30

7.00

19.10
--t9.00
The 9.00 and 10.30 A. M. and 2.00 and 6.10 P.
M., are the only trips from Portland to Evergreen.
*The only trip to Long Island and Little Cbebeague, leaving Portland at 2 p. m. Return, leaving Little Chobeague at 4.30 p. m., and Long Island
at 4.45 p. in.
tin rough, stormy and foggy woathor, this trip
will not be made.
Fare 25 cts. for round trip. Children 10 cts. Single passage one way 16 cts. Five tickets SI.00.
Commutation tickets, 30 round trips S5.00.
Arrangements for Picnics and Excursions can be
made with J. S. Morris, No. 22 Exchange street, or
Steamers lesve

City,

Afternoon at 2.00 and

3.30,

leave Islands for City at 5.30, 8.00 and 9.30.
See Entertainment Column for Saturdav Afternoon Band Concerts and Sails.
J. I. LIBBY, Manager,
Office, end of Custom House Wharf.
Portland, June 28,1880.
je29dtf

Portland, Little Chebeague, and

Harpswell Steamboat Co.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
EaMport, Me., Caiaii, Me.,

Yarmouth,

IV. M. St. John, .IV. If., Halifax,
IV. S., Charlottetown, P. E. J.

STEAMER HE ARIETTA.

THREE TRIM PER WEEK.
The steamers of this line will
»leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State street, every Monday,
^iSSSaaiBSSBi Wednesday, and Friday, at ti
p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with connections
for Calais, Kobbinstou. Si Andrews,
Pembroke,
t._,, Ujjv

Houlton, Woodstock, Grand Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth, Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst, Pietou, Shodhic, Bathurst, Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairtield, Grand Falls,

and other stations

on

the New

Brunswick and Can-

ada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince
Edward Island Rail
Roads, and Stage Routes.
{^"Freight received until 4 o’clock p. m.
For Circulais, with Excursion Routes,
Tickets,

State Rooms and further information applv at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St., T. C. MERSEY, President, and Manager, or to A. R.
STUBBS. Agent .It. R. Whart.
ljel2dtf

For
Touching

Harpswell,

LONG INLAND,
LITTLK
i'HEBEAGLE,
and GT. IHEBEAGl'E.

nt

On and after THURSDAY, June 24th, this well
known steamer will leave the east side of Custom
House Wharf, at 0.15 A. M., and 6.15 p. M
Leavo Harpswell, at 6.15 A. M., and 2.30 P. M.

Sunday Excursions.
On and after July 4th, steamer Henrietta, will leave
Custom House Wharf, at 10 A. M., and 5.30 p. M.
Leave Harpswell, at 7.30 A. M., and 3.00 P. M.
Tickets may be bought of THOMAS MATHEWS,
on board of boat, or JOHN S. MORRIS,
No. 22 Exchange St. Portland.
jelOdtsepl

Tourists1 Steamboat Line.

Boston
—AND

—

PHILADELPHIA

STEAMER
(East Side

Direct Steamship Line.

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and
Saturday.

From

bailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
bv connecting lines-forwarded free of commission.
Pa«Mage Eight Dollar*. Rouud Trip $13,
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
fi. B.

deSltf^

_

6.10

Wharf, Bouton,

for Boston.
Passengers by rail to and from
Rockland remain in Rockland over night.
This
steamer will go to Sullivan and
points between on
Tuesday,
and Sunday trips.
er

Thursday

T. S. LINDSAY, General Manager.
dtf

House Wharf)
Peaks,

0.00 a.m.
7.15
0.30 «

••

11.00
1.00

10.15
11.45*“
2.00 P. M.

3.15t

"MINNEHAHA

of Custom

Leaves
Trefeth’s & Hog.

6.45

(calling

0.15 a.m.
7.30

0.15
10.35
1.10 p.m.
2.20

p.m.

2.30
at islands both

(to Jones’ only)

ways.)

6.30

7.15
*
To Peak’s and Trefetben’s only.
+ Sailing Trip, arriving at city 5.45

Special arrangements can be made for private
parties to Diamond Cove, and for Moonlight Excursions.

MAHPffON, Agent,

_lOJLoug

ROCKLAND, HT. DESERT ANDMLLLVVANNTEA1IROATCO., FOB HT
DESERT AND SULLIVAN.
Summer
Arrangement.
A»igaaw w
Commencing June lOth.eteamMT- I>KSERT, Capt. D. Robrnson, will leave Rockland for
■Uf
Southwest and Bar Harbors
every luesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday at (5
o clock A. M., or on
arrival of Sanford steamer
from Boston.
Returning, will leave Bar Harbor
every Monday, Wednesday. Fridav and Saturday
12.30, connecting at Rockland with Sanford steam

]C24

Portland.
5.30 a.m.
8.45

Wharfage.
Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-halt the rate of

Portland to

Baltimore &

E llIMHIP

For Lewiston and Auhurn.

diner, Bath,

£

FOB THE

galling weekly from Boston and New York. Draft*
for 1£ and upwards issued on the Koval Bank of
Ireland.
444 CONGBEHS STREET,
Portland Me.
oolSdtf

12.55""®

TO

will carry passengers from
Orchard Beach and Return

AOEKT

ClAAKD, INMAN and
WHITE STAU LINES,

Norfolk,

From LongWharf, Boston, 3 p.

July 25th, and every Sunday durONingSUNDAY,
the month of August, the Boston & Maine
Railroad

T. P. McGOWAN,
—

nnd W"‘er
Title via Lewiston at
The 5.15 p. m. train runs to Vv Orville via Augusta, Saturdays only. The night u .iiman trains
run each way. every night Sundays
inclutwi.

A©

Old Orchard Beach and
Saco River.

below.

for,

For

and

splendid steamers sail from Ne
ICth, 20th and 30th of each month
passengers and freight for San Francisco,

Passenger Trains leave Portland for Ban*
Dexter, Belfast and Waterville at
2.50. 12.55, and 11.15 P. M.
For Skowhegan at 12.50,12.55 and 11.15 p.m.

Conway Corner, Jackson,
Oleu House, Crawford’*, Enbyan’s,
Twinctta, Bethlehem,
Jefferson,
Profile House, and Summit of Ml,
Washington.

Portl*

New

new and
oh the

£

SUNDAY, JUNE 27, 1880,

for

Boston & Maine R. R.

Valanda,

S. S. Acapulco Aug 30 | S. S. Clyde.Sept. 10
S. S. Crescent City Sept. 10
For freight or passage rates and the fullest Infor
mation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. L. BARTLETT A CO.,
115 State Street, cor. Broad fit., Bontou.
or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland.
jeSSdtf

{

ISSW.

irar..

Hiram.
p. in.—For
tions.

as

Maine Central
RAILROAD.

notice

FUU 88

The
York

219 Washington
mh20dly

llIlNA,
Zealand

Australia.

ROUTE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS

June

Sandwich

steam-

l.uv

p. m., and (mixed) at ($.45 p.
Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45
m., 11.05
a. m., and 3.53 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. m., 1.20 p. m. and 6.10 p. m.
For Gorham, Hticcarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook
and
Woodford’s,
Mill*,
at 7.20 a. m., 1.00, 6.20 and (mixed) 6.45
p. m.
The 1.00 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer June, with IIoosac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Uine, and all rail,
via Springfield, also with N. If. Sc N. E. R.
R. (r‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, and the
South and with Boston Sc Albany R. R. foi
the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with trains
of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at kokms & Adams’, No. 22 Exchange Street.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
<
GEO. P. WE
T, Supt.
je26dtf

—

BROOK

or

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN,

NEW ENGLAND

1.00 p.
Rochester, 8pringvale, Alfred, Wat-

$5.50

FOR

FARE,

For

0Nir

____

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO

carrying

m.

KU«,

OLD

feb6

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Ballast

Clinton, Ayer Jane., Fitchburg,
Nnwhaa, Lowell, Windham, and Epping at 7.20 a. m. and 1.00 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
a*
m.
a.

connection with

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

For

niter.4

BOSTON

CO EON V HAIL.
BOAD.
BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
Time. Low
Serai-Weekly Cine, Quick
Rates, Frequent Departure**.
and
forwarded
Freight received
daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Steamer*, sailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, ». C«, Washington, D. C., CSeorgetown. D. C., Alexandria, Va., and all Rai
and Water Lines.
Through Kates named and Bills of Lading iven
from any point in New England to Pbiladelphi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
D. D. C. MINK. Agent,
196 Washington Street, Boston, Mass
Wm. P. Clyde A Co., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia.

Most Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia Ac Reading: R. Xt.
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,

m.

ASSETS.

to Policy Holders on
Premiums Tci-uiinnting in 1S79

FROM
in

STATION IN NEW YORK

in.

Dividends

m.

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

New

water-borne.

$12,437,739.5 1

and 2.30 p.

-BETWEEN-

l’liis Company will take risks at their offices, New
Vork, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
Roon as

England

Bound Brook Route.

at 7.20 a. m.,
and
p. in , arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p, m. aud 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.20 p. ni. and 6.10 p.

MARINE

ONLY.

a. in.

& Yew

STEAMSHIP LINES

Saturdays an extra train leaves Canton for Mechanic Falls at 5.15 p. m. Returning leaves Lewiston 4.35, Portland 5.10 and Mechanic Falls 6.55
p. m., arriving at Canton 8.15 p. m.
Stage connections for West Sumner, Dixtield,
Byron, Bangley Lakes, Ac.
I. WASHBURN, Jb., President.
Portland Juno 28,1880.
e30tf

"■”1.00

YORK,

rnvelem.

CORHASV1 LIVERY CO.

jc23

SUMMER

tion

by telephone
au5 dim*

ELMWOOD HOTEL,

Tout!,, Honor, Store aud J.mni A,vnin^N, BBon-e, Khip nud Campaign Flags
C’nuvnH flaiiimockN, Cots,
NignM, Yacht
HiuIm, A*c. Tons to JLet.

mutual Insurance Co.

BEACH.

XjEAVITT, Proprietor.

QPen
^Wr^mCluests.
<&

trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments.
First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West said
South inky be had of M. L. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf

6.05

ATLANTIC

Philadelphia

_Leaves Canton 4.30 and D.50 a. in.
'^Returning leaves Portland 1.10 p. m.
Lewiston, 2 p. in., and Mechanic Falls

all

port ami Montreal.
13.45 p. m. -Express train for principal stations
and all White Mountain points.
This
train will not stop at Flag Stations nor at So.
Windham, White Rock, West Baldwin or

HOTEL,

LEAVITT HOUSE.
POINT

cu!moct with

Resorts, aud at St. Johnsbury with
Day Express on Passumpsic R. R. for New-

Temple Street, Portland, Me.
Formerly part of the old Adams House.
This House will be open all hours of the night.
Night office up one flight.
Furnished or Unfurnished Rooms to let, with or
without board.
maylfldly

PINE

roaa

Mountain

the European Plan,
ALBERT XI. HHJMK8
Proprietor

CLYDE’S

E.AIXjHOAI>.

H,nlion!)>

tion.
All

wU1

the

on

m., 2.00

Portland alld Bangor,
itookland Mt. Desert Macbias,
Calais, St!
v-,„tport,
John aud Halifax. Also connect
wiuc Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Main.* Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer sta-

___

hithprice,
the table will be strict
in

a.

Bench,

31 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

au27

dtf

Rumford Falls & Bucfcfleld

Commencing June 27, 1880*

SUMMER

INHERE IN THE

Ticket Office, E. A. Waldron, Agt., 40 Exchange
street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Meat* and
Ber'h* *o!d at Depot Ticket Office.
Until further notice there will be a train
leave Portland
Sunday P. M. at 2.30 for
Boston and all way stations.

m.

0.00, 7.43, 11.15 11.49

Leave Portland for Bo*tou and Way Station* at 1.00 p. m. Returning leave Boston at
0.00 p. m.
Portland for Scarborough
Pine
VVUt. Old Orchard Beach, Saco and Riddetorn
10.0o a. m 1.00, 5.30 p.m. Ren„»_
for Fortlnnd at b'.OO,

45,629.07
118,641 j)5

Cash Capital, all paid in.$1,000,000.00
Reserve lor all Liabilities, including
Re insurance.
273 817 68
Net Surplus.
209,662.34

These steamers are fitted up with line accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New Yorlf. Passage, including
State Room, $3; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, P. K. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can he obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
dechdtf

Mouth and
Ticket office, Comand at the Union

West at lowest rates at Depot
mercial street, J. M. French,

m,

SUNDAY-TRAINS

$1,483,480.02

OLD

a.

4.18, 7.20, 9.20 p. m.
Saco at 0.03, 7.47, 11,18, 11.53 a. m., 2.03
4.22, 7.24, 9.24 p. m.
Old Orchard Bench at .013, 7.57, 11.28 a.
m. 12.02: 2.13, 4.30. 7.32, 9.32 p. m.
Pine Point at 6,19, 8.03, 11.35 a. in., 12.07,*
2.-0, 4.35, 7.37,9.37.*
Scarborough Beach at 0.30, 8.09, 11.42 a.
m., 12.12,* 2.27,4.40, 7.42, 9.42.*
♦Stops to leave passengers from west of Biddeford

Day.

per

ST. NICHOLAS

COOK

je29

4.00, 7.03, 9.02 p.

007.00

126,780.00
288,150 00

m.

daily.
point*

New York and Philadelphia

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND.
at 7.25 11.32
Kcnnebuuk

Leave

NEW
224

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38, East River, New York,
every MON DA Y and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M

7 p. ra., arriving
and 11 p.

Line to Sew York.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

Portland, leave Boston,

a. m. 12.30 and
in Portland at 12.00 m. 12.30, 5
The 7 p. in. train runs
Through ticket* to all

m.

488,300.00

Net Surplus to Policy Holders. 1,209,662.34

M.

Lawrence,

neorporuted

maintained.
CHAH. B. FERKBiY, Proprietor.
oc2S
eodly

Wanted.

..

Agents.

_

wanted.
Must be a good washer and
ironer. Call at 87 FREE STREET.
aulO
dtf

WHEREAS

HOWARD, President.

d3w*

187!)

M.

50 to

Notwithstanding the reduction

_

\\ IB. OlVIiER, Sewing Machine Ri pnirer, 4 Marie’** Terrace, in the Rear of 999
Cougre.NM Street.
my24dly

Opposite Falmoutli Hotel,

uuusii,

REDUCTION OF PRICES.

Book Binders.
WOT* A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printers’
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.

LAMSON,
Artist Photographer,

000.00
2211430.00
20

JAMES NICHOLS, Secretary.

W. D. LITTLE &

BOSTON, MASS.

Cor. Kim and Cumberland Sts.

F. A.

277.85

Resident Asrents,

Sleigh Ironer wanted immediately at
MARTIN, PENNELL & CO.'S.

Brunswick, Maine.

Haverhill.

Exeter,

cruuru huh

11in.esutin

*

manufacturer of

a* STATE FAIR,

of

Self-Abuse; as
Loss of Memory,
BEFORE TAKING Universal Lassi- AFTER TAKING.
tude, Pam in the Back, Dimness of Vision, Premature Old Age, and many other Diseases that lead tc
Insanity or Consumption and a Premature Grave.
BSF* Full particulars in our pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mail to every ©ne.
The
Specific Medicine is sold by all druggists at $1 per
or six packages for $5, or will be sent free
package,
by mail on receipt of the money by addressing
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
_

Wanted
girl to do general housework.

Nova Scotia

4

324.300,00
15,609.00
30,030.04
57,037.04

Bonds. 222,300.00
ion ash nn

for Seminal

Weakness, "Spermatorrhea, Impo-

o a

and

69,203.11

Rail Rnn<l Ktrvpks and lirmda

THE GreatTRADE MARK
oglinh Remedy, an unfailing
cur©

Orer H. II. Hay’s.

Plate

...

dly

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADE MARS:

DENTIST,
MIDDLE

an
we will

Market,

Andover and Lowell at G.15, 8.45 a. m.. 1.10,
0.00 p. m.
For Rochester, Farmington and Alton
Bay, at 0.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.10, p. m.
For Wolfeboro, at 8.45 a. in., 1.10 p. in.
For Centre Harbor at 8.45 a. m. Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays
For Manchester and Concord (via Lawrence.) at 8.45 a. m.; (via New Market Junction)
at 1.10 p. m.
Gggr“The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland connects
witn Sound Line steamer* for New York.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland, at 1.10,

---

18 BEAVER STREET,

'lit Mai kct Square, Portland.
Price: reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.

class Tin
AFIHST
worker, who is
mat who suits

12.50,

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

Real Estate,.
Bills Receivable, secured by Mortgages
and Trust Deeds,.
Interest Accrued, not included above,
Cash in Hartford National Bank,.
Cash iu Charter Oak National Bank,..
Cash in Company's Office.
Cash in hands of Agents and iu course
of transmission.
Bank Stocks, valued.
United States, City, Stato, and other

For

se-

Steamship Company.

Semi-Weekly

SOu

TOTAL ASSETS ol the Co. 81,140,037.64
A.B FOLLOWS: "VIZ.

au27

PAINTERS,

itss

and after Monday, July
12, 1880, PaNitenger Train*
will
LEAVE
PORTLAND
FOR BOSTON at 6.15, 8.45 a.
6.00
Boston
at
at 10.45
p. m., arriving
m., 1.10,
a. m., 1.15, 5.10, 10.00 p. m.
Returning, leave
Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12.30, 3.30 6.00 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.30, 5.00, 8.00; 10.00
p. m.
Portland for Scarborough
Beach and
Pine Point. 5.00, G.15. 8.45. 10.15 a. m.,
5.30 p. m., (The 6.00 p. m. train does not stop at
these stations except to leave passengers from lines
east of Portland.)
r or uui urcnnrti aseacn, *aco aud nuideford, at 5.00, 0.15, 8.45, 10.15 a. m., 12.50,
l. 10. 5.30, 0.00 p. m.
For Kennebunk, Well*, No. Berwick,
Salmon Fall*. Great Falls,
Dover, New

Portland and Worcester Lino,

INSURE WITH THE BEST.

JOST & MORTON,

FRESCO

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

364,304.33

legal standard,
106,676.47)
Surplus over Capital and all

Liabilities,

Maine

season for Sound and
Rail connections South and West.
6 p. in. for Boston Daily, except Sunlay, for all
way stations, arriving in Boston at 10.00 p.m.

—7.00

} 175,753.29

Net

morning trains South and West.
Daily except Sundays. For Boston and

all

7.30 and 8.3C,

reminded that they

are

comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and Inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken an usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr., Ceoernl Agent.
dtf
aprb

cure a

way stations, arriving at 1.15 p. m.
1.15 p. m. Daily except Sundays. Express train
with Pullman Parlor Car for Saco, Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Bos-

ju20

je26___

19,07C.S2)

Fund,

RATES, (consisent with the hazard.

Estate’Agents.

Premiums

Hartford, Conn.

Iiibalities:
Unpaid Firp Losses §

Schiedam Aromatic

Leader.

JOJBtlV (!. PKOf Tliit, (Vo. 94 txihuuse
Street.

Ml

D.
PORTLAND, MAINE.

ThST&wly

A. F.

White Lead,
Bed Lead

Accountant and Notary Public.
OEO. e. COOmAN, Office No. tS4 middle
Real

D.V.asftaS£P«4<wreUrY.
LITTLE & CO., Ag«uts,

Passengers by this line

Train* Leave Portland
Dally (Night Express from Bangor) for

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
SANBORN, Master Transportation.

dot

..

NATIONAL

BRASS AND STRING.

(Street. Portland.

PURE

KELLOGG, Preside:A. VV. JILLSON,
>^r

The favorite Steamers Forest City and .John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, and INDIA WHARF.Boston, daily, at
7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).

D. W.

JOSEPH HICKSON.
General Manager.

au2S

m.

season for
a. 121.

MONTREAL.

rains on Boston &
ateamers running between

WOLFE’S

RAILWAY

For the remainder of the season,
Pullman cars will he run on day
trains between PORTLAND and

1

PORTLAND BAND

>

ap‘2(3dtf

$2,733,311.27

OFFICE 31 EXCHANGE STBEET.
au27
d1w

cuatiNJh.tsa uAltos.

rooms on

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

BOSTON LEAD MMUF’G CO.

Total Asset*,

to

dtf

i

Cash Capital,....§1,000,000.00
Reserve for reinsurance.
759,878.64
Reserve for unadjusted losses,.
98,958.00
Net Surplus,.
874,504.03

I

STEPHEN

penalty

I<et.

pleasant rooms suitable for ladies
ONEgentlemen.
Enquire at 4 PROSPECT ST.
two

or

LIABILITIES.

Fond* RpkcpvciI to meet all

-1

Monday, the thirteenth day of September next, at 10 o’clock in the
forenoon,

the

_mv27

city

805,613.60

City Bonds,....

§2,733,341.27

to Warrants from the Mayor and
Book, Card and lob Printer,
Aldermen of the City of Portland, tlie duly
PURSUANT
IVO. 37 1‘MHII STREET.
electors of
said

257,770.00

CAPITAL STOCK, nil cash, $009,000.00

of Portland.

qualified

438,451.80
969,023.50

stocks,.
United States. State

Of

ADVERTISEMENTS

City

To be Let.
On and after Oct.

31,487.75

com-

OF THE

nice

accrued,.

1880.

Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport. Salem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleeping Car will be ready for occupancy in Portland
at 9 p. m. every night except Sunday, and will be
attached to this train. Passengers have a full
night’s rest and airive In Boston at 6.30 a.in. in

KTOTICE,

6p,

Bank stocks,.
Rail Road and other

dell

STATE OF MAINE.

au28dlw

§135,000.00

143,904.05
146,000.00

W.

DRUMMOND, JB.
no25dtf

St.

143,294.34
-§520,252.31

Loans on Collateral,.
Real Estate Loans,...
Interest and Rents

dtf

or

A

Estate (Hartford, Conn., and
Charleston, S. C.,..

Real

H.

CEISrXEISITsrijAL BLOCK,

pleasant and convenient rents; for
from *10 to *20 per month. Apply to L. TAY-

in

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

ri't.C’XT.o

Houses To Let.~

follow*:

of transmis-

sion,

COLCORD,

No. 10G Park St., will be let furnished
for G
HOUSE
8 months, perhaps longer, from Oct.
TO THE ^LECTORS
1st. Apply at the house.
au28d2w*

Congress

course

CHILDREN.—Mental

CITY

and

Agents

&itteb$

onlO

are a*

Bank,. §370,957.97
Cash in hands of

and

II

GRAND

SUMMER \ It RAN <3 EMEflf T.

OF HARTFORD, CO
NT.
liOtve, Paid Since Organization of the

at No. 99 High Sit. Pupils from any class in the
Grammar Schools who wish to lit for college save
a year by entering this Hchool.
Cad or send for Circular.
auSdtf

and physical weakness of
youth has its origin, in the majority of cases,
in defective nutrition. Food in sufficient quantities
but. jt in _taof wrim.ilatod
rFlu» Klnori is
pale, uuu, aua wea*. mere is uo me lu uie liuie
one who pines !n solitude, to the astonishment" of
friends and relatives. Now, what this young patient wants is something to nourish and strengthen
the blood, increase the flesh, and build up the system. Nothing in medicine or dietetics can possibly
equal MALT BITTERS. This incomparable nutrient is rich in bone and fat-producing materials, it
assists digestion, cleanses and enriches the blood,
and prepares the system to resist disease and debility. MALT BITTERS are prepared without fermentation from Canadian BARLEY MALT and HOPS,
and warranted superior to all other forms of malt
or medicine, while free from the
objection urged
against malt liquors.
Ask for Malt Bitters prepared by the Malt
Bitters Company, and seo that every bottle bears
the Trade Mark Label, duly signed and enclosed
in wave lines as seen in cut.
MALT BITTERS are for sale by all Druggists.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
dtf

dtf

The Assets oi' the Company
Cash on hand and in

D. D. PATTEN’S SCHOOL

Northwest, West »nd Southwest.

STREET

xviuimuj,

143 Pearl Street.

HOPS^

LITTLE, General Agent,

$13,718,617.48.
Cash Capital, all paid up, $1,000,000.00

Removed from iog Green Street. The next
School 7 ear will begin Monday,
30, 1880.
For terms apply to Ellen M. Aug.
FREEMAN IOG
Greap
St._au24 d2w

Denver, San Frauci*co,
and all points in the

POLICIES,

insurance, have paid better rates
Governme 11 Bonds, with equal

INSURANCE COMPANY

Beginning Sept. 6th, 1880,

AND

$90,000,000,

Statement of the Old

admission

For pupils of both sexes, will he continued the
ing school year

YORK,

TIME TRIED and FIRE TESTED!

S,Tu&T2w

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milv/nukee,
Cincinnati, 8t, Lout**. Omaha, Sagi'law, St. Paul, Salt Luke City,

To

_

INSURE WITH THE BEST

78 WINTER STREET.

jau24

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

dlw

EXCHANGE

SCHEDULE.

ton, arriving at 5.10 p.in. in

—AND—

S. C. PRESTON, President.
GEO. \V. LESTER. Secretary.

NEW

a.

8.45

offices

242,210.00

LITTLKlcO., Agents.

*4

1.05 p. m., 5.50 p. in.
From Quebec, 12.40 p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal & Gorham, 12.40 n. ui.,
5.35 p. ui.
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 9.30 a. in.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

$809,020.21

31

PORTLAND, MAINE.

TRADE MARK

To Let.

SEVERAL
385

“28

ARRIVALS.
From Gorham, So. Paris, & Norway, 8.35 a. in.
From
Lewiston and Auburn, 8.35 a. in.,

202,738.53
§190,405.00
59,585.00

otlnr Bonds,.

STEAMERST

BOSTON

Railroad,

commencing Tune 27th,

To Auburn and Lewiston,
7.00 a. m.,
I J.45
1.10 p. in., 5.10 p. in.
in.,
To Gorham, Montreal, and Chicago, 905 a. in.,
J.IO p. in.
To Quebec, LlOp. m.
To Lewiston Junction, mixed, 3.30 p. iu.
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham, 5.10 p. m.
This train connects with mixed at Lewiston Junction.

74 EXCHANGE STREET

auO

Hor Pupils of Botli Sexes,
416 Cumberland St., Cor. Green
Street,

J. W.

d&wtf

lULM.

Ban! Stocks, valued at....
Rail load Stocks and Bonds,
U. S.ates, State, City and

W. D.

Fresh as from the living well
Seltzer hubbies in the glass!
Tarrant’s pure aperient
Gives the rare elixir birth,
Healthful as the fluid sent
Flashing, from the breast of Earth.
Time and distance, what are they?
When Art thus can reproduce
•Springs a thousand leagues away,
For the sick man’s instant use!
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

j;

passenger'

lieis,. 137,350.00
I.oais secured by pledge of
Stalks and Bonds,..
27,208.00

security.

MISS FREEMAN’S DAY SCHOOL

on

Jy2°__dtf

unneumbered,. 20,707.31
11,323.22

ENDOWMENT

TERM, SEPT. 16.
Address D. L. SMITH, Principal,
aul7TT&S3w
Topsham, Maine.

'maeTbitters"

las’dRE.? &AEuir?‘nJs

ltealEstato owned by Co.,

Eastern
MliUlTlER

»n>l after Monday, June 28th,
;i.iz1880, passenger trains will leave Poras follows:
0n

Iutenst Accrued.
Loas on Mortgages, first

besides furnishing
of interest than

CHEMICAL MARVEL.
Though a thousand leagues away
Seltzer’s Tonic fountain foams,
We can drink the same to-day,
in our far-off Western homes.
Thanks to Chemistry’s SpellIn an instant—presto!- pass!
A

Olirul

uciuiau.

viz:

84,052.ill
30,028.77
-114,081.08

approved forms of policies at 15 per
cent tower rates than olier Compauies’ rates and
with greatest securities, ltts

Family School.

FALL

UNFERMENTED

I^MALT

follow!,,

ae

baud and in Bank.
Cashin hands of Agents,..

Issues all

Prepares for College, and oilers careful instruction
jn.b.iou

$809,020.21

Caslion

OF

Sewall’s
DAY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS,

dtf

THE OLD PROUT’S NECK HOUSE,
Prout’s or Libby’s Neck in ScarborTbis well known and valuable
ough.
consists of a large two story
property
ell
and large stable, wit h a bomhouse,
eight acres of land. Tbis is called by
many THE BEST LOCATION FOR A
SEASIDE HOTEL ON THE AMERICAN
COAST. The facilities for boating, fishing, and bathing, are unrivalled.
It is
near Old Orchard, Pine
Point, and ScarBeaches.
borough
This property will be sold at a bargain, to settle up an estate.
For terms
v188 Middle St., Portland, Me. moulion,

Total Assets,

ill Life Insurance Cow’ny

Miss

...

31,587.57
140,308.90

eodly

Instruction iu English and Classical Studies.

SALE.

Giabiliiie.,
Ncliurplu*,.
oiler

THE OLD

and German on reasonable terms.
For further information until Sept. Oth, apply to
C. B. VARNEY, A. M.,
an! Teodtf
Stevens Plains, Maine.

Several of our citizens
illuminate their
residences regardless of politics and gas upon
the processions of either party.
Tuere was.a private excursion party on the
Valora to Popham Sunday.
To-night at Winuegance, Messrs J. \V
Fiske and Jerry Miller will address the Republicans.

on

cash, $.100,000.00
Cupful Slock, paid
Rom for Kr-inaurnuir...
141,133.74
Oiittaiidiiijff Losses and £tSi

auS7

aul

was

485 1-23 Congress Street,
Prepares pupils for High School, College, or Business.
Sixth year begins Monday, Sept. Oth.
Private lessons in English, Classics, French

day.

at a

LOR,

STEAMERS.

p

up iu

W.D.

English and Classical School,

at court.

31% Exchange St.

FOR

Cosmetic.

incomparable

Given to private pupils by the subscriber.

on

FOR

nolia Balm.
It is the one

milD Fall Term begins Aug. 30th, 1880. Pupils
A of both sexes received at any time during the
term. Special attention given to fitting pupils for
the High School. Private pupils received as usual.
For further particulars apply to the Principal,
ETTA A. FILES,
aul4 eodtf
No. 411 Itaon u Street.

Me.

HOUSE
Pine, and 2 frame house?
BRICK
Spring Street, for sale
bargain.
C. P.
marl8

Consumption.

PORTLAND ACADEMY,

For* Sale.
MATTOCKS

and
Send

In Motley BIocls..

CHARLES KIC'XB.

oel5tf

Asthma

Company,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Assets

IN I JEERING.
to

cures

tions, eruptions, ring marks
under the eyes,saJlowuoss,redness, roughness, and the flash
of fatigue and excitement are
at once dispelled by the Mag-

IiKiiraiice

EDUCATION AL

Houses and House Lots for Sale
Apply

and life-like tints, and the closest scrutiny cannot detect its
use. All unsightly discolora-

told, was a grandmother.
Looking at hor for a moment, she quickly said;
“Oh, no, she is not a grandmother; she is too
new to be a grandmother; grandmothers have
gray hair and wear spectacles.”

Hancock would be President March 4, 1881,
and another bet of §10 to §5 was taken on the
result in New York State.
An excursion from Castine and Bath to
Harpswell in the Sebenoa will take place Fri-

RESIDENCE IN DEERING

who, she

near,

Court will probably hold for the remainder
of the week.
Rev. Mr. Rugg had crowded audiences at
the Universalist church Sunday.
The Swedenborgiau society went on their
annual excursion to Oak Point this morning.
Wednesday their will be an excursion from
Bowdoinham in the Sebeuoa to the islands.
Folks on Granite street complain of that
pig nuisance.
The committee on accounts meet at City
Hall to-morrow.
This morning a little group, afterwards
swelled to a trowd, got talking politics and
betting begun. Two bets of 520 to 52!) were
upon Hancock’s being elected President. One
was nn

gists everywhere.
It imparts the most brilliant

A child in Newton was called one day by
her mother to speak to another lady standing

Thomas Carroll yesterday, in lower Hell
Gate, was upset from a small boat and was
The
nearly drowued before being rescued.
rescue was a matter of difficulty in the strong
current.
Wilkins, the Day’s ferry thief, was brought
by Deputy Sheriff Leonard from Wiscasset
this morniug and plead guilty iu the Supremo
court.
Sentenced to two years at Thomaston
The Duuton-Brookins case drags its slow

tn

Positive relief and immunity
from complexional blemishes
may be found in Hagan’s Magnolia Balm. A delicate and
harmless article. Sold by drug-

Wiggin & Co.,
Ilockland, Me., Solo Agents.

department.
Quiet in police circles.
The police are on the lookout for thieves
who have been visiting North End orchards
and boats along shore.

hpt. nf

Antidote

s

Bronchitis and prevents
for a circular.

months.
Mr. A. D. Stetson, the furniture dealer, lost
a valuable horse this morning,
He was worth
about 5200.
The knee breeches and white boots of tourists at the station on arrival of eastern trains
tell their starting point to have been Mt.
Desert.
Mr. Moses is building an extension in the
rear of Goldstein’s store for a boys’
clothing

length along

For Fine Complexions,

rest

“My son, I mistrust you are addicted to the
habit of cigarette smoking.”
“Yes, father, I have smoked one.”
“Here, take this pipe, my son. Bo a man
immediately. Don’t hesitate on the brink of
idiocy. Jump clear over and smoko tobacco.”

Adams

the

RECIFE

It is said that St. Louis has the politest lawyer in tli© country. A long and terrific roll of
thunder having stopped him in the midst of an
address to the jury, on resuming he bowed and
courteously said: “Gentlemen, please excuse
the interruption!”

Republicans Wednesday

evening.

Longing

au23dlm

regaining

rapidly

a

isiana addressed the

De-ire must ope the portal;—
Perhaps the longing to be so
Helps make the soul immortal.

A

RAILROADS.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF

“Bless

A modern novel has this thrilling passage:
“With ono baud he held her beautiful golden
head above the chilling wave, and with the
other called loudly for assistance.”

out.

are

serious illness.
The Samoset House closes this week
Mr. Edward Heath, of the New York and
Aspiuwall line of steamers, is in town.

through our paltry stir and strife,
Glows down the wished ideal,
An<l longing moulds in clay what life
Carves in the marble real.
To let the new life in, we know,

For Sale

high.

of the Gokler
P. Mason is

strength alter

Still

REAL

runs

masts

Mr. H.

St) eautiful, as longing?
The thing we long for, that we are
For one transcendent moment.
Before the present, poor and bare,
Can make its sneering comment.
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